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Stamping specialist Minneapolis Washer
and Stamping, Inc. would like to formally
announce the hiring of Kevin Booth Sales., to
exclusively cover the entire state of Wisconsin.
Booth will be responsible for working with existing
and new customer development, focusing on
special and washer product sales development.
A professional sales group, Kevin Booth Sales
(KBS) organization is headed by Kevin Booth, and
is based in Chicago, IL. KBS has been covering
the states of Illinois, Michigan and Indiana
for over 20 years for Minneapolis Washer and
Stamping, Inc.
With strategic territory coverage, KBS services
the fastener supply, industrial supply, contractor
supply (STAFDA), mill and mine supply, rigging,
marine supply and hardware markets.
Minneapolis Washer and Stamping, Inc. is
family owned and a seasoned player in the
stamping industry. Since 1934, Minneapolis
Washer and Stamping has provided top-level
service and quality metal stampings. For 85
years, the most reputable companies in the world
have used Minneapolis Washer and Stamping
products consistently.
For more information contact Minneapolis
Washer and Stamping Inc. at 1501 West River
Rd North, Minneapolis, MN 55411. Tel: 612588-0501, Fax: 612-588-0506, email: chrisb@
minneapoliswasher.com or visit them online at
www.minneapoliswasher.com.

EFC International, a leading supplier of
engineered fasteners, is pleased to announce
the approval of Sherex Fastening Solution’s
Large Size rivet nuts for use in steel utility poles
by a leading energy company. The approval
is in accordance with Specification for Tubular
Steel Pole Transmission Line Structures SESPD-027. The specification covers the minimum
requirements for the design, drawings, material,
fabrication, welding, coating, inspection, and
delivery of tubular steel pole structures.
Sherex Large Size rivet nuts eliminate the welding
process and reduce the number of components
for installation. They also allow for a safer, onehanded installation of the step bolts in the field.
“This is a significant cost savings for pole and
tower manufacturers and we are excited to bring
this product to the market,” states Paul Musgrove,
Industrial and Distribution Sales Manager.
These rivet nuts exceed application
performance and safety requirements including
maximum retention in fiberglass material and
increased spin out resistance for pole structures.
This innovative rivet nut will serve other industries
including Automotive, Truck, Ag, Heavy Equipment,
Rail, and HVAC. EFC is a strategic partner into
these industries for Sherex and this partnership
ensures customers receive the high-quality service
they have come to expect.
For more information contact EFC International by
Tel: 314-434-2888 or visit online at www.efc-intl.com.

OBITUARY

Frederick George Lubker Jr.
Frederick George Lubker Jr., 76, died
December 7, 2018.
Fred founded Lufasco Inc. (Lubker Fastener
Company) in 1967 and led the company until it

was sold in 1998. He was active in the NFDA.
He is survived by his wife of 38 years, Joanne;
children Pamela, Frederick III, Christopher and
Benjamin; along with his nine grandchildren.
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Bengt Blendulf
Bengt Blendulf was educated in Sweden and moved to the US in 1974 to start a subsidiary for a Swedish fastener
manufacturer. After working as a technical consultant on the faculty of the College of Engineering and Science at
Clemson University, he established EduPro US in 1997 to teach highly rated courses in Fastening Technology in the US,
Canada, Mexico, Europe and Asia. Being one of the founders, Bengt served as the chairman of ASTM F16.96 Bolting
Technology from 1996 to 2006. In 2006 he received the Fred F. Weingruber award from ASTM for “his efforts to promote
and develop standards for the fastener industry.” In 2013 he also received IFI’s Soaring Eagle Award for “significant
contributions to the technological advancement of the fastener industry”. Bengt is the author of an extensive lecture book,
well over 110 articles and “Mechanical Fastening and Joining”, a book published in 2013 by the Industrial Fasteners
Institute. He can be contacted through www.edupro.us or by email bblendulf@yahoo.com.

THE GOOD AND BAD USE (ABUSE)
OF METRIC STANDARDS
SI – The International System of Units – is a
very practical, easy to use, and scientifically based way
of communicating things like distance, mass (weight),
temperature and other things that we deal with on a daily
basis. It was established in 1948 by CGPM (The General
Conference of Weights and Measures), where the United
States is a member, and was presented in 1960 as SI.
All ISO standards and, by extension, all other similar
standards in member countries are now defined in SI
units. Even our “famous” foot is defined as 0.3048 m
(meter) and the 900-old yard as 0.9144 m.
So, if SI metric is so simple to use, and the whole
world is comfortably using it, why are we Americans,
being at the top of the “technological ladder”, so bad
on this subject. We are, after all, legally a metric country
(Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988), but
there has been no real coordinated effort, at least no
functional one, to implement our legal change from our
old medieval measurement system to the modern and
scientific SI system.
The US conversion to SI has been largely by multinational companies adjusting voluntarily (and by necessity)
to an international market place and, unfortunately,
moving a lot of production to already metric countries.
This has not helped much in US domestic conversion
and understanding of the SI. Our educational institutions
are trying their best to teach students from elementary
school to university level the basics of SI. However, as
soon as they graduate and get a job they are faced with
a work environment that is primarily clinging to the inch/
pound system. This rather rude awakening is not making
life easy for young, enthusiastic people just entering the

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE

work force. Instead of working with the logic and simple
metric, they now have to work in an environment of forced
conversions. This is setting up plenty of opportunities for
costly and sometimes dangerous errors.

In December 1998, the Mars Climate Orbiter was
launched by NASA and spent 9.5 months to travel 670
million kilometers (416 million miles) to the red planet. It
was designed to go into an orbit around Mars to measure
temperatures, dust, water vapors among other things.
NASA had used (for good technical reasons) metric units
on all previous Mars missions. But, for reasons unknown,
Lockheed Martin Astronautics who built the space craft
programmed the thruster firings in pound force (lbf)
instead of newton (N). Since the lbf is 4.4482 times the
N, our expensive space traveler took a very quick nose
dive, burned and crashed on the planet. This conversion
error cost you and me = the US taxpayer 125 million
dollars!!
CONTINUED ON PAGE 98
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Joe Dysart
Joe Dysart is an Internet speaker and business consultant based in Thousand Oaks,
California. A journalist for 20 years, his articles have appeared in more than 40
publications, including The New York Times and The Financial Times of London.
During the past decade, his work has focused exclusively on ecommerce.
Telephone: 631-256-6602; web: www.joedysart.com; email: joe@joedysart.com.

NEW PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS FOR FASTENER
DISTRIBUTORS: COURTESY AI
While artificial intelligence is increasingly being

connect with -- all made to happen using machine learning

applied on a massive scale to alter the very nature of how

and Microsoft artificial intelligence,” says Jon Friedman,

the world works, it turns out AI is also very good at making

chief designer, Microsoft Office.

everyday drudgery disappear for fastener distributors.
Productivity apps powered by AI are emerging, for

In a phrase, scores of productivity tools are currently
being completely remade by AI.

example, that will help you come up

It’s a great time for fastener

with snappier and more personalized

distributors to take a look at what’s

emails, transcribe all your phone

out there, and where the software

calls into searchable text or find just

category is headed.

the right photo that goes with the

Here’s a Representative
Sampling of AI Apps:

color scheme you’re using for your
presentation.
And while most of us are well-

¤ Personalize You Emails

acquainted with everyday apps

With an AI Web Crawler: Aizimov

designed to help us work more

(www.aizimov.com) adds a personal

efficiently, the best of the new

touch to your emails by auto-crawling

incarnations powered by AI have

the Web for interesting insights on

been programmed to learn over time

the people your do business with.

and become ever-smarter at the

“All you have to put in are

everyday tasks they’re handling for

four things: first name, last name,

you.
The latest search tool for
Microsoft Office, for example, goes

SOME AI APPS ENABLE YOU TO AUTOTRANSCRIBE A PHONE CONVERSATION TO TEXT.
(ROYALTY FREE IMAGE SOURCED AT PEXELS
(WWW.PEXELS.COM/PHOTO/WOMAN-CALLING-YOUNG-HAPPY-41541)

far beyond searching for things that

email, and company,” says Jerome
Devosse, Aizimov’s CEO. After that,
the software searches Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn and other social

you’re looking for and actually gets to know how you work.

networks to bring back insights about your contacts,

The idea: The better the program ‘knows’ you, the better

including their likes, dislikes and passions.

search results it can bring back to you.

“If the guy, for example, has done a marathon, I

“Based on the user’s work patterns, the new search

may finish the email by saying, “By the way, I also did a

tool makes suggestions on content you may be looking

marathon in Rome, here’s my time -- how do we compare?”

for, actions you can take, and people you might want to

to get their attention,” Devosse says.

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE

CONTINUED ON PAGE 100
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OBITUARY

ROBERT (BOB) ALLAN LEHMAN
ROBERT (BOB) ALLAN LEHMAN, 90, OF CHINO HILLS, CALIFORNIA PASSED
AWAY ON SATURDAY, DECEMBER 29, 2018 WITH HIS FAMILY BY HIS SIDE.
Bob started in the fastener
industry in 1956 after serving in
the Navy during the Korean War.
He worked as an intern for All
Stainless Inc. in Boston, MA while
earning his bachelor’s degree at
Northeastern University on the GI
Bill. After graduating, he started his
first sales job at Albany Products
in Connecticut where he met his
future wife, Joyce who was working
as the assistant to Edith Cameron.
In 1961, Bob was given the
opportunity to become President
of a startup company called Bell
Fasteners in Paramus, New Jersey.
During his 15 years with Bell, he
strengthened the ties between
distributors and suppliers as he
vowed to sell through distribution
only. Bob was very active in the National Fastener
Distributors Association (NFDA) and the Metropolitan
Fastener Distributors Association (MFDA) serving as a
board member. He believed that these organizations are
the cornerstone of the Fastener Industry that binds the
supplier, distributor and manufacturer.
After Bell Fasteners was sold in 1976, the Lehman
family moved from their home in New Jersey to Southern
California. Bob was employed as Vice President of the
Western Region for AFCOM, Inc. a fastener distributor.
His heart, however, was always as a supplier and
he soon went back to what he knew, as the General
Manager of the California branches of both Bossard and
Majestic Screw and Bolt.
In 1980, he decided he wanted to run his own
business and started Pacific Warehouse Sales with his
wife Joyce. Their business model in the early stages was
to be a stocking Manufacturer’s Representative and a
Wholesale Distributor. Using his contacts from his East
Coast days, he quickly found quality Manufacturer’s that
wanted to partner with him and become part of the PWS
family. In 1985, Deb, the first of his three daughters

started in the business and shortly
after, both Kelly and Tracy joined
the company. Bob had his dream of
having his whole family working in
the Fastener Industry.
Bob was instrumental in
starting the Western Association of
Fastener Distributors (WAFD) now
known as the Pac-West Fastener
Organization. He served as Secretary
from 1982-1985. He continued his
commitment serving as a Board
member of the Los Angeles Fastener
Association as well. Bob felt that
you had to give back to an industry
that gave him so much.
In 1993, Bob and Joyce moved
to Phoenix, AZ and gave his girls
ownership of the company. He just
wanted to sell and let the girls take
care of the day to day operations.
In 1994, Bob was inducted into the Fastener Hall of
Fame. It was a great honor for him and he was humbled
by it.
Bob and Joyce moved back to California in 1999,
when their two grandsons were born. Bob was the
ultimate salesman and he continued selling until the day
he passed.
Bob is survived by his wife of 56 years, Joyce
“Bonnie”; daughter, Deb Kanne and husband Larry;
daughter Tracy Nelson and husband Todd; daughter, Kelly
Lehman; Grandsons, Ryan and Tyler Kanne; Brother,
Charlie Lehman and wife Sally; Niece Katrina Lehman and
husband Derek French and Grand Niece Anna French. We
will remember him for his devotion to his family and his
long-lasting friendships throughout the industry.
Bob would have preferred donations to the Anthony
Rizzo Family Foundation, www.rizzo44.com. Once a Cub
fan, always a Cub Fan.
The family would like you to share your memories
of Bob and any stories. Please do so at bob-lehman.
forevermissed.com.
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Laurence Claus
Laurence Claus is the President of NNi Training and Consulting, Inc. He has 25 years of
experience with a medium sized automotive fastener manufacturer, holding positions
including Vice President of Engineering, General Manager, Director of Quality, Director
of New Business Development and Applications Engineer. In 2012 he formed NNi
offering technical and business training courses as well as technical consulting, expert
witness and consultation work. He can be reached at 847-867-7363 or by email:
Lclaus@NNiTraining.com. You can learn more about NNi at www.NNiTraining.com.

FATIGUE IN FASTENERS
In 1999 General Motors refreshed its full size truck

new and unique test protocols. One of these tests was a

and SUV offering. The previous model, the GMT400,

durability test that simulated a fully loaded full-size pick-

was reinvented and emerged for the 1999 model year

up truck descending steep mountain grades with frequent

as the GMT 800. At the time, this was one of the most

application of the brakes. Unfortunately, during this test,

significant launches in General Motors history. With this

the Brake Caliper Pins were occasionally breaking prior to

new truck platform came many changes and upgrades

meeting the minimum number of test application cycles.

from the previous models.

Analysis would determine that the Caliper Pins were

One of these upgrades would be an entirely new and

breaking by reverse bending fatigue.

more powerful disc braking system. With the new brakes

Before one gets the idea that the Caliper Pins were

came all new components. To abridge the story a little,

in some way flawed, they were not. In fact, analysis

the brake supplier that had been awarded the business

determined that the severe load placed on the caliper

started development of the new brakes with its chosen

assembly by this test protocol caused the caliper bracket,

component suppliers including a cold header to supply the

which wasn’t substantial enough, to flex, bending the

Brake Caliper Pins. During the course of development the

pins up and down and ultimately resulting in reverse

Caliper Pin design transitioned head design from a hex

bending fatigue. The expert consensus was that if

flange head to an internal Torx® round washer head. This

the bracket were stiffer the problem would be solved.

head change combined with a material upgrade spooked

Unfortunately, redesigning the bracket was out of the

the existing cold header to the point that they requested

question because of cost and timing. Therefore, the

to be relieved of the responsibility of supplying the part.

brake supplier approached us and requested that we do

That set the brake supplier into a frenzied search for a

whatever it took to “improve” the Caliper Pins to be able

new supplier, which culminated in them awarding the part

to withstand the rigors of this test protocol.

to the company I worked for at the time.
As deadlines were looming, we turned up the heat
and produced PPAP parts in record time. The brake
supplier took these parts, assembled them into brakes
and began the arduous task of validation. Brake Caliper
Pins generally receive greater scrutiny than most cold
headed components just because of the criticality of the
task they are to perform. Therefore, it was no surprise that
these new brakes were thoroughly tested including some

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

So with that as an introduction, we can begin asking
some questions like:
¤

What is fatigue?

¤

What does fatigue look like?

¤

How might you reduce the risk of fatigue
in a fastener?

We will explore these and other questions in this
short article.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 104

WIFI is a not-for-profit association made up of women in
manufacturing, distribution and secondary processing within
the fastener industry. For ten years, WIFI has been honoring
its mission to advance women in the fastener industry. What
began as a networking and educating association in 2009
has grown into an industry wide phenomenon.
THE BEGINNINGS OF WIFI by Mary ‘Lou’ Aderman
With the economy taking a big hit in 2008/09 I could feel
the lesson of many years in the fastener business. Downturn…
cut spending, keep connections up with your most advantageous
customer, research new potential customers and look for new
resources of income.This was always my procedure in the slow
market. Yet this was a time I had never seen - the automobile
market was in danger of becoming non-existent and prospects
were pretty low on every front. It was a time when consulting,
coaching and a search for something to connect my base
experience to advantage my business was a priority.
What I had to do had to be done quickly.The one advantage
of nimbleness was what I could depend upon as I was a one
woman show and no ship to turn. The Columbus trade show
was coming up. My history over a life time had found me being
an unintentional female influencer for change. One thing missing
in the industry as far as I was concerned was a space for women
to connect and find their voice. So make the space and see

what can become real. Trade show event? Where would I find
support for a women’s event? Of course, it was other women!
I got in touch with Susan Hurley at Bannister, who was the
director of the Columbus Show. She agreed to put a woman’s
meeting on the list of events with me leading. Her support gave
me confidence and ultimately has made a difference for women.
A second connection I made was with the leader of Stelfast,
Simmi Sakhuja. She was very interested in what the event could
bring to women and to meet with some clients for the purpose
of attending the women’s event. The support was uplifting to me.
So, the first meeting of Women In The Fastener Industry
(eventually WIFI) took place at a poorly attended Columbus
trade show.We had 50 seats set out. 5 women leaders showed
up at the meeting. The conversation was very good though,
discussing an array of issues that women face in the Fastener
Industry. Issues of opportunity, promotion, education and
perception of women in a business having to do with steel
products were discussed.The party favors of chocolate colored
cups with pink WIFI letters made a welcomed debut which
were used several more times for promotion. That very night
I was asked by Tracey Lumia of Distributor’s Link Magazine to
have dinner with her. I had no previous connections with Tracey
before Columbus. I was totally in awe as I didn’t think I was
important enough. She was the third critical connection that
gave impetus to WIFI.

After the trade show I researched women business owners of fastener
companies and found Pam Berry at Advanced Components. I managed to
convince her that an event for women at the Vegas Show would provide
a venue for discovery. That first year in Vegas, we had nearly one hundred
people in attendance. The connections we each made have influenced
our success.
Our next step was an advisory board which eventually become a notfor-profit. Susan Hurley, Simmi Sakuja, Tracey Lumia and the companies
representing the initial board supported the future of WIFI; all members
since have been an influence for our industry. All work has been done by
women who took nothing for their time.
Ten years later the success of Women in the Fastener Industry has
been women leaders who care for the industry. The influence gained has
been inclusion of women on industry boards, opportunity for scholarship
education, new connections for all those invested and confidence for
women in an industry that have benefited by greater participation. With
a heart full of pride I thank the second generation of women led by Rosa
Hearn who have taken the reins of WIFI to continue the mission.

WIFI 10 YEARS LATER
by Ruth Dowling Coffman
The most visible sign that WIFI is
strong and growing is the explosion of pink
in recent years at industry trade shows
such as Fastener Fair USA, Fastener Tech,
and the International Fastener Expo. Pink
construction hats bear WIFI sponsor logos.
Pink boas and masks provide fun photo ops.
But the coveted “members only” pink lanyard
denotes something special - Sisterhood.
Women helping to promote other women
for the betterment of all. The advancement
of women has taken many forms, which have
developed over the years as membership
grows and sponsors donate generously.
WIFI is able to further it’s mission by
offering numerous programs highlighting
women’s involvement within the fastener
industry. WIFI informs and connects the
details of these programs with its growing
membership through the use of social media
and newsletters. Content includes business
book giveaways, information about specific
programs, career tips, motivational quotes,
upcoming trade shows and speaker events,
as well as highlighting it’s members.
WIFI@Work Series features unsung
female heroes who work hard every day.WIFI
understands that most of the recognition
of any successful company usually goes to
the owners, or people who are very visible
such as outside sales. WIFI enables every

woman who puts her heart and soul into
her company to have an opportunity to be
recognized. WIFI@Work gives a voice to
those women. If you or someone you think
deserves to be recognized by WIFI@Work,
notify board member, Gloria Medina at gloria.
medina@bhamfast.com.
WIFI’s Speaker Series brings in
mentors and experts who share years of
experience to help enlighten, inform and
inspire. Each Speaker Series provides a
wonderful opportunity for open dialogue
about important issues such as cultural
differences, current events, work-life balance,
managing stress, branding and leadership.
Attendance is open to both men and women
in the fastener industry.
This year attendees will hear from PJ
McCaughn from Innovative Components and
Glenda Roberts from TR Fastenings. These
two successful women will be presenting on
behalf of WIFI this May at Fastener Fair USA
in Detroit, MI.
WIFI would like to take this opportunity
to thank all of its past event speakers. While
there are too many to name them all, on
this tenth year WIFI remembers the initial
speaker event in 2010, comprising a panel
of original founders and early supporters of
WIFI including Mary (Lou) Aderman (WIFI
Chairwoman Emeritus), Mary Chambers
(2018 Woman of the Year recipient), Nikki
Long, Joanne Bailas and Simmi Sakhuja.

WIFI Wearables was introduced in 2017 as an additional means to
increase funds. 100% of the proceeds goes back to the members in the
form of scholarships, speakers, and other costs. Our inaugural T-shirt
was a huge success. This year we have WIFI Sister Socks and men’s
WIFI Brother T-shirts. To purchase, visit the WIFI booth at upcoming
shows. Socks are 2 for $20 or 1 for $12.T-shirts are $25 each.
WIFI has partnered with companies such asTupperware, Mary
Kay and other non-fastener companies to help support our mission.
When you purchase from one of these companies via the WIFI
website, a portion of the proceeds will be given to WIFI in support of
scholarships and giveaways.
This is the third year WIFI will be giving out annual awards for
Woman of the Year,Woman in Business and Man Up.
Woman of the Year is an award that recognizes exemplary
leadership and success in the fastener industry. The recipient will
have a long and distinguished record of advocacy for the professional
advancement of women.
Woman in Business is defined as a champion and advocate who
contributes and supports her own organization by sharing knowledge,
ideas, insights and strength. She is a woman who is dedicated to
empowering more women to achieve full potential in all aspects of life.
Man Up can be awarded to an individual male or a company
that has demonstrated a commitment to supporting women and the
WIFI organization. The recipient is a partner that provides tools and
resources that empower the women in their organization.
In summary, the focus of the association has grown to reflect the
ever-increasing number of women who call the fastener industry home.
WIFI has evolved to create further opportunities on a year-round basis.
WIFI association’s future potential depends on you. Please support
the future of WIFI by becoming a member or a sponsor. For more
information about sponsoring WIFI send an e-mail to chairwoman@
fastenerwomen.com. Let’s Network, Educate and Connect.
Join WIFI today! Visit us online at www.fastenerwomen.com.

WIFI 2019 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Rosa E Hearn CHAIRWOMAN
BRIGHTON-BEST INTERNATIONAL

Jennifer Kushnir PRESIDENT
D.L.P. COATINGS, INC.

PJ McCaughn VICE PRESIDENT
INNOVATIVE COMPONENTS

Taryn Goodman TREASURER
INDUSTRIAL RIVET & FASTENERS

Carrie Ann Whitworth SECRETARY
EDSCO FASTENERS, INC.

Ruth Dowling Coffman DIRECTOR
NINGBO JINGING FASTENING PIECE USA/NA.

Erin Waidelich DIRECTOR
AIRCRAFT FASTENERS

Elizabeth Morack DIRECTOR
OPTIMAS

Jan Morr DIRECTOR
FORMED FASTENER

Gloria Medina DIRECTOR

DALLAS FASTENERS [A DIV. OF BIRMINGHAM FASTENERS]

All current WIFI members are eligible to apply for a
position on the Board of Directors. If you want to have
an impact on the WIFI Association send an e-mail to
admin@fastenerwomen.com.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGES - PAST & PRESENT
“I am beyond humbled to be President during our 10 year anniversary.
What this organization has achieved in our tenure has been nothing short
of incredible. We absolutely could not survive without our dedicated and
generous members, donors and sponsors. Giving back to the women of
our Industry is what we’re all about! We are growing and could not be
more excited about the future of WIFI. I look forward
to supporting many more years of WIFI. Here’s to a
wonderful 10 Year Anniversary Celebration!”

“I place a tremendous amount of business value upon my participation
with the WIFI organization. I will forever hold dear the relationships I have
forged with industry leaders and front-runners throughout the fastener
industry. My time serving as a Board Member and President has created
unique opportunities and provided a strong support group to help us
maneuver through our fast-paced industry. WIFI will
continue to play a very important part in helping to
guide the success of that bright future.”

JEN KUSHNIR

CARRIE ANN WHITWORTH

PRESIDENT, 2019

PRESIDENT, 2018

“When you’re part of the WIFI Sisterhood, every day is Women’s History Month. We stand together, celebrating how far we’ve come, showing the world that
the Women in the Fastener Industry will continue to rise and rise WIFI strong. Our WIFI sisterhood is our tribe and each of us is gifted with
something unique, our own arsenal of knowledge, skills, and leadership to assist us in our mission to help fastener women succeed and grow.
We are a community of smart, strong and hardworking fastener women from across the nation that believe in each other. “Together we
are unstoppable.”

ROSA E. HEARN PRESIDENT, 2017 & CHAIRMAN 2018--2019
“It is important to recognize and celebrate the achievements of women
who have contributed to industry and society. Over the past few years we
have worked locally and within the industry to acknowledge and honor
those women. It is important to provide respect and support for one
another. Participation in organizations that practice these goals, inspire us
to give. Through its scholarships WIFI celebrates the
contributions of several of these women, supporting
the next generation of women leaders in our industry.”

CRIS YOUNG

PRESIDENT, 2014-2016

“My history over a life time had found me being an unintentional female
influencer for change. One thing missing in the industry as far as I was
concerned was a space for women to connect and find their voice. The
work behind the WIFI organization is by women who took nothing for their
time. The success of Women in the Fastener Industry has been women
leaders who care for the industry. The influence
gained has been the confidence for women in an
industry that has benefitted by greater participation.”

MARY ‘LOU’ ADERMAN

PRESIDENT, 2011-2013 & CO-FOUNDER

“When I started working in the fastener industry in 2007 I immediately noticed that the majority of attendees at trade shows, association gatherings, and training
sessions were men. I started Women in the Fastener Industry as a way for me to connect with women at trade shows and other industry
events. Since our inaugural meeting in 2010, WIFI and the amazing women who volunteer for the executive board and committees, has
continued to support its members through scholarships, training, mentoring and regional events. I’m so proud to be a WIFI member and to
call many of the women in the fastener industry my friends and sisters!”

PAM BERRY PRESIDENT, 2009-2010 & CO-FOUNDER
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COMPUTER INSIGHTS, INC
108 Third Street, Bloomingdale, IL 60108
TEL 1-800-539-1233
EMAIL sales@ci-inc.com

WEB www.ci-inc.com

HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW YOUR CUSTOMERS?
Today, customers are expecting more and better
service than ever before. Some people call this the

little micro-facet of your business now, and your data is
the key to doing it easily at scale.

“Amazon effect”. Whatever it’s called, you know how
it feels. When someone calls or sends you an email

I Want That Thing I Bought Before

looking for information, they expect you to be right

Did you ever get this call? If you do get this call,

on top of their situation. They do not want to have to

and you will; you’d better know that 5 years ago they

educate you as to the problem or need that they have.

bought those #10-24X3/4 Flat Socket Cap Screws.

If you don’t have all the information on their first try to

They won’t remember what it was, but they need it

contact you, it’s awkward. You fumble around looking for

again, and they will sure expect you to remember. After

information, or you explain that you will have to call them

all, they are the customer. Excuses aren’t going to cut

back, or you simply have to admit that you don’t know

it. Only answers will.

the answer. If this keeps up, you could be
in for a rude awakening. There are plenty of
other fastener distributors, not to mention
Amazon, and other online vendors, that
would love to have their business.

Integrated ERP Systems
Having an integrated ERP system like

The Business Edge gives you the ability
TM

to become the “go to” fastener distributor
for your customer. Even your newest
employee will be able to answer most
customer questions and fulfill their requests with this
powerhouse of a system.
By digging into the data, you’ll be able to set prices
appropriately for VIP accounts, steady growth accounts,
core business accounts, and accounts that are a net
drain on your business.
Getting ahead of the future means optimizing each

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

Customer Recent Sales Inquiry
At a click of the mouse or the touch of a button,
your customer service rep (CSR) can have previous
sales to this customer on their screen.
If the customer is able to provide any shred of
information about the purchase, your CSR can search
their history in seconds.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 106
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Guy Avellon
Guy Avellon has been in MRO and Fastener Distribution for over 30 years, in such positions Sales
Engineer, Chief Engineer, Manager of Product Marketing, Product Engineering & Quality and
Director of Quality & Engineering. He founded GT Technical Consultants where he performs failure
analysis, lectures on fastener safety, works for law firms and designs/audits Quality systems. He is a
member of SAE, is Vice Chairman of the ASTM F16 Fastener Committee, Chairman of the F16.01 Test
Methods Committee and received the ASTM Award of Merit in 2005. Guy can be contacted at 847477-5057, Email: ExpertBoltGuy@gmail.com or visit www.BoltFailure.com.

WHAT FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS NEED TO KNOW
ABOUT WHEEL STUDS AND LUG NUTS - PART 2
In the last article we discussed the various ways

psi again. This is air pressure, not torque.

wheels were traditionally removed and replaced and

What happens to the output torque of the impact

how these multiple events will deteriorate the internal

gun between 120-90 psi? If someone is installing the lug

threads of the wheel nut. This article will discuss how

nuts on a vehicle, while at the same time another air lift

failures happen and why distributors should not be held

is being used and / or another air wrench is being used,

responsible.

the output fluctuates. None of the wheel lug nuts will have

Wheel failures occur on all types of vehicles; passenger

the same applied torque.

cars, light duty trucks and medium to heavy trucks. Many

The common 1/2” drive impact wrench found in all

are not reported unless the incident causes serious

shops has an output torque of between 325 and 425

injury or property loss. The NTSB (National Transportation

lb-ft., depending upon model and how new it is. The

Safety Board) has stated that in their findings with truck

average wheel nut torque for a passenger vehicle is

wheels, incidents stem from inadequate maintenance.

between 80 – 110 lb-ft., heavy trucks average 500 lb-ft.

Basic causes include: failure to follow recommended

Since the use of disc brakes on vehicles, auto

wheel maintenance procedures, such as using a torque

manufacturers have always stated to use a torque wrench

wrench, following proper tightening procedures, using

only, as the high-speed impacting of the unregulated

only compatible components, avoiding paint build-up,

air tools can warp the rotors. Impact wrenches look for

debris, oil, or rust between the wheel joint surfaces and

friction to cause it to stall. If a lubricant is present, the

on fastener threads.

friction between the threads is greatly reduced and thread

Many tire shops have trained their personnel on how
to properly prepare and mount a wheel. Unfortunately,

stripping occurs to the wheel nut and the wheel stud may
be taken into yield.

there are also those who do not adhere to proper

Overtorquing leads to a weakened and loose joint

techniques and private mechanics and repair garages

as neither problem is visually detectable. The internal

have no idea all that is involved. They know how to fix a

threads of the wheel nut will look fine on the outside and

car, not how to mount a wheel.

the thread pitch of the wheel studs may appear to also be

Impact guns: for example, many times, I’ve heard a

good. The damaged wheel nut may even be able to thread

mechanic say his impact wrench only puts out 90 pounds.

onto the wheel stud but more torque will be necessary

This is not torque output, it is the air pressure of his air

to overcome the increased friction between the mating

impact gun. Shops will have an air supply tank that puts

threads than is applied to tighten the joint and increase

out 120 psi air pressure. When it drops to 90 psi, the

clamp load. Clamp load is therefore lost even though the

compressor kicks in to boost the reserve tank up to 120

proper torque was applied.

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE
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Jim Truesdell
James Truesdell is President of Brauer Supply Company, a distributor of specialty
fasteners, insulation, air filtration, and air conditioning with headquarters in St. Louis.
Mr. Truesdell is adjunct professor at Saint Louis University and Webster University.
An attorney and frequently published writer, he is the author of “Total Quality
Management: Reports From the Front Lines”.

SEEKING COMMON GROUND ON
PAID FAMILY LEAVE
Since the Family and Medical Leave Act was passed

entrepreneur and business operator should pick up the

in the 1990’s momentum has been steadily building

tab for our social programs. Nor does our federal budget

calling for leave to actually be with paid time off, not just

have room for piling on one more expensive entitlement

a period of absence with job protection built in. That idea

without adding to unpopular tax burdens.

is now finding support on both sides of the political aisle
and among an ever growing number of business people.

Republican Senator Marco Rubio of Florida and
Representative Ann Wagner of Missouri recently unveiled

A lot has changed over

the Economic Security for New

the years. The make-up of the

Parents Act which has found

workforce has changed as

followers and detractors on

have the career trajectories

both sides of the aisle. It

of women. The composition of

recognizes the growing need

working families has changed.

to provide support for families

The cost of quality childcare has

as they bring new lives into

gone straight up. What once

the world, but finds its money

was a debate between those

in the social security fund

just seeking more government

which the working parent can

entitlements on one side and

choose to “spend” to take

practical business people and budget balancers on the

salary while at home with the new child by deferring the

other has moved to more of a consensus that a solution

start of their eventual retirement by a modest period.

needs to be found. But it needs to be crafted in a way that

It recognizes that social security funds are indeed a

makes reasonable funding possible. As a result we are

property of the worker who has earned them and who

seeing business people implement voluntary programs

should be able to make his or her own decision about

while conservative lawmakers are joining the chorus of

when to draw them. This is, of course, running into

those proposing paid plans. But these proposals often

opposition from those who have always envisioned paid

have a more practical approach when it comes to paying

leave as an employer obligation or as an additional layer

for the benefit. Not everyone sees it as fair that the

of government provided benefits.
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Rob LaPointe AIM TESTING LABORATORY
Rob LaPointe is a noted authority in materials and fastener technology. With extensive experience
in the management and science of materials testing laboratories combined with master’s degrees
in physics and education, he excels at bringing solutions to the client. Working specifically in the
fastener testing industry, he has developed expertise in mechanical, nondestructive, metallurgical
and chemical testing. With a background of 20 years in physics education, Rob is effective at
communicating complex ideas in a simple and understandable manner, communicating well with
clients enabling them to make informed decisions about their products and business.

METALLOGRAPHY FOR FASTENERS
Modern fasteners have significant materials science
behind them and are used to assemble nearly all of our
technology from bridges and infrastructure to aircraft and
deep-space probes. Technical applications of fasteners
demand that they be produced and tested to high quality
standards to ensure they function as they’re intended.
Critical application fasteners undergo many tests to
verify that they have the performance characteristics
needed for the job. Most people with some fastener
industry knowledge are familiar with some of the tests
that are required on today’s products such as tensile
and hardness, but the more critical applications, such as
aerospace, require significantly more poking and prodding
to see if they’ll make the grade.
Product specifications written for critical application
fasteners usually include required metallographic tests
such as macrostructure and microstructure. If the
fastener is made from alloy steel, decarburization testing
is often required. These tests, as well as many others,
are classified as metallographic testing. Metallography is
the science of understanding the structure and properties
of metal as well as the tests that insure this structure
and performance. Metallographic tests generally require
microscopic observation and are often documented
with high resolution photography. Sometimes confused
with metallurgy which is the science of crafting alloys to
achieve desired properties, metallography is the study
of the products that metallurgical scientists produce
to confirm the materials can do what they’re designed
to do. This article will highlight the most-often required
metallographic tests that support the quality of the
products the industry provides.

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

Macrostructure is the most fundamental test for
determining the quality of metal the mill is producing and
for determining the quality of cold or hot forming processes.
Acceptable grain flow ensures that the forming process
didn’t compromise the native strength of the metal.
Macrostructure is typically viewed at low magnification.
Usually between 1 X and 10 X. Macrostructure exams are
routinely done by the metal producer in the mill to insure
the quality of the melt and ingot or the continuously-cast
forming process. These exams reveal issues with the
material such as inclusions (unwanted material mixed in
with the metal) or discontinuities such as voids or laps.
For finished products,
testing standards for highstrength fasteners often
require a macrostructure
exam to determine that
acceptable grain flow is
maintained during the
FIGURE 1. HOT FORMED BOLT
upsetting process of
SHOWING GRAIN FLOW. HCL +
head forming. Figures 1
H2O AT 140°F FOR 45 MIN
(1 X MAGNIFICATION).
and 2 show the grain flow
distortion created by a hot forming process. Macrostructure
exams for a product, such as a socket-head cap screw,
require a longitudinal (along the long axis) cross-section
showing the areas of interest. Specifically, the head and
thread sections need to be examined to see that the
grain flow in the regions upset by the forming process.
This requires the fastener to be cut, sanded smooth
(sometimes polished) and etched to reveal the grain. A
mixture of 50 % hydrochloric acid (HCl) and water (H²O) is
often the etchant of choice.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 114
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Bruno Marbacher
Bruno Marbacher earned his mechanical engineering degree in Switzerland, he also holds a
business degree. He started out as a tool and die maker (poly-mechanic) and over the years he
has held various management positions in quality and engineering. During his time in America
he has developed and given numerous seminars on topics related to the proper use of mechanical
fasteners and machine elements, and assists engineers in solving fastening/assembly issues. His
has groomed and directed many young engineers in fastening/assembly technology. He now
offers his 40 years of experience through writing and lecturing.

TECHNICAL BRIEFING: NUTS
Nut Height

Dear Reader, I have worked in the fastening
technology field for over 40 years, I have learned

If the height of the nut is

a thing or two. I will share that experience and

too low, internal thread will

knowledge in tech briefs.

strip. If the width across

In this issue I will cover a simple fastening element.

the flats is too small, it

It’s a simple hexagon shaped thing with an internal

will result in a thin wall

thread.

thickness between thread

Its importance is often under estimated, for instance

and flats. Consequently,

if one drops one, one often doesn’t even bother picking it

the nut will dilate under load, which then will lead to

up, there probably are few lonely nuts laying somewhere

thread stripping.

on your warehouse floor. However, without them many
assemblies could not be completed.

Based on research some years back, the nut thread
strips out, if the nut height is about 0.7 x the thread

What I am talking about are hex nuts, they are typically

diameter or less. The nut thread dilates if the width

designed in such away so that their load bearing capacity

across the flats is 1.4 x diameter or less. These applies

is higher than the tensile strength of the bolt. If the bolt is

to standard nuts that have a proof strength that is 80%

stressed too high, the bolt ought to be the one breaking,

of the strength of the mating bolt.

rather than the nut thread stripping.

experience have shown that the hardness (strength) of

Like the screw, the nut also has certain functional
elements. They all must be in line with each other.

Functional Elements
¤ Threads,
¤ Hardness, (proof load)

Calculations and

normal hex nuts are only required to be about 80% of the
hardness of the mating screws.
DIN standards (German Institute for Standards) specify
the nut height for fine thread and coarse thread to be
equal to 0.8 x thread diameter.

¤ Height,
¤ Width across flats
The internal thread is the most important functional
element, it must be able be paired with the external
thread. The height of the nut and its wall strength must
conform to certain parameters for the nut to meet loadbearing requirements.

TECHNICAL ARTICLE
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FASTENER FAIR USA
Mack Brooks Exhibitions Inc, 11 E. Adams Street, Suite 200 | Chicago, IL 60603 | USA
TOLL-FREE 866-899-4728 EMAIL fastenerfairusa@mackbrooks.com
WEB www.fastenerfair.com/usa

FASTENER FAIR USA 2019: JOINING THE
INDUSTRY WITH INNOVATION

When seeking the best solutions to your business
challenges, you need access to those who know where
you’re coming from, and Fastener Fair USA gives you
that access. Whether you’re looking for new products &
technologies, new contacts, or new ways to keep your
business running at peak performance, your solutions are
here.
Fastener Fair USA is the only exhibition in the U.S.
dedicated to the full supply chain–distributors, mechanical
and design engineers, purchasers, wholesalers, and
OEMs. From automotive to aerospace, construction to
HVAC, furniture to appliances, fastener professionals
from every segment of the market find the latest products
they need at Fastener Fair USA.
This all-inclusive event combines a comprehensive

SHOW EVENT ARTICLE

display of industry innovation with highly relevant
education, technical training and unmatched opportunities
to connect with your peers and industry experts.
Attendees can experience more than 15 training,
technical and best business practice sessions, as well
as connect with over 220 exhibitors who have already
committed to the show, with more trickling in weekly.
An all-inclusive directory and product search are readily
available on the Fastener Fair USA website. Connect with
people who know the ins and outs of their products like
no one else from companies like Atotech, Nylok, APM
Hexseal and Angor-Intools.
The conference program features educational
sessions conducted by experts from an assortment of
backgrounds and will cover topics on maintenance and
repair, fastener basics for beginners to the industry, risk
management, the fundamentals to help your company
succeed, and much more.
New this year, Fastener Fair USA will feature two
stages to help better serve the industries and positions
of attendees. The Distributors Conference help fastener
distributors gain competitive advantage, learn new
technology, and study best practices through presentation
from industry experts. The Tech Talks Theater will be more
technical in nature, giving insight to what pushes the
industry forward, the latest products and technology, all
the way down to what kind of material will work best for
your application.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 118
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Robert Footlik
Robert B. Footlik, PE is a retired Professional Industrial Engineer. With over 50 years’
experience as a Warehouse and Logistics Consultant to a wide variety of clients including
Fastener Distributors, Bob has a wealth of valuable information for our industry and he is
willing to share it. While Footlik & Associates is now closed, his expertise is still available
to his friends and our readers. For friendly advice, a second opinion or just to start a
conversation, he can be reached at robert@footlik.net.

SEVEN PROBLEMS - MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS
One might think that big Fastener Distributors
experience big problems due to their size, volume
of sales and massive facilities…and some do. But
the vast majority of distributors encounter at least
seven problems in their
operation regardless of how
many zeros appear after their
sales figures. Large or small
every warehouse is subject
to limitations that are all too
often artificial, self-induced
and easily fixed once the
manager or team focus on
the totality of the operation,
not just the ulcer du jour.

[1] The Shipping Area Is Too Small
This is a frequent problem that is most frequently
solved simply by enlarging the area which only kicks
the problem down the road. A far better approach is
to consider how to turn the space faster, better utilize
existing resources and change the timing. For example,
a pick/pre-package approach spreads the shipping
area throughout the warehouse. With this solution each
picker places materials directly from the shelf into the
shippable unit. There are many considerations involved
(covered in multiple previous articles) but the bottom
line is that if the staff is trained and trusted the shipping
area is only required for spot checking, labeling and
sealing the orders. Labor saving alone guarantees a fast
Return on Investment (RoI), and it also vastly diminishes
the shipping and packing area.

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE

The solution might also involve better utilization of
tools that are already on hand. Changing the picking
carts or conveyor system, ergonomic improvements,
replacing the packing benches, better storage of packing
materials and a simple take
away conveyor can also save
space and time.
Speaking of time…
modifying the workday
schedule can work wonders
on space saving. Try working
backwards from when the
orders must be out and then
plan the day accordingly. If
UPS picks up at 3:00 PM it may be possible to negotiate
a later pick up, drop trailer or twice daily pickups. And it
this proves problematic why not have the packers come
in earlier, with picking starting ½ hour before they arrive?
Guiding Principle: Space constraints are often
a symptom, not the disease.

[2] Shipping Packages Require Too Much
Time For Assembly
There are many simple modifications to standard
cardboard boxes that will drastically reduce the time
required for set up. “Pop bottoms” with overlapping
flaps are readily available from U-Line and many carton
manufacturers. One pull on opposite corners will result
in a fully open box far faster than staples, taping or other
assembly methods. Adding vendor logos and selling the
co-op advertising can even turn an expense into a profit
center.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 120
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FASCOMP ELECTRONIC HARDWARE
1235 Tradeport Drive, Orlando, FL 32824
TEL 407-226-2112
FAX 407-226-3370

EMAIL

sales@fascomp.com

WEB

www.fascomp.com

FASCOMP HOSTS BIENNIAL NATIONAL
SALES MEETING by Stan Lockhart
Achieving 100% sales rep
responded with new products, many
participation can be difficult unless
of them special screw machine parts
you are Fascomp, and hold your
for specific applications while also
popular biennial sales meeting in
maintaining substantial inventories for
Orlando during January when the rest
industry standard spacers, standoffs,
of the country is in a deep freeze!
captive screws and related electronic
Fascomp continues to grow their
hardware that distributors have come
business utilizing independent sales
to rely on.
reps and this year honored a few
New unique metric sizes are
groups who have been with them since
being added regularly to keep up with
the beginning...when success was not
demand for smaller and more compact
a forgone conclusion. Since that time,
fully metric-designed apparatus used
IN ADDITION TO AN EXTENSIVE STANDARD
eighteen years ago, Fascomp has
across multiple industries. Additionally,
INVENTORY FOR ELECTRONIC HARDWARE,
become the largest stocking source
more domestic manufacturing at their
FASCOMP PRODUCES SCREW MACHINE
SPECIALS TO PRINT.
of electronic hardware in the business
Connecticut plant will help the company
while maintaining their reputation as
handle DFAR compliant requests and
“the good guys!”
larger diameters where shipping and handling costs
The title is a credit to owners, Mark Georgia and
can be prohibitive for offshore production. Website
Jason Bertone as they continue to drive the business
improvements are underway as well as the introduction
along the lines of customer service and doing what the
of a complete product line of socket shoulder and captive
customers need. Exponential sales growth can be tough
screws.
to manage as it taxes resources and internal systems
Whether exhibiting at trade shows, advertising in
while resulting in new avenues of brand recognition
industry magazines, providing lunch-and-learn training
that need to be developed and nurtured. Fascomp has
sessions for distributor purchasing, sourcing, and sales
personnel, Fascomp is always inviting the customers to
call upon their expertise in design, part recommendation.
And, they are very willing to back it up with production
samples! Shared investment dollars are available to
distributors looking to expand their sales in the field
of electronic hardware. And, while Fascomp does not
currently have the benefit of print position on many OEM
drawings....some very dated, they are happy to quote
an equivalent part number cross, often at a fraction of
the price. Fascomp also offers the lowest industry dollar
minimum for line item cost at the same time willing to
hold blanket purchase orders
with price protection
FASCOMP OWNERS, MARK GEORGIA (LEFT) AND JASON BERTONE (RIGHT)
for an extended
HONOR JACK GURLEY AS ONE OF THE REPS THAT HAS BEEN WITH THE
COMPANY SINCE THE BEGINNING. OTHER REPS THAT RECEIVED THE
period of time.
AWARD, BUT NOT PICTURED HERE ARE ALAN LINDAHL AND TERRI MAY.

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE
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ROTOR CLIP COMPANY INC.
187 Davidson Avenue, Somerset, NJ 08873
TEL 1-800-557-6867
FAX 732-469-7898

EMAIL

info@rotorclip.com

WEB

www.rotorclip.com

THE FLEXIBLE, VERSATILE RETAINING RING
by Jürgen Wenzel, Global Marketing Manager

Retaining rings are not only known for replacing

feature concentrating on

traditional fasteners and reducing installation and material

the force in one specific

costs, but also for the many unique and creative ways

portion of the ring (the

they can be used.

lugs) to accomplish this

Take the suppliers of this fuel pump repair kit for a

task.

typical lawn tractor, seen on the right. The body of the fuel

After some careful

pump contains two openings designed to accommodate

consideration, they chose

the fittings for the fuel hoses. This requires depressing

an HOI retaining ring.

two tabs on either side of the openings so that the fittings

The inverted lugs of this

can be inserted.

ring fit perfectly into the

THE INVERTED LUGS OF THE HOI RING
ARE EXPANDED AND INSTALLED ON
TWO TABS OF THE OPENING OF THIS
FUEL PUMP REPAIR KIT

Designers wanted to come up with a method for

tab slots. By expanding

making this as easy as possible for the consumer. To be

the internal ring (just the

effective, they had to find a way to keep pressure on both

opposite if it were going

tabs with a minumum of effort so that the fittings could

to be installed in a housing) and inserting the lugs

be installed.

into the tabs as shown, the ring depresses the tabs

They knew that a retaining ring is designed to be

sufficiently so that the fittings can be easily installed.

released in a groove and the elastic properties of the

Once the ring is removed, the fittings are locked into

ring exerts a specific force in that groove to retain parts

place and ready to accept the hoses connected to the

in a housing or on a shaft. They intended to use this

fuel supply.
In the past, retaining rings have been
used in applications as diverse as
retaining bearings in jump rope handles
and holding a sleeve in place to protect
a rubber transmission cable. Their use
to solve complex fastener problems is
limited only by the imagination of the
designer.

THE FITTING FOR THE FUEL HOSES CAN NOW BE
INSERTED AS SHOWN ABOVE

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

ONCE THE RING IS REMOVED, THE FITTINGS ARE
LOCKED IN PLACE AND READY TO BE CONNECTED
TO THE FUEL HOSES

Let your imagination run wild for
your next fastener application.

ROTOR CLIP COMPANY INC.
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Advance Components
is now a master stocking
distributor of Parker Fasteners.
Parker is the leading domestic
manufacturer of socket head
cap screws that are used
in applications ranging from
aerospace to solar.

Advance will carry a large
variety of heat and corrosionresistant socket caps screws
in alloy and stainless steel,
and in standard and metric
sizes.
Advance Components is a
master-stocking distributor and
trusted supply chain partner
located in Carrollton, (Dallas),
Texas. Contact Advance today
for more information about
Parker Fasteners and other
quality fastening solutions
that are available for same-day
shipping, low minimums, drop
shipping, EDI planning and
other value-added solutions.
For more information contact
Advance
Components at
2920 Commodore Drive, Suite
100, Carrollton, TX 75007.
Tel: 1-800-275-7772, email:
sales@advancecomponents.
com or visit them online at
www.advancecomponents.com.
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Nelson Valderrama
Nelson Valderrama is the CEO of Intuilize, a software Service platform that specializes
in helping mid-sized distributors transform data into profits. With more than 22 years’
experience as P&L manager executive for major PE firms and industrial distributors.
Nelson has dedicated his career to help business uncover hidden competitive advantages
and unleash the power of data in the new Digital Economy.

HOW SMART DISTRIBUTORS CAN SURVIVE AND
THRIVE AS TARIFFS KEEP INCREASING
If you’ve been in the industrial distribution industry
for any significant amount of time, you’ve no doubt lived

bones about the fact that tariffs would be a central tactic
to move the needle in the desired direction.

through what I like to call “the murmurs”. The cause

Over the course of the past two years, these global

of the murmurs has changed many times throughout

trade missions have taken many shapes and proposed

the years — looming automation, sweeping digitization,

regulations have shifted constantly. We’ve seen a

economic downturn, the shift to ecommerce…

restructuring of NAFTA that places greater penalties on

The murmurs always start with a threat to our

aluminum, tariffs on steel imports from South America of

business that emerges quickly and causes a widespread

10–25%, and of course, a very public battle with China

chatter followed by panic, followed by a mad rush to

resulting in a 10% tariff that is set to rise to 25% if no

solve the equation first.

resolution is enacted.

Well today, we find ourselves smack dab in the

The hard truth is that in this administration, the

middle of one of the scariest murmurs our industry has

only thing we know is that we won’t know much until it

faced in years: a global trade war highlighted by tariffs on

happens. Even when tariffs or regulations are announced

imports of up to 25%.

months in advance, we frankly can’t rely on them coming

Now, much like murmurs of the past which always
seem like a ticking clock toward impending doom,

to fruition nor can we rest easy thinking we’ll have fair
warning when a new tactic takes hold.

I actually believe that global tariffs present a very

What we can do however, is get smarter about how

interesting opportunity for a very small number of savvy

we tariff-proof our businesses, and that all starts with

distributors — those that understand how to use data to

using data in smarter, more proactive ways.

their advantage.

First, Let’s Know Where We Stand Today

Start Using Data to Inform Your Pricing Decisions
One recent business owner I worked with was trying

It is no secret that a core focus of the Trump

to address the increased costs for her business from

administration’s platform has been to reshape the

tariff hikes. After some deliberation, her strategy was to

U.S.’s global trade policies to focus on an “America

take all their current prices and increase them 12%. I

First” agenda.1 President Trump set out early and openly

asked her why 12% and not 12.5%?

to reshape a number of international relationships and
trade agreements he deemed unfair, and made no

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE

1 https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/energy/trumps-americafirst-trade-policy-interfering-with-his-energy-dominance-agenda

CONTINUED ON PAGE 122
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SPECIALTY TOOLS & FASTENERS DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
PO Box 44, 500 Elm Grove Rd., Ste. 2I0, Elm Grove, Wl 53122
TEL 1-800-352-2981 FAX 262-784-5059 EMAIL info@stafda.org WEB www.stafda.org

STAFDA’S UPCOMING EVENTS FOR 2019
by Georgia H. Foley, CEO
In Q1 2019, the Specialty Tools & Fasteners
Distributors Association (STAFDA) offered five, one-anda-half day workshops around the country with sales
expert, Paul Reilly, leading a program on “Value Added
Selling.” These interactive sessions were designed for
outside sales professionals serving the construction/
industrial channel. Reilly coached attendees on how they
can compete aggressively and outsell the competition
while maintaining company profitability. The goal was
to add value, not cost; sell value, not price. Reilly
combined offensive and defensive selling couched in a
“consultative” mindset.
In addition to teaching Value Added Selling skills,
STAFDA asked him to include two other components to
his program: Small-Wins Selling and the Psychology of
Decision Making.
The education roll continued as STAFDA is one of
38 association sponsors of the University of Innovative
Distribution (UID), March 10-13. This four day management
school attracted over 600 supply chain professionals to
learn from the best-of-the-best in distribution. Attendees
created their own curriculum from 43 class options to
either hone-in on their specialty or take courses outside
their wheelhouse. STAFDA offered distributor members 15
scholarships for rising stars at these businesses.
In addition, STAFDA provides education from the
convenience of members’ offices. Each month, STAFDA
offers a one hour webinar on a business topic. These
webinars are free with 45 minutes of the speaker’s
presentation followed by a 15 minute Q&A. If members can’t
make the webinar “live” – all sessions are recorded and
posted to the members-only section of STAFDA’s website.
Upcoming webinars include: May 14, Jeff Gusdorf,
“ERP 101 – Back to Basics”; June 4, Alan Beaulieu, “MidYear Economic Update”; July 16, Barry Wright, “Top 10
Negotiating Mistakes & How to Avoid Them”; and August
13, Gail Alofsin, “Foundations of Leadership.” Additional
webinars will be added as the year progresses.

SHOW EVENT ARTICLE

But the biggest educational opportunity
is STAFDA’s Annual Convention & Trade Show,
November 10-12, in downtown Nashville. All events
will be housed in the modern Music City Convention
Center which is walkable from STAFDA’s four host hotels:
Omni Nashville, Hampton Inn, Hilton, and Renaissance.
At press time, entertainment for the opening party
and the keynote speaker have been announced. STAFDA’s
full Nashville agenda will be posted to its website in late
spring. Registration for the Nashville Convention opens
Monday, June 24 from the members-only section of
STAFDA’s website.
Country stars, Big & Rich,
will perform a private concert for
STAFDA attendees at its Opening
Party on Sunday, November 10, in
Nashville’s Municipal Auditorium.
From their 2004 debut, the
triple platinum, Horse of a Different
Color, the duo has evolved into one of country music’s
auspicious partnerships, garnering multiple Grammy,
ACM, CMA, and CMT Music Award nominations.
The keynote speaker will be
David Goggins, a former Navy
SEAL, Army Ranger, and Air
Force Tactical Air Controller. He’ll
address the audience on Monday,
November 11.
Goggins is now an ultramarathoner who overcame
obesity, prejudice, and poverty to achieve greatness. His
book, Can’t Hurt Me, is a best seller and he has a huge
Instagram following. Goggins will address the 40% rule:
most people tap into only 40% of their capabilities. He’ll
also talk about the ‘accountability mirror’ and why people
need to take responsibility for their actions.
The STAFDA Convention & Trade Show is for members
only. To learn more about STAFDA and its programs, please
visit www.stafda.org
SPECIALTY TOOLS & FASTENERS DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
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MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION - FASTENER TECH™ ‘19
TOLL-FREE

1-800-753-8338

TEL

PO Box 5, Lake Zurich, IL 60047
847-438-8338 EMAIL mwfa@ameritech.com

WEB

www.mwfa.net

NEW PRODUCT DISPLAY, AFTER PARTY,
BREAKFAST KEYNOTE & SEMINARS by Nancy Rich

FASTENER TECH™ ’19 - the seventh staging of “The
All-Fastener-Industry Event in the Heart-of-the-Fastener
Industry”, is pleased to announce several new features:
¤ “New Product Display” at the entrance to the show.
¤ “After Party” for exhibitors, including a live band,
food, beverages and networking
¤ “Breakfast Keynote” with speaker William Strauss
from the Chicago Federal Reserve.
¤ “Educational Seminars”, including the following
preliminary list:
- Why Fasteners Fail
- Threaded Inserts and Compression Limiters
for Plastic Assemblies
- ICC-ES Evaluation Reports – Paving the Road
to Product Acceptance
FASTENER TECH™ ’19 is scheduled to take place
in Rosemont (Chicago), IL, USA, June 3 to 5, 2019 at the
Donald E. Stephens Convention Center.
FASTENER TECH™ ’19 will offers attendees and
exhibitors a valuable, cost-effective and easy-to-attend
event that provides benefits to fastener manufacturers,
distributors, users and suppliers.
FASTENER TECH™ is a biennial event, and once
again in 2019 it will be co-located with SUR/FIN®, the
annual conference and exhibition for surface finishing
professionals, which is organized by the National
Association for Surface Finishing, Washington, DC, USA,
www.nasf.org.
In addition to the above, FASTENER TECH™ ’19
will feature an exhibition and opening reception. As a
trade event, FASTENER TECH™ ’19 will be unique on
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several fronts, including the following: the relatively lowcost and ease-of-exhibiting at and attending the show,
the all-industry focus, the heart-of-the-industry location,
and a high level of participation from fastener industry
associations.

Schedule of Events
Monday, June 3rd
10:00am - 4:30pm
EXHIBITOR MOVE-IN
8:30am - 4:30pm
WHY FASTENERS FAIL
Presented by the Fastener Training Institute®
Tuesday, June 4th
8:00am - 9:45am
10:00am - 5:00pm
10:00am - 11:30am

1:30pm - 3:00pm

5:00pm - 7:00pm

EXHIBITOR SET UP
SHOW HOURS
THREADED INSERTS AND
COMPRESSION LIMITERS FOR
PLASTIC ASSEMBLIES
ICC-ES EVALUATION REPORTS –
PAVING THE ROAD TO PRODUCT
ACCEPTANCE
ALL INDUSTRY RECEPTION

Wednesday, June 5th
10:00am - 3:00pm
SHOW HOURS
9:00am - 10:30am
ECONOMIC OUTLOOK BREAKFAST
Presented by Fastener Industry Coalition
3:00pm - 5:00pm
3:00pm - 7:00pm

AFTER SHOW PARTY
EXHIBITOR MOVE-OUT

Thursday, June 6th
7am onwards
GOLF OUTING
Chevy Chase Country Club, Wheeling, IL
7:00am & Noon
SHOTGUN STARTS

CONTINUED ON PAGE 126
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NUTS, BOLTS & THINGAMAJIGS
2135 Point Blvd., Elgin, IL 60123
TEL 1-888-394-4362 EMAIL info@nutsandboltsfoundation.org

WEB

www.nutsandboltsfoundation.org

NBT FOUNDATION AWARDS $29,500 IN
MANUFACTURING SCHOLARSHIPS
Nineteen students pursuing careers in manufacturing
earned scholarships valued between $1,500 and $2,500
toward their post-secondary studies from Nuts, Bolts &
Thingamajigs® (NBT), the Foundation of the Fabricators &
Manufacturers Association, International (FMA).
For the Spring 2019 semester, NBT awarded
scholarships to the following students:
¤ Anna Alvarez, (Chicago, IL) studying mechanical
engineering at University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign
¤ Jenarium Anderson, (Natchitoches, LA) studying
industrial manufacturing technology at Central Louisiana
Technical Community College
¤ Tony Anico, (Hastings, PA) studying welding and
fabrication technology at Triangle Tech of Dubois
¤ Sam Breese, (Madison, WI) studying automated
manufacturing systems technology at Madison Area
Technical College
¤ Bladen Cooper, (Yuba City, CA) studying welding
technology at Yuba College
¤ Hunter Einodshofer, (Huntingdon, PA) studying
welding technology at Pennsylvania College of Technology
¤ Oliver Filigrana, (Richmond, TX) studying
manufacturing technology at Houston Community College
¤ Joseph Hagedon, (Ottumwa, IA) studying machine
technology at Indian Hills Community College
¤ John Headrick, (Henagar, AL) studying machine tool
technology at Northeast Alabama Community College
¤ Jacob Hedrick, (Yakima, WA) studying welding
technology at Perry Technical Institute
¤ Lance Herzog, (Smethport, PA) studying welding at
Triangle Tech of Dubois
¤ Matthew LaLuzerne, (Vernon Hills, IL) studying
industrial maintenance at William Rainey Harper College
¤ Owen Moses, (Filer, ID) studying mechanical
engineering at College of Southern Idaho

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

¤ Benjamin Oravetz, (Yakima, WA) studying
instrumentation and industrial automation technology at
Perry Technical Institute
¤ Mary Raway, (Indianapolis, IN) studying mechanical
engineering technology at Ivy Tech Community College
¤ Lucas Rodgers, (Longview, WA) studying
instrumentation and industrial automation technology at
Perry Technical Institute
¤ Abigail Stickling, (Tremont, IL) studying mechanical
engineering at Illinois Central College
¤ Lucas Szepieniec, (DeForest, WI) studying
mechanical design technology at Madison Area Technical
College
¤ Kelsey Wolcott, (New Orleans, LA) studying precision
machining at Delgado Community College
“We are pleased to award scholarships to these
deserving students and are happy to assist them in reaching
their academic goals,” said Edward Youdell, president of
NBT. “They recognize that skilled manufacturing careers
can be rewarding financially and fulfilling personally. The
knowledge and skills they obtain will help them be more
competitive in the current job market.
“The most difficult jobs to fill today are those in the
skilled trades and engineering,” added Youdell. “With
majors in machine tool and CNC technology, structural
and pipe welding, sheet metal fabrication, engineering,
and precision machining technology, these students will
be prepared for the skilled labor openings that American
manufacturers must fill.”
Eligible applicants are full-time students enrolled in an
engineering or manufacturing-related course of study, or a
skilled trade program leading to a career in manufacturing.
Students must hold a minimum GPA and are responsible
for submitting academic records and a manufacturingrelated program description with each application.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 126
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Endries International
is pleased to announce that
we have acquired Industrial
Products Company.
Industrial Products Company
(IPC) which is headquartered
in Lynchburg, Virginia is a
provider of fasteners and
related production components
to the original equipment
manufacturing market. In
addition to the headquarters
in Virginia, IPC has warehouse
locations in Mississippi,
Nebraska, and mainland China.
IPC customers are served via
a variety of service offerings
including on-premises vendor
managed inventory systems.
Operating under ISO9001 &
A2LA accreditation, IPC provides
quality products and services
to their OEM customers. Scott
Wolf, the owner of IPC will
remain with the company in a
leadership position.
Endries is a leading
distributor of fasteners
and Class-C parts serving
industrial Original Equipment
Manufacturers worldwide.
“Industrial Products Company
is an organization that is very
similar to Endries in the fact
that we start with a customer
centric philosophy. We are
thrilled to have Scott Wolf
and his dedicated team of
associates join us. Together,
we look forward to building
on the foundation and strong
reputation that has been
established.” said Steve
Endries, President of Endries.
For more information contact
Endries International by Tel:
920-756-5381, Fax: 920-7563772 or visit them online at
www.endries.com
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GLOBALFASTENERNEWS.COM
by JASON SANDEFUR CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
news@globalfastenernews.com

FASTENER INDUSTRY RESPONDS
TO EV MARKET DEMANDS
Numerous industries are clamoring to address cuttingedge issues surrounding electric vehicles, and the fastener
industry is no exception.
Sweden-based Bulten AB recently strengthened its
electric vehicle full service
provider portfolio through the
award of a further contract from
a major European automotive
manufacturer, according to
Fastener + Fixing Magazine.
“The award of a second
Electric Vehicle FSP contract in a
short space of time confirms that
the approach and expertise Bulten
brings to this field is recognized and appreciated by major
OEMs within the automotive industry,” stated CEO Tommy
Andersson.
The contract is initially valued at EUR 5 million (US$5.7
million) per annum and then follows the vehicle’s volume
curve. Deliveries are expected to start September 2020 and
are expected to increase up to full capacity in 2021 and
continue for five years.
Plug-in electric cars still represent just under 2% of the
US market, and 2.2% worldwide, according to Quartz.com.
Despite exponential growth, with a record 2 million or so
EVs sold worldwide last year, only one in 250 cars on the
road is electric.
An electric vehicle, also called an EV, uses one or more
electric motors or traction motors for propulsion, according
to Wikipedia. EVs include road and rail vehicles, surface and
underwater vessels, aircraft and spacecraft.
Switzerland-based Bossard Group is another fastener
company with a presence in the EV market.
In the U.S., Bossard saw “new momentum” in 2018,
with full-year sales rising 9.4% to CHF 240.9 million.
“Our cooperation with the largest US electric vehicle
manufacturer (Tesla) also contributed positively to the
acceleration in demand in the second half of the year.”
Half of almost 1,000 automotive industry decision
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makers surveyed in Europe, Asia, and the Americas believe
battery electric vehicles are the No. 1 trend in their sector,
up from the No. 3 spot in 2016 (and up from the No. 9 spot
in 2015), according to KPMG’s Global Automotive Executive
Survey 2017. Fuel cell EVs ranked
as the No. 3 trend in the current
survey; and hybrid electric vehicles
were No. 4.
To support the growing
demand for more efficient EVs,
Stanley Engineered Fastening
works with OEMs to develop
fastener and assembly solutions
that complement electric car
manufacturing distinctions, such as replacing steel fasteners
with lighter, aluminum ones; developing self-piercing rivets;
and perfecting stud welding.
“To reduce the weight of cabling, a major component
of a vehicle’s wire harness, manufacturers want to switch
from standard 24V cable connections to bus cables, which
are much smaller, lighter in weight and faster,” says Vahid
Amirzadeh, European senior product manager for Stanley
Assembly Technology.
Providing better solutions for electrical grounding is
critical in EVs because electric current won’t flow unless
it has a path to return to its source. In older vehicles with
metal frames and steel bodies, components were bolted
together with very little insulating material separating them,
so there were adequate paths to ground. In new vehicles,
however, there is more insulation between components
and the chassis, and bodies are made of a combination of
conductive, poorly conductive and non-conductive materials.
“When your lightbulb in the interior doesn’t work
anymore, it’s not nice, but you will survive,” says Rupert
Becker, director of Global Product Line Management Automotive for Stanley Engineered Fastening in Linden,
Germany. “When your electricity for the EV is malfunctioning,
or your radar in an autonomous vehicle doesn’t work all of a
sudden, what will happen then?”
GLOBALFASTENERNEWS.COM
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Gary Sheely
Gary Sheely is a Tactical Confrontation Specialist focusing on workplace violence
issues. He’s published three books, including his latest one, “Safe at Work: How Smart
Supervisors Reduce the Risk of Workplace Violence.” He conducts training workshops
and has been a keynote speaker across the United States. He can be reached at
garys@safetyinstitute.com.

HOW TO PROTECT EMPLOYEES FROM
AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR AT WORK
At a recent workshop with about two hundred and
fifty attendees, representing approximately one hundred
and ninety organizations, I performed an informal survey.
I asked for a show of hands from those whose workplace
had a written anti-bullying policy. Less than half of those
in attendance raised their hands. I did the same for a
workplace violence policy. The response was better than
half, but still less than two-thirds. This tells me that
more companies need to be aware of what needs to
be included in an anti-violence policy in order to protect
employees from aggressive, unwanted behavior at work.

What To Include In An Anti-Violence Policy
Some experts suggest that having both an anti-bullying
policy and an anti-violence policy is unnecessary and
redundant. This is not true. There will be some overlap
between the two, especially on the issue of threatening
behaviors, but there are fundamental differences that
cannot be rolled into a single comprehensive policy. For
instance, not all bullying involves threatening behaviors,
and not all threats can be defined as simply bullying. In
organizations that adopt both types of policies, care should
be taken to insure consistency between the two at points
of overlap, especially in the area of threatening behaviors.
Effective anti-violence policies will include the
following seven elements:
[1] Acknowledge violence as an occupational safety
and health hazard.
[2] Provide clear definitions of threatening behaviors
will be regarded as threatening violence and
workplace violence, including unwanted physical
contact, fighting, pushing, etc.
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[3] Outline a reporting procedure to ensure the
effectiveness of the policy.
[4] Describe consequences of violent behavior,
including what leads to dismissal.
[5] Include an action plan for educating employees
concerning the policy.
[6] Establish an Assessment Team, whose job it is
to investigate reports of violent incidents or threats
of violence in the workplace.
[7] Identify provisions for employees who are victims
of violence to have access to critical incident
stress debriefing resources.
An anti-violence policy that identifies and prohibits
violence can make employees aware of their own
behaviors that might be considered in violation of
the policy. It also provides a specific framework for
responding to violent incidents.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 128
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BIG RED FASTENERS INC.
608 North Walnut Ave., Broken Arrow, OK 74012
TEL 1-866-621-6565 FAX 918-251-7311 EMAIL sales@bigredfasteners.com

WEB www.bigredfasteners.com

BIG RED FASTENERS: WE’VE COME A
LONG WAY IN 18 SHORT YEARS
Shawna and Jerry Clark worked in the industrial
fastener supply business in the 1990’s. Working for
someone else was not in their future. They had a vision
of owning their own nut and bolt company with its’ own
identity. So, with an entrepreneurial spirit that they both
embraced, and an accounting degree under Shawna’s
belt, they decided to roll the dice. They made their move
in August of 2001.
The Clark’s started a family owned enterprise, BIG
RED FASTENERS, in a small rented building in Tulsa,
Oklahoma with 3 employees.
Their business philosophy
was threefold, the customer
is #1, make a commitment
to excellence in everything
you do and pay your bills on
time.
Needless to say, the first
year of business presented
various challenges to the
newly found company. First,
Tulsa, Oklahoma is known for its industrial material
suppliers, and there were several established bolt
companies that had this industrial market cornered.
One month after opening the 9/11 attack occurred with
the economic repercussions it manifested. Slowly, with
determination and hard work, Big Red Fasteners survived
the first year of operation with $100,000 in sales.
With the groundwork now in place, BRF experienced
continued growth and success over the next few years,
and was quickly identified as a rising company. In 2004,
the Clarks purchased a 10,000 square foot building in
Broken Arrow, Oklahoma and moved their operations.
Despite their early success, the Clarks approached
the future cautiously, knowing that the oil/gas/energy
sector, by nature, is subject to economic volatility. In an
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effort to survive the downturns, they began to diversify
their customer base and surrounded themselves with
employees, including family members, who brought value
and vision to the table and formed the core team that is
still intact today.
In 2008, they purchased additional property in Broken
Arrow anticipating a future expansion. It was becoming
obvious to the Clarks that BRF needed to take the next
step to achieve their goals, so they initiated plans for
a new 24,000 square foot manufacturing/distribution/
sales facility. In 2014, the
doors were opened to their
new facility, and the current
home of Big Red Fasteners.
Under the leadership
of Shawna Clark, BRF
continued to focus on
long term development.
They purchased additional
equipment to manufacture
industrial stud bolts and
made the decision to incorporate 100% domestic made
and melted products. They also added plated bolting, i.e.,
cadmium and blue xylan, to their $2,000,000 inventory.
In 2016, Shawna Clark received the Women/Minority
Business of The Year Arrowhead Award from the Broken
Arrow Chamber of Commerce. BRF was also recognized
as a Forbes 500 company. Today, they have 34,000
square feet of operation space and with its central
location in Oklahoma, BRF ships out 20,000 lbs-30,000
lbs weekly in product to customers across the United
States. 2018 sales topped $10,000,000. BRF has come
a long way in 18 short years, and plans are in the making
for an additional expansion in the near future. The Clark’s
vision of becoming Oklahoma’s premier fastener supplier
has become a reality.
BIG RED FASTENERS
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STEEL KING INDUSTRIES INC.
2700 Chamber Street, Stevens Point, WI 54481
TEL 1-800-826-0203 EMAIL info@steelking.com

WEB

www.steelking.com

PALLET FLOW RACK CAN BE A WAREHOUSE
MANAGER’S BEST FRIEND by Ryan Wachsmuth
When properly designed to meet the specific
inventory and storage requirements, pallet flow
racks maximize storage space and improve
shipping logistics.
Any warehouse or distribution center with limited
floor space that needs high density storage or automatic
rotation of inventory on a first-in, first-out (FIFO) basis can
benefit by implementing pallet flow storage racks.
However, achieving the full performance capabilities
of this type of rack system requires careful planning and
implementation. When this is done properly, pallet flow
systems can be the warehouse manager’s best friend;

INCLINED TRACKS, ROLLERS, AND BRAKES – WITH AN ASSIST FROM
GRAVITY – ARE USED IN THE STEEL KING RACKING DESIGN

without it, the system may underperform expectations.
Simply defined, this type of racking system is

pallet flow system can essentially cut the required square

designed so that when the pallet in front is removed by a

footage for a warehouse in half. The savings can be

forklift, the pallets behind gently “flow” forward to replace

significant in terms of reduced property and building costs.

it. Inclined tracks, rollers, and brakes – with an assist

There are substantial logistical benefits to using a

from gravity – are used to accomplish this task.

dynamic rack system as well.

New inventory is then loaded at the back end of the

Pallet flow rack can drastically reduce the labor

rack, facilitating FIFO product rotation, which is particularly

required to pick pallets, because a forklift is only needed

valuable for items with expiration dates.

for initial loading of the pallets as well as final unloading.

In this type of “dynamic” racking approach, goods

With static racks, forklifts must travel further down aisles

can be stored 3, 10, even 20 pallets deep and on multiple

and often must spend time rearranging inventory to

levels. This eliminates the need for wide aisles between

access the correct items.

every row of traditional “static” rack required for forklift
access and maneuverability.

When a large number of pallets with a single product
SKU are routinely loaded into trucks, locating the pallet

By storing more palletized goods in less space,

flow rack near the loading dock can also minimize the

facility managers can dramatically increase the amount

distance that forklifts travel to as little as 20 feet each

of inventory in a specific warehouse footprint or, on the

way, which speeds material handling.

flip side, reduce the amount of space required for new
warehouse construction.
Compared to traditional fixed racking, a high density
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Even pallets with varied SKUs that are being shipped
to the same location can be located near each other to
further speed truck loading.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 130
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Larry Borowski President
GREENSLADE & COMPANY INC.
2234 Wenneca Avenue, Fort Worth, TX 76102
TEL 817-870-8888 FAX 817-870-9199
EMAIL sales1@greensladeandcompany.com WEB www.greensladeandcompany.com

RING GAGES PART 2: ADJUSTABLE THREAD
RING SETTING – HOW IT IS DONE
In the last issue we laid the groundwork as to what
the thread standards require for calibration or setting
of adjustable thread ring gages. In this issue, we will
get into the “nuts and bolts” of the calibration/setting
procedure.
The first thing you want to do is either choose a
set plug style or familiarize yourself with what you are
currently using. There are (2) main types, truncated and
progressive.

has a Hi pitch diameter section and a Lo pitch diameter
section separated by an interruption in the thread form.
The basic concept is to set on the Lo (front) end, and the
ring should not go onto the Hi (back) end.
Next, you want to either choose a style of adjustable
ring or familiarize yourself with what you are currently
using. There are (2) normal types, and both have locking
screws and adjustment screws. These are called AGD
or American Gage Design as defined in the ASME B47
standard on Gage Blanks, and there is the Southern
Style. Since the American Gage Design (AGD) is the
most popular style, this is what we will be covering.

TRUNCATED SETTING PLUG

AMERICAN GAGE DESIGN (AGD)

PROGRESSIVE SETTING PLUG

Truncated setting plugs have a full form and a
truncated section with a continuous thread and Pitch
Diameter across both. Truncated set plugs are the most
common, so we will be focusing on how they are used.
As a point of information, a Progressive setting plug
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“SOUTHERN STYLE”

Before starting any calibration, make sure your rings
and setting plugs are cleaned and have a fresh coat of
light gage oil. Although there are some differences in
opinion on how to go about the next step, we are going to
approach it with the “if it aint broke, don’t fix it” attitude.
First thing is first, you have to thread the ring gage
onto the set plug. The variation in approach is that some
may remove the sealing wax and loosen the ring before
this step, while others will try it on the plug first.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 166
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Roman Basi
Roman Basi is the President of The Center for Financial, Legal & Tax Planning, Inc.
Roman graduated from Milliken University obtaining a Bachelor’s of Science Degree
with a minor in Psychology. He earned an MBA from Southern Illinois University with
an emphasis in Accounting and recevied his JD degree from Southern Illinois University.
Roman is a licensed attorney in Illinois, Missouri and Florida and is in high demand for
his expertise in financial, legal and tax matters. His areas of expertise include mergers
and acquisitions, contracts, real estate law, tax and estate planning.

WORKING CAPITAL - WHAT IS IT
AND WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
Working Capital is an important concept for every
business to understand. From Amazon or Apple to a
small locally owned business, business owners need
to understand the importance of working capital. At its
heart, working capital is defined as, “the amount of
a company’s current assets minus the amount of its
current liabilities,” or simply, a company’s available
capital for daily operations
at any given point in time.
Thus, working capital provides
a measurement to determine
a company’s operational
efficiency and short-term
financial health.
At the basis of working
capital is the calculation, which
is generally the difference between the current assets
and the current liabilities. Current assets are assets
that can be converted into cash within one year or less.
This would include assets such as cash equivalents,
marketable securities, accounts receivable, inventory,
and prepaid expenses. While current liabilities include
short term debt such as accounts payables, accrued
liabilities, and other similar debts. Subtracting the
current assets by the current liabilities will provide the
working capital figure. The working capital is positive
when there is an excess of current assets compared to
current liabilities. However, a working capital calculation
not only plays a role as a financial measuring tool, but
it can play a large role in Merger and Acquisition (M&A)
transactions.
As stated above, a working capital calculation is
generally calculated as current assets less current
liabilities. However, the calculation of working capital
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in an M&A transaction can be far different as the
formula will be dictated by the asset or stock purchase
agreements. Some transactions will involve cash or debt
in the working capital calculation, some transactions
may exclude certain assets, and some transactions may
exclude certain liabilities, thus creating an impact on
the Seller that can vary on a spectrum. The spectrum
will generally be determined
in the Purchase Price or
Working Capital section of
the stock or asset purchase
agreement. When the working
capital determination is made
a target will be set and the
operations of the selling
company prior to the target
date can have a drastic impact on the closing funds.
For example, the working capital language of an
asset purchase agreement may state, “a purchase
price of $5,000,000 minus the amount by which the
Working Capital as of the Closing Date varies from the
six month trailing average of the Working Capital.” The
asset purchase agreement will then go on to describe
the calculation methodology of the Working Capital.
Therefore, a working capital target is set by a six month
average trailing the closing date of the transaction.
If the Working Capital at closing exceeds the average
monthly working capital balance for the six months prior
to closing, the Seller generally walks away with more
funds at closing. However, if the Working Capital at
closing is less than the average monthly working capital
balance for the six months prior to closing then the
purchase price may be reduced by the amount equal to
the difference of the six month Working Capital average.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 134
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All Integrated Solutions (AIS), a division of
MSC Industrial Supply Co. (NYSE: MSM), today
announced that Jim Ruetz will be stepping down as
chief executive officer of AIS, effective April 5, 2019.
As part of a planned transition, Nick Ruetz,
currently chief operating
officer for AIS, will assume
leadership of the business as
president of AIS.
Nick Ruetz brings 20
years of distribution industry
experience to his new role.
He has held positions in
sales, operations, purchasing and IT, and has
served in executive management roles at AIS for
six years, including the past four years as chief
operating officer.
“Nick Ruetz brings deep experience in the OEM
fastener and MRO industry and strong leadership
abilities to his new role. We have great confidence
in his ability to lead the continued growth and
success of AIS,” said MSC President and Chief
Executive Officer Erik Gershwind.
Jim Ruetz, who has spent more than 40 years in
the distribution industry, will continue to serve as a
consultant to AIS and MSC. In 2018, the National
Fastener Distributors Association named Jim Ruetz
the “Fastener Professional of the Year” based on
his many accomplishments in the fastener industry
during his highly successful career as a business
owner and industry leader.
“I want to thank Jim Ruetz for his many contributions
to AIS and MSC, as well as his leadership within
the distribution industry. We look forward to Jim’s
continued contributions to the development and
growth of our OEM fastener business,” Gershwind
said.
AIS, which was founded in 1962, is a leading
value-added distributor of industrial fasteners and
components, assembly tools, and maintenance,
repair, operations and production supplies (MROP).
In 2018, AIS was acquired by MSC as the platform
for the company’s OEM fastener and components
strategy.
For more information contact All Integrated
Solutions by Tel: 262-770-3305, email: info@
allintegrated.com or online at www.allintegrated.com.
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INTERNATIONAL FASTENER EXPO
TEL 323-817-2226 FAX 310-481-1909 EMAIL morgan.wilson@emeraldexpo.com

WEB www.fastenershows.com

IFE ANNOUNCES 2019 SHOW DATES & HOURS NEW SHOW DATES A MONTH EARLIER THAN BEFORE
The 2019 International Fastener Expo (IFE), the
largest business-to-business tradeshow of every type of
fastener, machinery and tooling, and industrial-related
products in North America, will take place on Sept.
17-19, 2019, a month earlier than the typical October
show, in Las Vegas, NV.
Participants requested and IFE 2019 delivers. Directly
related to exhibitor and attendee feedback, IFE 2019 will
happen a month earlier to ensure limited interference
with busier schedules in October. New this year, the
Exhibit Hall E will open two hours early for buyers and
exhibitors to preview and meet with vendors in both the
SourceGlobal, IFE’s premier destination for international
sourcing, and Machinery and Tooling areas. The Exhibit
Hall D will open at 10 a.m. on Wednesday and 9 a.m. on
Thursday for remaining areas.
“Every year, IFE is built around our customers and
the industry they work in’” said Karalynn Sprouse,
executive vice president, Emerald Expositions. “From the
top quality participants and speakers to the countless
opportunities to form and cultivate relationships – we
value and listen closely to our customers and work
diligently to provide a can’t miss experience for buyers
and vendors alike. This is how we continue to grow.”
More than 80 percent of past exhibitors, including
Bristol Machine Company, Heartland Tool Supply,
and American Belleville are set to return in 2019,
while Gemtex Abrasives, Riverhawk, Raptor Composite
Fasteners and more will be exhibiting for the first time.
Participants can expect a steady flow on the show floor
for doing business and growing optimal relationships.
IFE 2018 touted many firsts with a new location at the
Mandalay Bay Convention Center, and beyond the show
floor hustle, the show featured an expanded conference
schedule with stand-outs from experts on current U.S.
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tariffs and trade policies, California’s Prop 65, 3D
printing and e-commerce essentials. IFE 2019 aims to
continue the show’s legacy of providing premier access
to do business, network at the highest level, and learn
from industry and technology leaders.
“People come to IFE because this is where the entire
industry gathers to build and connect, but also because
we make sure to provide the most current and relatable
content focused directly on what they need now and in
the future,” said Morgan Wilson, business development
manager, IFE. “As the most comprehensive tradeshow
in the fastener industry, our goal is to make IFE the only
show you have to attend all year. And it only takes three
days of your time in Las Vegas.”

About IFE
The International Fastener Expo (IFE) is the largest
and most diverse gathering of fastener and industrial
professionals in North America. Founded in 1981 it
serves all reaches of the supply chain, from manufacturer
to distributor to end user, and features nearly 70 product
categories. With over 850 suppliers and more than
5,000 attendees from 30+ nations, the International
Fastener Expo delivers industry-leading content and
facilitates vital industry connections at their annual
three-day show in Las Vegas, Nevada, the entertainment
and trade show capital of North America.
To secure a booth and more information on exhibiting,
visit www.fastenershows.com/exhibitor/exhibit-inquire.
Online buyer registration will open on April 15, 2019.
For IFE 2019 show and registration email updates, visit
www.fastenershows.com/attendees/register-to-attend.
For more information about IFE 2019 visit the website
at www.fastenershows.com.
INTERNATIONAL FASTENER EXPO
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PACIFIC-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
TEL

562-799-5509

3020 Old Ranch Parkway #300, Seal Beach CA 90740
FAX 562-684-0695 EMAIL info@pac-west.org
WEB www.pac-west.org

COME TO THE CALIFORNIA WINE COUNTRY
FOR PAC-WEST’S FALL CONFERENCE by Vickie Lester
What could be better than networking with fastener
industry professionals in the heart of California wine
country? Join us October 24-26, 2019 at the Doubletree
by Hilton Sonoma Wine Country, Rohnert Park, California
Jason Bader with The Distribution Team will be on
deck for two great programs.
Gross Sales is for Vanity, Profit is for Sanity
As we walk around conventions and industry
gatherings, we hear all sorts of commentary on top line
revenues. Big sales and big numbers rule the cocktail
hour, but where does the rubber really meet the road? We
pay our bills and line our pockets with profit, not sales.
If you are person responsible for setting pricing direction,
this event is for you. In this session, we will talk about
driving a culture of profit in your organization. It starts
with educating the team about how money works and
continues with proven margin enhancement strategies.
From raising prices to reducing expenses, this session
will give you the tools you need to unlock significant
improvements in gross margin and ultimately net profit.
Now let’s go hunt some cash.
Analyzing Customer Profitability
Are all customers created equal? Isn’t that what
we teach our customer service people? If we asked our
people to list the top ten customers, how would they
rank them? If we asked them to list the top ten most
profitable customers, would we receive the same list? In
many organizations, the people that work with us and for
us equate our largest customers with our most profitable.
During this session, participants will learn how to rank
their customers based on contribution to net profit. By
understanding which customers contribute to our overall
profitability, we can allocate our value-added resources to
those folks who help us grow. Conversely, we can begin
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to reduce services to those customers who make us jump
through hoops, drive down prices and continually pay
slow. Distributors have a finite amount of money to invest
in service. Let’s make sure that we are investing in the
right customers.
Also featured at the Pac-West 2019 fall conference
will be Bob Seredich with the Southwest Institute for
Emotional Intelligence. A favorite Pac-West speaker, Bobi
has a very timely program for us.
The Five Secrets to Highly Effective Teams
Your untapped goldmine to the success of your
business is in your people. How can you create a
healthier, productive, innovative and profitable company?
This presentation brings in the concepts of Patrick
Lencioni’s best-selling book,The Five Dysfunctions of a
Team, where he uncovers the natural human tendencies
that derail teams and lead to politics and confusion in so
many organizations. Teamwork and a positive corporate
culture remain the ultimate competitive advantage, both
because it is so powerful and so rare. You will learn:
¤ How to get everyone on your team on board
with the same goals and direction
¤ Practical tools for overcoming dysfunction
¤ How to create cohesiveness and minimize
gossip and politics
¤ The importance of organizational health as
your competitive advantage
¤ The only way to win is through values-based
leadership – leaders walking their talk
¤ Gain new commitment to teamwork
¤ Discover the five behaviors: Trust, Conflict,
Commitment, Accountability and Results
¤ Create team agreements
¤ Engage in powerful trust building exercises
¤ Assess where your team stands now
CONTINUED ON PAGE 148
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Anthony Di Maio
Anthony E. Di Maio attended Wentworth Institute and Northeastern University. In 1962 he
started working with Blind Fasteners as Vice-President of Engineering & Manufacturing for two
blind rivet manufacturers. He has been Chairman of the Technical Committee of the Industrial
Fasteners Institute (IFI) and is still involved in the writing of IFI specifications. In 1991, he
started ADM Engineering and is working with Fastener Manufacturers developing new fasteners
and special machinery. He can be reached at ADM Engineering, 6 Hermon Ave., Haverhill, MA
01832; phone and fax 978-521-0277; e-mail: tdimaio@verizon.net.

RADIAL GROOVES ON MANDRELS
Many people have asked me “why do blind rivet
manufacturers add radial rings, Grooves or serrations to
mandrel diameters of blind rivets.”
These radial grooves are added to the mandrel
circumference to ensure that the griping jaws of the blind
rivet setting tool do not slip when setting the blind rivet.
These radial grooves are put on the mandrels of high
tensile blind rivets such as stainless steel and structural
blind rivets.

The radial grooves on the mandrel ensure that the
pulling jaws will grip the mandrel, by the teeth of the
pulling jaws are in the radial grooves of the mandrel. The
pitch between the radial grooves match the pitch between
the teeth of the pulling jaws, thus giving the pulling jaws
a good grip on the mandrel of the blind rivet. Even if the
pulling jaws are slightly worn, the teeth of the pulling jaws
will still grip the radial grooves of the mandrel.
Jaw Compression Spring
Jaw Case
Jaw Pusher
Pulling Jaws
Nose Piece

FIGURE 1

The pulling or griping jaws of the blind rivet setting
tool must first grip the mandrel diameter and then, as the
setting tool starts to pull the mandrel, the pulling jaws
penetrate the mandrel for a locking grip. The pulling jaws
have a 10 degree angle on their outer surface and they
are in a 10 degree tapered hole. The more the pulling
jaws pull the mandrel, the deeper the jaws penetrate the
mandrel.
The pulling jaws must first grip the mandrel with the
teeth that are on the pilling jaws. The first initial griping
is done by the sharpness of the teeth of the pulling jaws
and allows the pulling jaws to penetrate the mandrel when
the setting the blind rivet. If this initial griping does not
occur, the pulling jaws will slip when the rivet setting tool
attempts to set the rivet.
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Fig 1

Fig 2
FIGURE 2

The higher the mandrel tensile strength, the harder
the surface of the mandrel. Structural blind rivet and all
stainless and stainless body and steel mandrel blind
rivets all have high tensile strength mandrels. Radial
grooves on high tensile strength mandrels, lengthens the
setting life of the pulling jaws.

Annealing (Heat Treat) Blind Rivet Bodies
Annealing (heat treat) blind rivet bodies is important
when manufacturing blind rivet bodies. When rivet bodies
are produced, either stamped from sheet stock or
extruded from wire, a large amount of work hardness is
created in the formed rivet body.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 134
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ZAGO MANUFACTURING INC.

TEL

973-643-6700

FAX

21 East Runyon Street, Newark, NJ 07114
973-643-4433 EMAIL info@ZAGO.com

WEB

www.ZAGO.com

DEALING WITH PRESSURE
Engineers are often unclear about the utility of selfsealing fasteners versus ordinary screws, nuts and bolts.
Why use a more expensive sealing fastener when a
standard fastener or a non-grooved fastener with an o-ring
or washer will do? The reason - pressure.
Pressure is everywhere. Even at sea level atmospheric
pressure is equal to 14.70 pounds per square inch or
1.03 kilos per centimeter. Inside equipment, particularly
hydraulic and pneumatic equipment, pressure rises quickly
after activation. Similarly, as an airplane rises in the air,
outside pressure increases; and as a robot dives below
the surface of the sea pressure increases precipitously.
Standard fasteners simply cannot withstand this pressure.
Leaks of gases and liquids are sure to follow leading
to equipment failure and environmental degradation. A
mechanism is necessary to counteract this pressure.
The best possible mechanism to prevent leaks due
to pressure, and the infiltration or egression of liquids
and gasses, is a fastener with an O-ring and a groove.
Using a simple o-ring or washer to seal, without a groove
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to calculated to relieve pressure will inevitably lead to
equipment failure. An accurately engineered groove will
absorb the pressure within and outside of equipment that
is applied to the o-ring causing the o-ring to spread and
penetrate any open space where leaks might occur.
The demand for sealing fasteners has never been
greater. As equipment becomes more expensive and
sophisticated, the need to keep it contaminant free is
critical. Also, as environmental concerns grow, the need
for an environmentally sustainable solution to equipment
failure is paramount.
ZAGO self-sealing fasteners are sustainable in the
broadest sense of the word. They are conflict mineral free,
ROHS and REACH compliant, as well as compliant with
California proposition 65. They are the ideal solution for
long term industrial and mechanical sustainability and ideal
for sealing electrical enclosures and equipment subjected
to the elements. At ZAGO we are the acknowledged leader
in the manufacture of self-sealing fasteners with over 25
years of problem solving engineering experience.
ZAGO MANUFACTURING INC
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BTM Manufacturing announces Ventura
Industrial Products, LLC as Representative.
Effective January 1, 2019, Jackie Ventura, owner
of Ventura Industrial Products, LLC was named a
representative for BTM Manufacturing.
Jackie Ventura has been serving the
fastener industry for over 35 years, and will
begin representing BTM Manufacturing within
the following areas: Ohio, Northern Kentucky,
Western Pennsylvania and Upstate New York.
“I’m looking forward to working with BTM
to expand my sales territory. Their dedication
to quality and dependability makes BTM an
extremely competitive line, and a perfect match
to my style of doing business, so this partnership
is a big deal for me,” stated Jackie Ventura.
“With over 35 years of experience within the
fastener industry, Jackie will be a great addition
to BTM’s customer base and a valuable asset to
extending the reach of the company,” said Jake
Davis, BTM Manufacturing President. “Jackie is
committed to the highest level of service that
BTM is proud to offer each and every customer,
and we are looking forward to the partnership with
Ventura Industrial Products, LLC.”
For more information on Ventura Industrial
Products, LLC, please visit www.jackieventura.com.
BTM has been serving customers throughout
North America for over 50 years. As an ISO
9001-2008 certified company, we are continually
striving to meet, and exceed, our customer’s
expectations. We are in constant pursuit of
quality, value and reliability improvements in the
products and services that we provide to our
customers.
Today, BTM is a leading manufacturer of bent
and threaded products. Our capabilities include
U-bolts, J-bolts, studs, anchor bolts, eye bolts and
bent/threaded product manufactured to custom
specifications. From threading and bending to
welding and drilling, BTM has the highly trained
and experienced staff to ensure that your product
is made to specification and is delivered on time.
For more information contact BTM Manufacturing
at 15403 Andrews Road, Kansas City, Missouri
64147. Tel: 1-800-369-2658, Fax: 816-331-0473,
Email: sales@btm-mfg.com or visit them online at
www.btm-manufacturing.com.
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COMPONENT PACKAGING
7931 E 24th St, Joplin, MO 64804
TEL 417-624-9395 EMAIL lorim@componentpackaging.com

WEB

www.componentpackaging.com

COMPONENT PACKAGING - MAKING THE
DIFFICULT A LITTLE LESS SO
In this day & age of convenience, self-service and
personalization there is no greater industry that sees the
need for these changes as manufacturing. Gone are the
days of having abundant labor to count out parts, assemble
items or bag fasteners. This is where packaging comes
into play to facilitate this changing need. As a fastener
distributor one of the key ways to functionally differentiate
yourself from others is to be a problem solver for your
end user. Here at Component Packaging we are all about
problem solving and making the difficult, a little less so.
Our company model is based on taking a time-eating
source of labor out of distributorships and providing you
with finished boxes of ready-to-use kits.

COMPONENT PACKAGING BUILDING IN THE MIDWESTERN WINTER

By outsourcing your packaging there is no need to
use valuable warehouse labor to weigh, count, bag, box,
assemble, label & tape! Additionally you can control your
costs having a fixed cost for the tasks.
Component Packaging has recently added 2 new
packaging lines bringing a company total to 10 fully
automated lines. A new state-of-the-art Automated
Packaging machine has been coupled up with custom
scales to expand the capacity at Component Packaging.
This new machine has in-line printing capabilities, up to
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NEWLY INSTALLED 8 BOWL AUTOMATED PACKAGING PRODUCTION LINE

9 different parts can be packaged at one time and the
size and type of fastener that it can accommodate has
increased significantly. Additionally a second 2 bowl
machine has been added to the lineup which works great
for long production runs of one or two parts.
The benefit to you, the fastener distributor, is reduced
lead times, our flexibility to meet your demands, and your
ability to offer even more value-add options for your end
user without having to add additional labor.
The staff at Component Packaging are all packaging
professionals... it is all we do! Our number one area of
focus is quality; which we will not compromise. We pride
ourselves at being problem solvers and our ability to
analyze projects to reduce the overall processes/time
resulting in lower costs.
Our website has also been completely renovated so
you can get a better snapshot of us and what we do. We
invite you to visit us @ www.componentpackaging.com
and welcome any feedback.
Whether it be an automated bagging project, assembly
item, hand packaging piece or even something as simple
as re-boxing; you owe it to yourself and your company, to
contact us to see if working with Component Packaging is
the right decision for your company … we think you will
find it is!

COMPONENT PACKAGING
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SWD Inc’s founder Richard
P. Delawder was recently
honored with the IFI Soaring
Eagle Service Award at a
ceremony March 12, 2019.
“The IFI Soaring Eagle
Service Award recognizes
individuals who have contributed
outstanding time and effort in
the leadership of the Industrial
Fasteners Institute and/or
significant contributions to
the health and well-being of
the entire industrial fastener
industry.” While leading and
growing his company SWD Inc,
Dick Delawder has promoted
the importance of being active
in your community and industry.
As such he was on the board
of the Addison Chamber of
Commerce and Industry for
over 10 years and is a past
president. He has also served
on the board and as president
of the Chicago Metal Finishers
Institute. He has worked closely
with local, state and federal
officials to ensure that his
company was operating at the
highest levels possible and to
ensure that people within the
industry were aware of new
regulations and how they may
impact the environment as well
as his customers. SWD has
been a leader in environmental
management and was the first
metal finisher in the United
States to receive ISO 14001
certification. In December of
1998 SWD Inc also became
a charter member of the IEPA
ISO 14001/EMS. In addition
to ISO 14001 certification,
SWD Inc. is the only job
shop metal finisher in the
Midwest with a USEPA 33/50 plan
continued on page 77
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accreditation as well as recipient
of the National Performance
Review “Hammer Award” for
environmental excellence from
Vice President Al Gore. In 1999
SWD received the Illinois State
Governor’s Pollution Prevention
Award for continuing efforts
toward eliminating waste
and by-products as well as
instituting a company wide
recycling program.
The company is a charter
member of the Metal Finishing
Sector of the Common Sense
Initiative Strategic Goals Program
and the Multi-State Work Group,
which are U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency programs
designed to reduce energy,
waste and water consumption.
SWD Inc. is also a charter
member of the USEPA National
Environmental Achievement
Track, and was the only metal
finishing company in the US to
be awarded a Gold level in the
Strategic Goals Program.
SWD Inc. has been on
the cutting edge of pollution
prevention since it was founded
and has continued to strive
for the best possible solutions
to protect our environment. In
2001 SWD Inc. was awarded
Industrial Plant of the Year by the
Illinois Association of Pollution
Control Operators. Dick has
shared his stewardship and
the importance of community
involvement with his sons
each of which take active roles
in local, state and national
industry trade associations.
For more information, contact
SWD Inc. by Tel: 630-543-3003,
Fax: 847-885-9005, Email:
sales@swdinc.com or visit them
online at www.swdinc.com.
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John R. Graham
John Graham of GrahamComm is a marketing and sales strategy consultant
and business writer. He is the creator of “Magnet Marketing,” and publishes
a free monthly eBulletin, “No Nonsense Marketing & Sales Ideas.”
Contact him at by email at jgraham@grahamcomm.com, call 617-774-9759
or visit him online at www.johnrgraham.com.

HOW TO MESS UP A COMPANY’S SALES
When Salespeople Can’t Do Their Job

often misunderstood or disregarded. Its critical task

Thousands of salespeople work in conditions that

of creating customers, those who want to do business

are stacked against their success. Even though it’s

with a brand, gets ignored. Or, as Seth Godin, the

2019, the belief persists that

author of This is Marketing, says,

“nothing happens until someone

“Marketers don’t use consumers

sells something.” Repeated so

to solve their company’s problems;

often, no one challenges them.

they use marketing to solve other

Yet, those six words help

people’s problems.” Unfortunately,

explain why salespeople are given

marketers don’t have a chance to

“special treatment” by management

do it.

and barely “tolerated” by others.

If marketing is unable to do its

Salespeople are frequently viewed

job, salespeople can’t do their job

both as separate and more than

of closing sales. To put it another

equal. When co-workers complain

way, when marketing comes down

about the sales department, someone says, “Hey, they
bring us the business, so suck it up and smile.” This
dismal view has long passed its expiration date. Even so,
it’s disturbing since so much depends on the successful
performance of the salesforce.
Closely related is another problem and that’s

with the flu, the sales force calls in sick.

Letting Marketing And Sales Do Their Work
Here are three principles that can help anyone
in marketing and sales do a better job and be more
successful:

marketing. Unfortunately, it’s still viewed as the
handmaiden of sales in many companies, even though

[1] Get over the idea that “nothing happens until

it long ago ran out of gas. In this view, marketing does

somebody sells something.”

what it’s told to do. When this happens, marketing

Forty years ago, those in sales had a point.

is rudderless, all tactics and no strategy. Marketing

Salespeople were the link between companies and

departments become a “do this” dumping grounds,

their customers. Looking back, it’s no exaggeration

throwing one-thing-after-another against the wall hoping

to say customers were their captives. They depended

something sticks.

on a salesperson for product or services information,

Unfortunately, marketing’s unique mission is
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troubleshooting, and support.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 138
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Field, a global innovator of
supply chain and engineering
based cost savings solutions
providing fasteners and other
direct materials to the OEM
market, announced today that
they’ve opened a distribution
center in Florence, South
Carolina, to more effectively
support the southeast
geography and growing
customer base there.
Field has taken over and
is currently in the process of
renovating the old ‘Morning
News’ building on Otis Way.
The new location will expand
Field’s service offerings by
having in-house kitting and
assembly, which will allow for
more flexibility, shorter lead
times, and provide for a more
cost effective solution for their
customers.
“The entire Field Team is
excited about expanding in
Florence, SC! This represent
significant growth in all areas
of the company, we have
already hired 11 local Team
Members and also utilize 20
temporary workers, we expect
the work force to increase
over time in Florence” states
Field President and CEO, Jim
Derry. “Our Team has done
a tremendous job getting our
initial customer “on-line” in a
very compressed time frame.
We have made a substantial
investment in automated
equipment for producing
kits and sub-assemblies.
The market for Field’s value
proposition is extremely large

in the South Eastern portion of the
USA and the Florence facility will
better position Field to support our
current and future customers in
that geography.”
Field has enhanced their position
in the marketplace by expanding
the geographical footprint in which
they service their customers.
Field will gain a stronger presence
in the southeastern part of the
United States, positioning them
to continue meeting the growing
needs of their expanding customer
base. Field has averaged 19%
growth rate since 1990 and plans
to sustain high growth and reach
$100 Million in revenue by 2020,
which they are on plan to do.
Field is an innovative, full service,
technically oriented, global provider
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of inventory management and
complete supply chain solutions
for fasteners and other Class “C”
items. They are the best in the
industry at providing ongoing cost
reduction through both engineering
support services and inventory
management systems.
The Illinois based company was
acquired by Derry Enterprises, Inc.
in 1990. Over the past 28 years,
Field has averaged 19% annual
growth each year and has been on
INC 5000 list for fastest growing
privately held companies for seven
consecutive years.
For more information, contact
Field at 9883 North Alpine Road,
Machesney Park, IL 61132. Tel: 815637-9002, Fax: 815-637-7575 or visit
them online at www.fieldfastener.com.
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SPIROL INTERNATIONAL CORP.
30 Rock Avenue, Danielson, CT 06239
TEL 1-860-774-8571 FAX 1-860-774-2048 EMAIL info@spirol.com WEB www.spirol.com

HOW TO CALCULATE THE ESTIMATED FATIGUE
LIFE OF A DISC SPRING by John Leckfor, Applications Engineer
Disc Springs are conically shaped washers designed

stress levels in the Disc. As the Disc Spring flexes,

to provide predictable and repeatable results. This paper

stress levels in the Disc change; the greater the change,

focuses on the use of Disc Springs and how to estimate

the faster the Disc Spring fatigues.

fatigue life in dynamic situations.

Tensile stress at points II and III in Figure 1 are

In discussing fatigue life,

critical in determining fatigue life. These locations are

it is important to distinguish

where fatigue cracks originate. Estimation of fatigue life

between Disc Springs and

requires evaluation of the maximum stress difference

Conical Spring Washers.

between preload and final load at locations II and III. The

Disc Springs differ from

location with the highest stress differential is used to

Conical Spring Washers by

estimate fatigue life. Once it is determined which stress

design and intended usage.

values will be used (from location II or III), the fatigue

Conical Spring Washers are

life charts in DIN EN 16983 can be used to estimate the

designed to provide a static

fatigue life of the Disc Spring.

thrust load in bolted joints and
should not be used in fatigue
applications. Conical Spring
Washers are specified by DIN
6796.
Disc Springs may be used to
apply either static or dynamic
loads and are specified by
DIN EN 16983 (formerly DIN
2093). Typically Disc Springs

FIGURE 1: CRITICAL STRESS POINTS WITHIN A DISC SPRING

have a thinner cross section
than Conical Spring Washers.

Stress values may be found in the Disc Spring

Some variation in size is permissible, but calculations

product catalog, DIN EN 16983 or calculated using

only apply to spring steels and when the ratio of the

formulas in DIN EN 16984. Fatigue life charts are

outside diameter to thickness is between 16 and 40 and

provided in three thickness ranges: < 1.25mm; between

the ratio of OD to ID between 1.8 and 2.5.

1.25mm and 6mm and between 6mm and 14mm.

Deflection of a Disc Spring at a given load is
predictable making it possible to calculate force and

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

The examples that follow in this article explain how
to interpret the fatigue life charts.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 146
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FASTENER EDUCATION FOUNDATION
TELL

3020 Old Ranch Parkway #300, Seal Beach CA 90740
562-799-5509 EMAIL info@fastenerfoundation.org WEB www.fastenerfoundation.org

SUPPORT INDUSTRY EDUCATION & TRAINING THROUGH
THE FASTENER EDUCATION FOUNDATION by Michael Lentini
FEF Has Supported...
¤

Development of new classes for the Fastener
Training Institute

¤

Creation of online, on-demand training for the
Fastener Training Institute

The need for fastener education and training is
critical for your business.

¤

Cold header operator training through Rock
Valley College in Rockford, Illinois

“Business’ number one problem is finding qualified
workers. At the current pace of job growth, if sustained,

The on-line program development for the Fastener

this problem is set to get much worse,” according to

Training Institute, in particular, is a costly and urgent

Mark Zandi, chief economist at Moody’s Analytics.

enhancement to keep training delivery affordable and

“These labor shortages will only intensify across all

relevant in today’s learning environment.

industries and company sizes.”

As a registered 501(c)3 charity, your donation could

The fastener industry is no exception and the

be considered tax deductible. For more specifics please

challenge may even be amplified as we compete with

visit our website (www.fastenerfoundation.org) or pick

more visible and alluring industries pursuing new talent.

up the phone and call any member of the FEF Board of

This challenge is not only recruitment, but retention

Directors.

as well. Training and education must be our focus in our
mission to recruit, equip, and retain top talent.
“(Main Street firms) don’t have the ability to do
on-the-job training or run their own training programs in
the same way large employers do. They have to take
what’s available in the marketplace, for the most part,”
according to Todd McCracken, president of the National
Small Business Association.
That’s why we are reaching out to you. Would you
please consider contributing to the Fastener Education
Foundation (FEF)?
Your contribution will immediately be used to help
fund the development of both online and live training
programs on industry relevant topics.
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FEF Board of Directors
President
Michael Lentini

Tel: 860-774-8571 x4457

Vice President
Bryan Wheeler

Tel: 630-595-3440

Secretary/Treasurer
Matt Delawder

Tel: 630-543-3003

Directors
Preston Boyd
Kelly Cole
Russ Doran
Greg Rawlings

Tel: 815-213-7725
Tel: 619-231-5966
Tel: 303-888-6391
Tel: 586-786-1510

FASTENER EDUCATION FOUNDATION
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INTERNATIONAL FASTENERS, INC.

Tampa . Charlotte . Chicago . Dallas . Los Angeles . Philadelphia
TEL 1-888-241-0203 FAX 1-888-241-2096 EMAIL sales@daggerz.com WEB www.daggerz.com

SPRINGTIME MEANS DECK TIME!
Did you know that International Fasteners, Inc. offers
deck screws in one of the widest varieties of materials,
drives, and finishes? Test your deck-savvy! Is pricing a
factor? Daggerz™ Bugle Decks are offered in both Phillips
and Square Drive with Zinc, Dacromet, and ACQ coatings.
For harder woods, there are Phillips, Square, and Star Drive
Decks with type 17 points that eliminate pre-drilling and
enable a smooth penetration. These Daggerz™ Deck-Pros
also have Nibs under the heads to help prevent spin out
and allow the screws to self-countersink. All Deck-Pros
are offered with the ACQ Dagger Ultra-Guard finish which
provides 1000 hour salt spray into ACQ treated lumber.
Need optimum corrosion resistance in harsh environmental
conditions? Look to the Daggerz™ Ultra Deck Pro, which is
available in both Square and Star Drives in 305 Stainless
Steel and a Star Drive in 316 Stainless Steel. Of course, trim
heads are available in both steel and stainless steel and

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

help conceal the screw and leave a smooth finish. Rounding
out the Daggerz™ Deck Screw offerings are both Square and
Star Drive 305 Stainless Steel Composite Deck Screws.
Known as The Distributor’s Choice for Daggerz™
brand Quality Construction Fasteners, International
Fasteners, Inc. has all of your deck screw needs available
in any of their six stocking locations throughout the USA.
Brought in exclusively from Taiwan, product is offered out
of warehouse in bulk cartons, bulk pails, 1lb and 5lb tubs,
or custom piece counts.
What are you waiting for? Make International
Fasteners, Inc. your choice today! Call 1-888-241-0203
or email Joanne Bialas, Vice President of Sales and
Marketing at joanne@daggerz.com for more information
on getting set up as a Daggerz™ brand Distributor and
start selling Quality Construction Fasteners, including
Daggerz™ Deck Screws today!
INTERNATIONAL FASTENERS, INC.
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DISTRIBUTION ONE
4004 Church Road, Mount Laurel, NJ 08054
TEL 856-380-0629 FAX 856-222-0061 EMAIL info@distone.com

WEB www.distone.com

E-COMMERCE AND MOBILITY TOOLS
FOR ONLINE SALES SURVIVAL
$2.86 trillion in 20181. That’s the size of E-commerce
sales, and it’s growing. To stake a claim on this E-commerce
mountain, it is crucial for distributors to create their own
online sales channels. The time has now passed for
qualifiers like “within 5 years” or “to succeed in a specific
industry.” Buyers are searching for your products right
now, and if you’re not online, you basically don’t exist.
This may be a hard truth to accept. Consider that
for over a decade, due in large part to online sellers like
Amazon, buyers have quickly transitioned to the web for
the convenience it delivers. Product research, customer
reviews, and price comparisons are all easily handled
online. Transactions completed via mobile devices

provides a user-friendly storefront that delivers functionality

continue to grow exponentially. Customers prefer multiple

needed to drive successful online selling:

payment options and self-service access to their accounts

¤

information portals

and ordering information. And expectations are already in
¤

place for fast fulfillment and delivery.

Exposure to vendor and customer
Pricing and inventory integration with
ERP-ONE+ software

And the numbers show these trends will continue.
By 2021, estimated B2C E-commerce sales will exceed

¤

Desktop and mobile sales functionality

$4.5trillion2. Regarding B2B, 93% of buyers search online

¤

Credit card payment options

before making a purchase with 1 in 4 B2B buyers buying

¤

Shipping rate comparisons

¤

Product search functionality and smooth

2

products online through a mobile device . No matter if

user navigation

your focus is B2B or B2C, change is already here and
many of your competitors already have a head start.

¤

Tiered item packages serving distributors
of every size

So the question is, what can you do to keep pace and
even exceed the competition?

¤

Product images pulled from ERP-ONE+ database

Implement ecommONE E-commerce

In terms of modern E-commerce best practices, the

To successfully establish themselves and their

features comprising ecommONE establish a solid sales

products online, distributors and wholesalers finally have

foundation. Fortunately, there’s another supplemental

an easy E-commerce choice. Integrating with ERP-ONE+

sales opportunity for users of ERP-ONE+ distribution

distribution software, Distribution One’s ecommONE

software who want to reach even farther.

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE
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SOUTHWESTERN FASTENER ASSOCIATION
292 Sugarberry Circle, Houston, TX 77024
TEL 713-952-5472 FAX 713-952-7488 EMAIL swfa@swbell.net WEB www.southwesternfastener.org

NOT EVEN THE GALVESTON FOG COULD CLOUD
THE FUN AT SFA’S SPRING CONFERENCE by Cari Bailey
The Southwestern Fastener Association enjoyed
an incredible Spring Conference in beautiful Galveston,
Texas on February 26-28, 2019. The deep roots of this
organization were obvious to all in attendance when
longtime influential member John Longyear delivered a
heartwarming and poignant speech during Wednesday
night’s Mardi Gras themed dinner. At the same time the
wings this organization is growing were visible as several
new, young, and dynamic members listened intently to Mr.
Longyear speak of his gratitude and appreciation for his
years spent with the SFA.

There was an air of excitement and purpose as the
members of the SFA met for the General Business Meeting
on Wednesday morning and discussed a new vision
and culture for the organization as they welcomed new
Executive Director, Cari Bailey. The meeting culminated
with an inspirational presentation from key note speaker
Dr. Nathan Baxter of the organization Lead Self, Lead
Others. Dr. Baxter spoke about the importance of culture
in a business or organization. The association was so
impressed with Dr. Baxter’s presentation that many
members requested a follow up speech be arranged for
a future event. After Dr. Baxter’s speech the attendees
walked to Tortuga for lunch and caught a shuttle to
Moody Gardens where they boarded the Paddleboat The

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

Colonel for an afternoon cruise. Though the cruise started
in a heavy fog reminiscent of the movie The Pirates
of The Caribbean, it burned off later to allow beautiful
views of the Galveston Bay. After returning to the The
Hilton Galveston Island Resort, attendees were treated
to a Mardi Gras themed Cajun dinner and cocktail hour
followed by karaoke in the hotel lobby. Finally, the fun
continued with a Mardi Gras motif in the hospitality suite.
The Spring Conference concluded on Thursday with an
early morning round table discussion. A huge thank you
to everyone who attended, sponsored, and made this
conference possible. I truly can not wait until we can all
get together again.

DR. BAXTER ADDRESS
THE SFA GENERAL
BUSINESS MEETING

SFA MEMBERS BOARD “THE
COLONEL” FOR A CRUISE
AROUND THE BAY IN GALVESTON

JOHN LONGYEAR
SPEAKS TO THE SFA
DURING DINNER

SIERRA YAYLOR, MATT FLAJNIK
AND KRIS PALMER ENJOY THE
CRUISE IN GALVESTON

SOUTHWESTERN FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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NEW ENGLAND FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
PO Box 151, Lake Zurich, IL 60047
TEL 847-370-9022 FAX 847-516-6728 EMAIL nancy@nefda.com

WEB www.nefda.com

NEFDA HONORS HALL OF FAME INDUCTEES
by Nancy Rich

The New England Fastener Distributor Association
inducted two new members into its Hall of Fame on
Thursday, March 7, 2019.

BILL DONAHUE SR.

TIM CLEARY

Bill Donahue Sr. and Tim Cleary, both of Arnold
Supply Incorporated in Wallingford, Connecticut shared
the honor during the Association’s Spring Dinner at The
Farms Country Club in Wallingford.
Board President Michael Lentini, National Distribution
Sales Manager at Spirol International Corporation
welcomed the 50 guests assembled thanking members
of the Board for their work on behalf of the Association.
Rick Rudolph, President of Rudolph Associates shared
remarks on both honorees. He noted Bill Donahue Sr.’s
more than 40 years of work in the industry beginning his
career at Eckart & Finard in (Hartford, CT).
Rudolph told the story that on a flight to Atlanta
for Eckart, Donahue coincidentally met Fred Shuman
of Arnold Industries from Canton, Massachusetts. That
fateful meeting led Donahue to open Arnold Supply of
Connecticut operating out of his Waterbury (CT) garage
until he moved the company to its current home in
Wallingford, CT.
Rudolph continued his remarks recognizing Tim
Cleary as a “lifer” in the fastener industry. His early career
began at Eckart & Finard where he worked until Donahue
Sr. offered him a role in Purchasing at Arnold Supply.
Cleary’s career spans some 50 years.

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

Rudolph presented both honorees with plaques
recognizing their unselfish devotion and distinguished
service to the NEFDA.
Donahue addressed the guests thanking the
Association for the honor commenting on the growth of
the organization since his career began. He gratefully
attributed his career to key relationships that he formed
beginning with Dan Sullivan at Danco Supply Inc., Bill
Butcher at Eckart & Finard, and Fred Shuman from Arnold
Industries. Donahue recognized his son Bill Jr. and his
granddaughter Katie who work alongside him today.
Cleary expressed his appreciation to the Association
for the Hall of Fame honor. In his remarks, he commented
on his many years of service, the many changes that have
taken place as the industry has evolved, and the many
individuals that he’s met throughout his career.
The event concluded with a show by nationally headliner
comedian Michael Petit of Plainville, Massachusetts who
toasted both honorees and left guests roaring with
laughter.
Congratulations to Tim and Bill who have joined the
list of our distinguished Hall of Fame Members.

Upcoming Events in 2019
June 13th

Golf Outing
Oak Ridge Golf Club
Feeding Hills, MA
October 3rd
Fall Fling Golf
Juniper Hill Golf Course
Northborough, MA
December 4th
Holiday Party
Check www.nefda.com for an updated calendar.

NEFDA New Member
Beacon Fasteners & Components, Inc.
NEW ENGLAND FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
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NEFDA HALL OF FAME INDUCTEES DINNER
WALLINGFORD, CT - MARCH 7, 2019
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OBITUARY
Cary Weitzman

Cary Weitzman, 71, of West Bloomfield,
Michigan passed away on March 7, 2019. Cary
was Vice President and partner of Jay-Cee Sales
& Rivet in Farmington, MI.
Jay-Cee Sales was started in 1948 by Jack
Clinton in Detroit, Michigan on Grand River.
The store began as an Army/Navy supply store
as well as other basic goods. Soon after the
business opened, Jack was joined by his son
Louis Clinton. In the coming years business
continued to grow. In 1969 Louis’s son-in-law,
Cary Weitzman joined the company. Shortly
thereafter, Louis’s son Michael Clinton joined
the company in 1972. In 1973, Jay-Cee Sales
decided to divest all of their threaded products
and concentrate on rivets.
Cary’s 50-year legacy at Jay-Cee Sales will
continue through his sons Allan and Greg
Weitzman, brother-in-law Michael Clinton, and
nephews Jason and Bryan Clinton.
To further honor the memory of Cary Weitzman,
donations may be made to either Friendship
Circle, 6892 West Maple Road, West Bloomfield,
MI 48322. www.friendshipcircle.org/donate or
to Send a Kid to Tamarack, 6735 Telegraph
Road Suite 301, Bloomfield Hills, Mi 48301.
www.tamarackcamps.com.

The Phillips Screw
Company recently
conducted a national
search to find a new
president. The search
culminated in hiring
a New Hampshire
native, Scott Filion to
fill this newly created
position. Filion will assume the responsibilities as
president from Ken Hurley. Hurley will continue in
his capacity as CEO.
Filion brings nearly 30 years of industry
experience, including his background in bringing
technically driven industrial and consumer
products to market. Filion started his career
in engineering where he developed innovative
products and processes for the automotive
industry. He holds 22 patents.
“Scott brings a world of experience to our
organization and we are looking forward to his
contributions in taking The Phillips Screw Company
to the next level”, said Hurley. “We were fortunate
to find not only a person with industry experience
but also a person with the right blend of technical
and consumer goods to fill this roll”, Hurley went
on to say.
Most recently Filion served as the President of
Velcro USA Inc., having been with the organization
for more than 20 years. During Filion’s time
there, he led the organization through significant
growth by helping to develop new solutions
across multiple industries as well as through the
expansion of the manufacturing footprint in the
US and Latin America.
“Scott’s leadership and his depth of knowledge
in the industrial space positions us well for the
future and will enable Phillips to achieve rapid
business growth through continued customer
success”, claimed Hurley.
Scott holds a BS in Mechanical Engineering
and an MBA, both from the University of New
Hampshire.
For more information, contact Todd Ruehs at
The Phillips Screw Company by Tel: 781.213.3501,
Email: truehs@phillips-screw.com or visit them
online at www.phillips-screw.com.
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INFASCO
700, rue Ouellette, Marieville, Quebec J3M 1P6, Canada
TEL 450-658-8741 FAX 450-447-0114 EMAIL web-information@infasco.com

WEB

www.infasco.com

INFASCO RECEIVES TOP HONORS FROM
NAVISTAR...AGAIN! by Stan Lockhart
Infasco has been recognized once again as a leading
supplier by Navistar capturing the “Diamond Supplier
Award” for the second time in just five years. Working
closely with their supply chain partner who provides
logistics and VMI services, Infasco has been able to excel
in the area of production, VAVE support and design help
along with critical plating and other secondary processes
to facilitate final assembly at Navistar manufacturing
facilities. Infasco is among the elite top two percent
of the Navistar supply base annually to receive such a
prestigious award and acknowledgement.

PICTURED IN THE MIDDLE, RICHARD SAMUEL, VP SALES & MARKETING,
AND LUC LESSARD, VP & GENERAL MANAGER OF IFASTGROUPE RECEIVE
THE DIAMOND STAR AWARD FROM NAVISTAR OFFICIALS

Achieving this level of success is not by chance
and is the hallmark of Infasco, now in their 60th year
of supplying quality fasteners to all major markets;
Transportation, Heavy Equipment, Automotive,
Construction, Energy and Agriculture. Excellence runs in
the family with Infasco Nut also reaching the pinnacle of
supply chain recognition with GM and other automotive
customers and has garnered GM’s Supplier Quality
Excellence award six years in a row.
With the complete vertical integration of Infasco
which starts with Ivaco Rolling Mills and operating “Billet
to Box”, Infasco maintains complete control of the part
through bolt heading, heat treating, plating by Galvano,
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their wholly owned subsidiary, (assembly in the case of
structural fasteners), packaging and final distribution
at one of it’s eight warehouses positioned throughout
the US and Canada. Factory direct business from their
Marieville, QC manufacturing facility, just 30 minutes
from Montreal, establishes a competitive position for
Infasco with key customers purchasing by advanced
forecasting and production planning schedules thereby
eliminating the need for spot buys while preserving PPAP
integrity on parts that have been “linked” to Infasco
through those specific distributors.
The new culture at Infasco allows for more program
selling and is a departure from the make-for-stock
business model of the past. Still Infasco recognizes
the need to support distributors with inventory at it’s
distribution locations for lower volume demands...and
same day pick up. Infasco still strives to carry the
sizes and styles customers have come to depend on
the North American manufacturer for when quality and
the recognizable “triangle” head mark offers assurance
of a fully certified part for critical applications. With
new equipment in their plant and plans for additional
purchases, the company is taking on more special and
blue print parts and will continue to grow in this area.
The latest acquisition of heading equipment is only the
second of it’s kind in the US and will expand current
capabilities.
In addition to the new plant equipment, Infasco’s
continuous improvement initiatives are also evident
in other facets of the company. Plans are underway
for an updated website along with a new internal
software systems to fully track work-in-process and offer
“real time” information to inside sales and expediting
personnel. Infasco is operating with the latest Quality
Certifications having achieved IATF 16949 last year.
With QSLM status, and under the Cage code of 1C225,
the company is adding to their military base of business.
Being positioned as a Woman Owned Business under
the Heico umbrella has also provided some new
opportunities.

INFASCO
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EPICOR
804 Las Cimas Parkway, Austin, TX 78746
TOLL-FREE 1-800-776-7438 EMAIL distributionexperts@epicor.com

WEB www.epicor.com

CLOUD SOLUTIONS TO POWER
GROWTH WITHOUT LIMITS
The strength of Epicor business solutions lies in a

¤ Provide real-time visibility into their operations

simplified approach to technology, with products and

¤ Provide instant access to global supply chains

services designed to fit our customers and how they work.

¤ Identify challenges, uncover opportunities, and make

More than 45 years of experience with distributors’ unique

faster decisions that impact different areas of the

processes and operational requirements is built into every

business

solution. With a deep understanding of the distribution
industry,

Epicor

¤ Help automate and streamline tedious tasks

solutions

and redundant processes

promote growth while easing
complexity.

The

result

¤ Give employees the

is

tools and data needed

powerful solutions that do

to be successful

exactly what you need—free

¤ Can often be accessed

your resources so you can

from anywhere - off-site

profitably grow your business.

and from mobile devices
¤ Make it easier for teams

What is an ERP System?

to collaborate with each

ERP stands for enterprise
resource planning. ERP software, like Epicor® Prophet
21®, is comprised of powerful and strategic business
process management tools that can be used to manage

other, and third-party vendors
¤ Offer powerful reporting and forecasting tools to make
informed decisions
¤ Keep data secure, and help ensure that the business

information within an organization. While every company

continues to operate in compliance with global

and organization operating today is different, they all

regulatory laws and guidelines

face a common challenge: in order to stay competitive in
today’s business environment, they need a dependable and

Get Current, Stay Current and Keep Growing

efficient way to store and access information. ERP systems

With markets changing rapidly, Epicor helps distributors

integrate all facets of an enterprise into one comprehensive

succeed by providing timely solutions to new business

information system that can be accessed by individuals

challenges.

across an entire organization.

Primary Benefits of ERP Systems

Epicor Prophet 21 - powered by Microsoft Azure - is a
cloud-based application that leverages industry-leading
vertical functionality making it easier to deploy, use, and

Why are more businesses of all sizes implementing ERP

extend. Deploy Prophet 21 in the cloud or on premises,

systems today than ever before? Here are some of the main

with the option to change your deployment model as your

reasons and benefits why organizations use ERP systems:

business grows.
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BENGT BLENDULF THE GOOD AND BAD USE (ABUSE) OF METRIC STANDARDS from page 8

NASA is not alone in this experience but gets the
headlines in newspapers and TV news reports. No
headlines cover the general drag on the US economy
caused by numerous problems with having to deal with two
different measurement systems. The $125 million loss of
the spacecraft is “peanuts” compared to other losses of
billions of dollars and tens of thousands of US jobs. Our
insistence on maintaining a long obsolete system is, in
fact, a technical trade barrier limiting our possibilities to
participate fully on the international market.
The US tourist industry brings in a lot of money to
our country and employs thousands of people. It would
expand even more if visitors from other countries (thinking
metric) had references to temperatures, distances and
speed limits that made sense to them. We made, in some
states, a very lame effort some years back to actually have
highway signs posted in kilometers (km) instead of miles
and speed limits in km/h (kilometers per hour) instead of
MPH. It largely failed due to cost and lack of support, but
was, and still is, a “shovel ready” project. If started again
today it would pull many people from the unemployment
lines. When we Americans travel overseas, we can more
easily function as visitors and tourists because the metric
designations are so very simple.
The US auto industry was ready in the 1970’s for a
quick and complete change-over to metric. They would
probably save some money by making instrumentations
easier, like speeds only in km/h instead of dual with
primarily MPH. Also ready to go was the US fastener
industry where a plan for a 10-year change-over from
1970 was deemed realistic. But, the resistance and
unwillingness to change became soon evident and we
went back (more or less) to follow our old, worn tracks.
I don’t think anyone realistically doubt that the United
States will eventually be joining the metric world. The
problem we have is that the longer we procrastinate, the
more expensive it will be to make up for lost time and
business opportunities. On the other hand, by waiting we
will have more time to make many more costly mistakes,
if we should consider that as a positive factor.
A decisive action from our elected leaders in
Washington DC could make the conversion process
quick, economical and with limited headaches.
Mandating weather reports in degree Celsius (°C) instead
of Fahrenheit, wind speeds in m/s (meter per second)
instead of MPH, snow depths and rainfall in mm
(millimeter) instead of inches and feet should make
us comfortable with metric terms because it would be

right in our faces on a daily basis. The food industry has
already advanced on this issue and can also give us a
comfortable feel for the kilogram (kg) and the liter (L). We
already get soft drinks in 2 liter bottles without getting too
bent out of shape.
Now to the unfortunate ABUSE of metric In our
feeble attempts to “do metric” we often invent units
and pronunciations that are completely out of sync with
SI. If we can learn how to use SI units correctly and get
rid of the many confusing examples of “home-made”
metric, our lives in the metric lane will be a lot safer and
smoother.
A very firm and simple piece of advice to all fastener
suppliers: DO NOT preserve the DIN standards for
fasteners. DIN 931, 933 and 934 for Hex Fasteners and
Nuts were officially made obsolete by the originators in
Germany in the 1990’s. Why would we in the US by pure
ignorance and/or laziness maintain these old, scrapped
German standards when the Germans have already
ditched them? Functionally they are replaced by DIN/ISO
4014, 4017 and 4032 (some countries put their own
standards in front of the ISO designation). When you buy
these fasteners anyway from the far East (they are NOT
likely made in Germany) they are not necessarily “German
made”.
The following areas should cover most of the units
(good and bad) that apply to our work in engineering and
in our daily lives.

Length/Distance
The SI unit is meter, m. Avoid the French spelling,
metre. We normally use millimeter (mm) in technical
drawings. For very small measurements like plating
thickness, surface roughness, etc. the micrometer (µm)
is practical. The term “micron” is sometimes erroneously
used to indicate µm, but is a no-good term today.
Longer distances are measured in kilometers (km). But,
if someone invites you to run a 10K race, don’t show
up. K means kelvin, SI base unit for temperature. At a
temperature of 10K, which is the same as -263.15 °C or
-441.67°F you are already frozen solid before the start
of the race. Please, don’t abuse kelvin. Some other bad
examples are MM instead of mm for millimeter. MM
means mega mega or million million and does not make
any sense (only for candy). NEVER use Km (and meaning
km) as we often see on route displays in airplanes, or Kg
that some load sensors have as markings for the same
reason as above.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 154
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BTM MANUFACTURING

15403 Andrews Rd Kansas City, MO 64147
TEL 1-800-369-2658 EMAIL sales@btm-mfg.com

WEB

www.btm-mfg.com

BTM’s U-BOLT COFFEE A BIG HIT!
Many of you have indulged in BTM Manufacturing’s
U-Bolt blend coffee. The meaning behind the coffee
runs much deeper than its bold flavors. The origin of
U-Bolt blend coffee began in 2016 with an idea to bring
something unique to the 2016 International Fastener
Expo in Las Vegas.
Kansas City’s Eleos Coffee owner, Dan Smith, has
been an intricate part of the creation. As the relationship
between BTM and Eleos continued to evolve, it was
evident that the small locally owned business coffee
shop represents much more than roasting coffee.
We initially reached out to Eleos to fulfill the need
of roasting coffee, but as I learned more about their
mission, I realized they were a natural partner for BTM.
Eleos focuses on community and cultural transformation.
BTM has sincere admiration for Eleos and if we can
support their mission, we will… and the coffee is great
too!” said Jake Davis.

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

The partnership between BTM and Eleos has
resulted in a staple within the fastener industry, sharing
the blend with BTM customers, friends and colleagues
around the world. In the past two and a half years,
BTM has had such a great time offering the coffee and
supporting the mission of Eleos.
“We love our partnership with BTM! Eleos Coffee
is working toward community transformation in the
inner city of Kansas City, MO and BTM has been a
huge supporter of our efforts among these underserved
neighborhoods,” said Dan of Eleos.
BTM, an ISO 9001:2015 certified company, has
been serving customers throughout North America for
over 50 years. Capabilities include U-bolts, J-bolts,
studs, anchor bolts, eye bolts and bent/threaded
custom products.
Ready for a refill on U-Bolt blend coffee? Let us know
and we’ll include a pack in your next order!
BTM MANUFACTURING
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JOE DYSART NEW PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS FOR FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS: COURTESY AI

from page 10

Aizomov also works for you after you send your email,

we’ve simplified it and made it broadly accessible for

collecting info on the types of emails you send that get

common use cases,” says Arun Ulag, general manager,

the best responses, based on tone, length, content, and

engineering, at Microsoft. “This means that when an

time-of-day sent.

analyst builds a machine learning model in Power BI, it

Using these insights, it will put together a draft of an
email the next time you want to communicate with your
marathon buddy or similar -- which you can use as is or

does all the heavy lifting by selecting the best algorithm
and features with just a few clicks.
“As an example: a business analyst could leverage
the automated machine learning technology to quickly and

customize to your own tastes.
¤ Leverage Microsoft Office’s New AI (www.

easily build a model to predict how likely an open sales

products.office.com): Stop One for millions of computer

opportunity is to be won. This could help a sales manager

users each day, Microsoft Office has been given an AI

prioritize which high value opportunities to focus on and

facelift. It will now automatically

how likely they are to meet their

transcribe your conference calls

target.”
¤ Auto-Transcribe Meetings

into text and even organize that
to

text with automatic subtitles.

Text:

A.I.

Fastener distributors who use

Eva,

assistant

Voicea’s
(www.voicea.

Powerpoint will also appreciate

com) automatically transcribes

the new Powerpoint-on-AI, which

the highlights of any meeting

can automatically put together a

into easily readable text for all
participants.

presentation after you type a line
or two of text over each slide you
plan to use.

ZOOMAI IS ONE OF A NUMBER OF AI-DRIVEN DIGITAL
ASSISTANTS CURRENTLY ON THE MARKET.

The app also will

email all the notes to everyone
who attended the meeting, or

Still other Microsoft Office

just key players. Plus, its auto-

apps reworked with AI include

transcription also works for phone

it’s search function, which is

conversations.

completely powered by AI now.

¤ Send Out for An AI Rewrite:

And Cortana, an AI assistant

Fastener distributors looking for

that made its debut in Microsoft

a different take on some text

Windows 10, has also been

they’ve just written can turn to

integrated into Microsoft Office as

Spinnerchief (www.spinnerchief.

another AI-powered app.
Meanwhile, Microsoft is also

EVERYPIXEL USES AI TO MATCH ITS STOCK PHOTOS TO
THE COLOR SCHEME OF YOUR PRESENTATION.

com). It will rework anything you
write from a slightly different

attempting to make machine learning more accessible to

perspective. The software has also been designed to

analysts within companies by offering them the ability to

ensure the text it produces is optimized for the search

write their own machine learning models -- without writing

engines.

a single line of computer code.

Another AI program in the same genre is Writer

The capability was recently integrated into Microsoft’s

(www.ai-writer.com). Writer is designed to learn everything

“Power BI,” a business analytics tool that scans company

you need to know about a specific topic by crawling the

data for hidden patterns and renders the results into

Web and then present the results to you in a text article.

easily understandable reports and visualizations.

The program works best when you instruct it to research

“Instead of targeting developers or data scientists,

an extremely narrow topic.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 156
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The NEFCO Corporation, a leading distributor of
construction and industrial supplies, announces its
acquisition of Blume Supply Inc., a STAFDA specialty
construction and industrial supply distributor servicing
the greater Charlotte, North Carolina market.
“As a family business, we try to find acquisition
opportunities that align with our core values and
close-knit culture. Blume Supply meets that criteria
perfectly. As a highly respected family business
in the heart of Charlotte, Blume Supply provides
a tremendous springboard for NEFCO in one the
largest construction markets in the Southeast” said
President of the NEFCO Corporation, David Gelles.
“We are thrilled to have the Blume Supply family
join us at NEFCO. We look forward to bringing
our industry leading product-breadth, expertise and
service capabilities to the Mechanical, Electrical,
Plumbing and HVAC contractors in Charlotte.”
continued Mr. Gelles. With the addition of Blume
Supply Inc., NEFCO will now have 11 strategically
located distribution centers up and down the east
coast.
Since 1974, Blume Supply has focused on
servicing contractors in the commercial and
residential construction industry. “This is just
what Charlotte needs with the growth that we’re
experiencing right now, we are really looking forward
to this new partnership” said second-generation
Blume Supply President, Steve Blume. “To join
forces with NEFCO is a perfect opportunity for
our team. This combination will turbo charge our
business and improve our capacity to support our
current customers and many more to come.”
For more than 35 years, the NEFCO Corporation
has delivered diversified product offerings and valueadded services to general and specialty contractors
focused on the electrical, mechanical and plumbing
trades.
NEFCO has a total of 11 distribution centers
located in Boston, Hartford, Albany, New York
City, Philadelphia, Washington D.C, Roanoke,
Harrisonburg, Greensboro, Charlotte and Pompano
Beach.
For more information, contact NEFCO
Corporation at 411 Burnham Road, East Hartford,
CT 06108. Tel: 1-800-969-0285 or visit them
online at www.gonefco.com.
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MID-ATLANTIC FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
TEL

3211 West 9th Street, Trainer, PA 19061
610-430-8615 (Lubker Distribution) EMAIL info@mafda.com

WEB

www.mafda.com

THE MAFDA CHRISTMAS GALA IS
THE EVENT OF THE YEAR!
The Mid-Atlantic Fastener Distributor Association
Christmas Gala will go down in the record book as the
event of the year! A crowd of over 60 industry members
gathered to celebrate 2018 and renew their relationships
for 2019.
With over 34 distributor attendees and a good mix of
suppliers and reps it was a great opportunity to mix and
mingle with industry ownership and management to set
the course for business well into next year. Companies
were represented from Connecticut, New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware and Maryland, it was an
event that spanned borders and brought the best from a
wide area.
The MAFDA board of directors and all party goers
send out a special thanks to our sponsors for making this
night possible. Without their generous support the night
of festivities would be impossible. Please remember each
sponsor as business opportunities arise.
Our Gold Sponsors
Stelfast Inc.
Kanebridge Corporation
ND Industries
XL Screw Corporation
Brighton-Best International
Ironclad Performance Wear
Eurolink
Our Bronze Sponsors
R.W. Rundle Associates
McCormick Associates
SB & W USA
Lee Johnson Associates
Smith Associates
G.L. Huyett

Our Silver Sponsors
Murty Associates
Hanson Group
Star Stainless
Ford Fasteners
Intercorp

Sems & Specials
John Gourley
KDS Imports
M.J. Callahan
Screws Industries

The Brandywine Prime venue once again provided a
5 star experience with a variety of butlered appetizers, a
top shelf open bar and a full 3 course dinner of steak and

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

MIKE AND CHRISTINE SMITH, SMITH ASSOCIATES, INC.

salmon. A finishing touch of NY cheesecake drizzled with
raspberry made the evening. Judging by the empty plates
the repast was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone.
A special moment was set aside to pay tribute to the
late Fred Lubker. The Lubker family has long been a part
of the local fastener industry and the MAFDA. Fred Lubker
established Lufasco (Lubker Fastener Co.) in 1967 and
son Rick Lubker is President of Lubker Distribution today
and a former President and Board Member for the MAFDA.
We extend our sincerest condolences to the entire Lubker
family.
A raffle held offering items from printers to full
sound systems and through the generosity of sponsors
and attendees the MAFDA raised over $2,000 for the
scholarship fund for children of the member companies
and proudly continues to bring education and opportunity
to our industry and our families. Please remember too
have all eligible children get their applications in this year!
Get the forms at mafda.com
Overall it was another great year for our industry, our
association and our members. As we move into 2019
please reach out to the MAFDA and join in the industry’s
premier events.
Look for more information at www.mafda.com.
MID-ATLANTIC FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

MAFDA CHRISTMAS GALA
BRANDYWINE PRIME, CHADDS FORD, PA - DEC 20, 2018

more photos on page 128
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LAURENCE CLAUS FATIGUE IN FASTENERS from page 14

As already introduced, the Caliper Pins in this story

specify that parts are free from flaws and have undergone

were breaking in fatigue. Fatigue is a progressive failure,

manufacturing processes which provide smooth surfaces,

meaning that it doesn’t happen right away but over a

exceptional workmanship, or testing for the presence of

period of time when all the right triggers and factors

potential flaws.

are present. Fatigue occurs by the repeated application
and release of a load, or saying it another way, in the

Propagation

presence of repetitive, cyclic, or dynamic stresses, often

Once a crack has initiated, for a part to fail in

with magnitudes well below the part’s tensile strength

fatigue, it must begin to propagate (or grow). Essentially

threshold. Fatigue failures are particularly imperiling

what happens is that as the part experiences a load-on

because there is no visible plastic deformation prior

cycle, the crack starts to progress. As soon as the load

to failure, so that they are rarely discovered before

is released (or reverses) the crack stops. In high cycle

catastrophe strikes.

fatigue this process can occur many times.

A commonplace example of fatigue is the action of

This start and stop behavior is very characteristic

breaking a coat hanger open. To do this one simply has

with fatigue failures and often results in distinctive

to bend the coat hanger wire one way and then the other

patterning of the fracture surface. This pattern often has

about a half dozen times until it gives way and breaks. In

the appearance of beach sand as the waves lapping onto

the coat hanger example the number of load applications

the sandy beach begin to recede. In fact, it is this exact

and reversals is very limited and the amount of load

appearance on the fracture surface that has earned them

being exerted is very high. This is an example of what

the name “Beach Marks” (Figure 1). (Others have called

they call low cycle, high strain fatigue. Most fasteners

these distinctive marks “Clam Shell Marks” or “Arrest

are not exposed to such strenuous service and see

Marks”).

many applications and reversals of small load values.
In fact, fatigue testing is normally conducted under such
conditions with the test apparatus applying many load
cycles in a short period of time. This is an example of high
cycle and low strain fatigue.
Fatigue, therefore, is a progressive failure which may
occur to vulnerable parts under cyclic loading conditions.
What does the actual fatigue failure process look like? All
fatigue failures undergo three distinct phases; Initiation,
Propagation, and Fast Failure.

Initiation
For a fatigue failure to occur it must first initiate a
crack. These almost always start at the surface of the part.
There are many possible ways that this might happen,
but the most common stem from a localized stress
riser, a defect, or part geometry that encourages the
start of a crack. Common part defects that often initiate
fatigue cracks are thread laps, folds, and inclusions near
the surface. Stress risers are common at sharp radii,
especially the head-to-shank fillet, holes, and notches.
For this reason, designers with fatigue in mind may

FIGURE 1

CONTINUED ON PAGE 158
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COMPUTER INSIGHTS INC. HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW YOUR CUSTOMERS? from page 24

We don’t want business from a company
that has a completely different set of
requirements than a fastener distributor.
We would not be able to maintain our
focus. We need to be all that we can
be for our clients, so we avoid being
distracted. The result is that we do a
better job for the people that we care
about and understand.

Business Intelligence (BI)
Deep Dive
As part of our continuing development
of The Business Edge. we have partnered
with Intuilize, a Business Intelligence
company. Using the Intuilize add on to
The Business Edge, clients are able to
take a deep dive into their information,
including their customer preferences, payment habits,
past problems, product choices, price sensitivity, etc.
This data analytics platform can also help you track and
evaluate your inventory constantly in real time, and be
presented with alerts at the moment when trends emerge
or inefficiencies appear.
Customer categorization based on deep knowledge
discovered by the BI algorithm, will help you find
opportunities and start to see real efficiencies emerge.
One of the most common mistakes that distributors make
is misallocation of time and resources simply because
they fail to properly categorize their accounts based on
their true business impact. The BI module will help you
target your most effective approach to your market.
TM

Not The Only Game In Town
It wasn’t very long ago that a local fastener company
could rely on their personal relationships and their remote
location to ensure a growing and prosperous business.
Since fasteners are last minute purchases by most
customers, and they are heavy to ship, just being the local
fastener company was enough of an advantage to get the
business. Now, the national chains, the big box stores,
and Amazon and other online sellers, are all alternatives.
They are convenient, substantial, inexpensive, and they
are good alternatives for your customer.

Information Is Critical
With The Business Edge you will have all the
information that you need at your fingertips. Your inventory
will be accurate and up-to-date, your deep knowledge of
the customer’s habits and needs will impress them, and,
since you will be running you company efficiently, you will
be able to offer competitive prices. We know that this
is true, because every year, we receive calls from our
clients’ customers, asking if they can buy The Business
Edge. Their customers are so impressed with their deep
knowledge of their account, that they want to be able to
provide the same service levels to their own customers.
Unfortunately, many times, we have to turn the referrals
down. If they are not in the fastener or industrial supply
business, we don’t want to do business with them. One
secret to our success is our dedication to this industry.
TM

TM

Not Your Father’s Fastener Distributor
Business as usual is no longer good enough. Today,
you must have access to all your critical information,
instantly, in actionable form. And you must take action on
the data. Do you? There is no other viable choice if you
plan to succeed long term.

More Information
To learn about The Business Edge and what it
can for you, contact Computer Insights, Inc. by phone
at: 800-539-1233, email: sales@ci-inc.com or online at
www.ci-inc.com.
TM

COMPUTER INSIGHTS, INC.
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GUY AVELLON WHAT FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS NEED TO KNOW ABOUT WHEEL STUDS AND LUG NUTS - PART 2 from page 26

Overtorquing leads to a weakened and loose joint
as neither problem is visually detectable. The internal
threads of the wheel nut will look fine on the outside
and the thread pitch of the wheel studs may appear to
also be good. The damaged wheel nut may even be able
to thread onto the wheel stud but more torque will be
necessary to overcome the increased friction between
the mating threads than is applied to tighten the joint
and increase clamp load. Clamp load is therefore lost
even though the proper torque was applied.
Proper procedures: these include removing as
much rust as possible by wire brushing the wheel hub
and wheel stud threads to assure a clean and sound
fit; making sure there is no grease or lubricant present

loose. Subsequently, as the wheel became loose, the

by spraying the surfaces with a brake cleaner; snug up

wheel nuts backed off. Marker #4 indicating the final

the wheel before applying the torque, doing so causes

separation of the wheel and markers #3 indicate where

the wheel joint to normally relax; apply the torque in a

excessive impacting of an unregulated impact gun

criss-cross pattern, this is to assure that one side of

caused embedment and further loss of clamp load.

the wheel does not become tighter than the other; after

Rust: this is a barrier layer that continues to grow

all the wheels have been tightened, retighten them, as

and form a compressible cushion between the joint. Even

this will serve to regain some of the normal residual

if wire brushed off, the rust will continue. The only way

joint relaxation and assure a sound clamp load. Finally,

to completely stop this chemical reaction is to remove

and most important, retorque the wheel nuts after

the embedded chlorides from the steel by either sand

driving 50-100 miles (80-160 km). This procedure is

blasting or chemically.

recommended by the auto manufacturers and the NTSB

Salt and brine, though effective in melting ice, are

as it will assure the joint has settled in after experiencing

sprayed on the road and will be thrown all over the wheel

road impacts and cornering loads.

assemblies and as a liquid, will penetrate tight areas.

After the initial impact of the wheel nut slamming

This will cause spreading of the electrolyte, where it

into the wheel by the air gun, there is some rebound

becomes trapped in some areas and will cause the rust

effect, where the joint compresses suddenly then springs

to grow significantly. The pressure created would weaken

back. This is why it is important to retorque the wheel

the threads of the wheel nut, further weaken the threads

nuts even after using a torque wrench. In the assembly

of previously damaged threads and even cause joint

factories, gang socket machines will apply the torque

separation. Wash frequently.

to the wheel nuts simultaneously. This eliminates the

Right side of the vehicle: this side will commonly

elastic rebound. Unfortunately, we cannot duplicate this

fail from metal fatigue. This is the side that will hit pot

method but the methods described above will closely

holes, storm grates and other road irregularities causing

duplicate factory assembly.

an impacting to the wheel joint and looseness. Metal

Interesting to note that in image - the wheel boss

fatigue occurs in heat treated steels that have been

surface at marker #1 is not as damaged as the other

subjected to frequent loads that are much below their

mounting surfaces. This is because this wheel stud

tensile strength but loads that will cause stress raisers

had fractured long before causing the wheel to become

in the thread roots.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 156
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Semblex Corporation
a leading manufacturer of
fasteners and cold-headed
components for the automotive,
commercial, and distribution
markets - has announced the
upcoming retirement of Don
Cunningham, the company’s
President since 2010.
Mr. Cunningham’s retirement
will be effective at the end of
the first quarter, 2019. Mr.
Cunningham will then continue
as a member of the Semblex
Board of Directors and as a part
time advisor to the company.
Jinsoo Kim will succeed Mr.
Cunningham as president of
Semblex. Mr. Kim has served
as Chief Operating Officer at
Semblex since the company’s
acquisition by Jinhap Company,
Ltd in early 2014. Previously,
Mr. Kim was a Senior Vice
President at Jinhap in South
Korea.
Simultaneously,
Gene
Simpson will assume the role of
Senior Vice President and COO.
Mr. Simpson is a 27-year veteran
at Semblex, most recently
serving as Vice President of
Engineering & Quality. Reporting
to Mr. Simpson will be Quality,
Engineering, Sales & Marketing
and Operations.
These changes to the
company’s senior management
structure demonstrate Jinhap’s
long term vision, and positions
Semblex for continued growth
and success.
For more information, contact
Semblex Corporation at 900
North Church Road, Elmhurst,
IL 60126. Tel: 1-800-323-1736,
Fax: 630-530-8189, Email:
sales@semblex.com or visit their
website at www.semblex.com.
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JIM TRUESDELL SEEKING COMMON GROUND ON PAID FAMILY LEAVE from page 28

A report from the Urban Institute stressed that

is put together by the employer based on the value of

this plan would lead to a loss of benefits at the end

the particular woman employee to the business and

of a worker’s life. Since taking two months paid leave

the capability of the business to pay for it. One in four

could delay social security retirement benefits by six

women return to work less than two weeks after giving

months under the proposal, some were arguing that the

birth. This is often because they need the money even

exchange of paid time should be on a one to one basis.

though they and the child are missing out on important

Of course that would mean a subsidy would have to

bonding time which can have long term impact on

come from somewhere since money taken in the present

mental health. Currently about 20 million leaves are

day for family leave would be more than the present

being taken each year under the Family and Medical

value of retirement money in the far off future.

Leave Act—about one-fifth for birth of a new child. Many

It is a good thing that voices from all sides of the

large businesses do provide paid time off, but this puts

political spectrum are calling for action on this issue. As

small businesses that are financially unable to bear this

is often the problem, however, the merits of the issue

cost at a competitive disadvantage in the employment

get bogged down in who is going to get the political

market. Even while the FMLA is working, it imposes quite

credit for solutions when the two interest groups should

a burden of paperwork on employers who must properly

be celebrating a consensus that action is needed. The

document and track leave and ensure job positions are

public is clearly calling for government to function on a

properly held open. This can be a problem for smaller

more bipartisan basis. That is not helped when those

businesses who lack HR departments and the depth of

who have been pushing for a program like paid leave

workers to deal with prolonged absences. But they will

attack ingenious remedies merely because they assert

probably have to live with this since documentation and

the proponent is “late to the party” in recognizing the

tracking is necessary to be sure workers who should not

problem. One can see some of this in the icy reception

really be entitled to a leave do not abuse the system.

many gave the President’s daughter Ivanka Trump when
she publicly called for a workable paid family leave.

Since the original FMLA was enacted, the percentage
of mothers (with children under the age of 18) who are

That being said, there are great arguments for

working has risen to 70 per cent. Many millions of these

coming up with a workable program. Rick Santorum,

families are headed by single women who struggle to

former U.S. Senator from Maine outlined many of these

patch together childcare so they can go to work to bring

in an essay early this Fall. He pointed out that middle-

home their only income. If helpful family or friends cannot

income Americans are being squeezed from all directions

be found, the cost of professional day care can often

and need all the help we can give them as they raise

exceed that of college tuition and fees. The cost of child

the next generation. People are having fewer children

care has gone up far faster than most other expenses.

not only because they are delaying the average age of

Santorum has joined with the Bipartisan Policy

marriage, but because we are experiencing declining

Center’s Task Force on Paid Family Leave along with

fertility rates. Many women hesitate to have children or

legislators of both parties to come up with an actionable,

limit the number of children because of the inability of

fiscally responsible federal leave program to help people

the family budget to withstand a substantial time period

balance work and family. With Republicans joining

without a paycheck. Santorum cited Bureau of Labor

Democrats in consensus on this issue there may well

statistics showing that 85 per cent of working women

be hope for progress. The Rubio-Wagner plan, looking to

do not have a clearly defined pregnancy leave benefit

social security and giving workers choices, would seem

at their workplace. There is either no leave program

to be fair to businesses, working parents, and to the

at their employer (or they don’t qualify) or a response

federal budget!
JIM TRUESDELL

MWFA/PAC-WEST/NFDA JOINT CONFERENCE
OMNI HOTEL, SAN DIEGO, CA - MARCH 13-16, 2019

more photos on page 119
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METROPOLITAN FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
PO Box 72, Lake Zurich, IL 60047
TEL 201-254-7784 FAX 847-516-6728 EMAIL admin@mfda.us

WEB www.mfda.us

MFDA HONORS NEW HALL OF FAME INDUCTEES
by Rob Rundle, Hall of Fame Chairman

The Metropolitan Fastener Distributors Association
(MFDA) inducted two members to its Hall of Fame.
Bill Lang, formerly of ND Industries and Pat Lang

when they were dating in High School. When asked
about his outstanding reputation among customers and
competitors, Bill said he just “tried to be nice to people”.

of Kanebridge Corporation were

Pat also proudly remarked at the

honored for their years of service to

tremendous growth of women in the

the MFDA and the fastener industry

fastener industry, pointing out that

as a whole.

there are many more businesses

Bill first worked at Bell Fasteners

owned and run by women than there

in Paramus NJ. When Bell moved

were when she started.

to Rhode Island, Bill was hired as

Bill and Pat join 2017 inductees

an outside salesman at Aerospace

Bill Fivehouse, Chuck Halpin and

Nylok in Hawthorne NJ. In 1988

Doug Thonus, and 2016 inaugural

following the purchase of Aerospace

members Sidney Cohen, Roger

by Nylok LLC, Bill was hired as the

Stillman, Ron Jones, and Leslie

sales manager for ND Industries’

Seiper. They will be added to the

division in Wyckoff NJ, retiring 30
years later as the division’s general

MFDA HALL OF FAME INDUCTEES
PAT AND BILL LANG

manager. Bill served two terms as the
MFDA president and recently retired as a board member.
Pat got her start in the fastener business working

MFDA’s Hall of Fame page at www.
mfda.us and the MFDA 2019 Hall of
Fame Scholarship will be awarded in

their honor at the association’s June 2019 Scholarship
dinner.

at Monogram World Fasteners. When World closed in
1983, Pat was hired at Kanebridge Corporation, where

MFDA 2019 Calendar of Events

she became the sales manager in 1985. During Pat’s

June 27th

Al Di La Ristorante, East Rutherford, NJ

time in charge, the department grew from 4 employees to
19, and has always been on the cutting edge of customer

October 12th

Cocktail Party
Crystal Springs, Hardyston, NJ

support and employee accountability. Pat was also a
longtime board member of the MFDA.

Scholarship Awards Dinner

October 13th

MFDA 24th Annual Golf Outing
Wild Turkey Golf Course, Hardyston, NJ

In their comments following their induction. Pat
and Bill spoke of their affection for the MFDA and their

November TBD

Workshop/ISO Webinar

friends in an industry they “didn’t suspect existed” back

December 5th

Toys for Tots Holiday Party
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METROPOLITAN FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
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ROB LaPOINE METALLOGRAPHY FOR FASTENERS from page 30

FIGURE 2. MACROSTRUCTURE DETAIL (1 X MAGNIFICATION)

The etchant is heated, and the specimen is etched,
usually between 20-60 minutes. Mounting the specimen
in a plastic housing (Figure 3) aids the process of
getting a flat and smooth surface using grinding and
polishing equipment. This is particularly necessary for
microstructure exams where the grain is observed at
higher magnifications.
Microstructure, as the
name suggests, is a view
of the small structure in
the metal. Examining the
microstructure reveals the
grain size and boundaries,
but also can show grain
flow that is not easy to
see unless magnified. For
FIGURE 3. MOUNTED CROSSexample, seeing the flow
SECTION OF A SOCKET HEAD CAP
SCREW MADE FROM A286 AND
pattern created from the
ETCHED WITH FRY’S ETCHANT
thread forming process
(ASTM E407 # 79) TO REVEAL
THE GRAIN STRUCTURE.
in Figure 4 would be very
difficult without magnification. Microstructure observations
are usually done in the range of 50-500 X magnification.
Fastener procurement specifications such as NAS 4003
require microstructure exams which contain observations
of grain flow around the threads and head, grain size,
deleterious effects of processes such as overheating,
grinding burns and any other material processing defects
such as bursts or voids.
Microstructure exams require a much finer grind and
polish process than macrostructure. Typically requiring
4-7 different abrasives and finishing off with a 1-micron
diamond slurry against a felt pad for the final polish. Once
the specimen is polished to a mirror finish, it is etched
to reveal the grain structure and then viewed under a
microscope. At 100 X, the grain flow from head and thread
forming processes are clearly visible as seen in Figure 4.

Grain size can be
determined in a few ways.
The simplest way is to
make a comparison to a
standard. To make this
comparison most direct,
the standard is printed
on a on a piece of glass
and used as a reticle
(Figure 5) in the eyepiece
of the microscope. This
way, the observer can see
the actual grains and the
standard simultaneously to
make the most accurate
comparison.
FIGURE 4. MICROSCOPIC IMAGE
OF THREAD ROOT IN A286 SOCKET
Many specifications HEAD
CAP SCREW. FRY’S ETCHANT,
100 X MAGNIFICATION
require consistency of
grain size, allowing only a small fraction of grains to be
larger than a certain value. Other conditions that can
be observed are banding (where grains segregate into
bands) and grain boundary
conditions.
Fasteners
made
from alloy steel can
suffer from an effect
known as decarburization.
Decarburization is a
condition where carbon is
FIGURE 5. GRAIN SIZE RETICLE
SHOWING ASTM NUMBERS 1-8.
removed from the material
during the heat-treating process. This affects the outside
surface of the fastener and has a large effect where
the material is thinnest. The removal of carbon makes
the material softer and typically weakens the thread
area, reducing the holding strength of the fastener.
Decarburization can be observed on a properly polished
and etched specimen as a lighter shade of color toward
the outside edge of the thread (Figure 6). Once observed,
the depth of decarburization can be measured to see if
it conforms with the limits set by the manufacturing or
procurement specification. The opposite effect, known as
carburization, is also possible. This appears as a darker
band toward the outside edge and causes the surface
material to be harder than the underlying material.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 115
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ROB LaPOINE METALLOGRAPHY FOR FASTENERS from page 114

Carburizing is often
used purposely as
a method of case
hardening, where the
material is harder
on the outside than
in the interior. This
FIGURE 6. MICROSCOPIC VIEW OF
process is typical for
THE EDGE OF A THREAD SHOWING
DECARBURIZATION AS THE LIGHTER
self-drilling screws
COLORED EDGE. 100 X MAGNIFICATION
which require a hard
cutting-surface and a more ductile interior to absorb the
energy of stretching and twisting.
Certain mechanical properties such as hardness can
also be determined with metallographic techniques.
Microscopic hardness, known as microhardness, is a
technique which uses a microscope to measure the small
indentation made in the polished surface of metal. Vickers
and Knoop hardness scales are used for microhardness.
Both scales use a diamond to make the indentation but

have different shaped indenters. The Vickers indentation
is measured across each diagonal of the indentation to
determine the hardness of the material. Figure 7 shows
a microscopic image of a Vickers indentation with a
measurement being taken across one of the diagonals.
Metallography provides us with critical insights into
the materials and
processes that are
used to produce
the products the
industry
makes,
sells and uses. This
science is critical
to
understanding
FIGURE 7. VICKERS MICROHARDNESS
the structure of the INDENTATION SHOWING FILER LIKES FOR
MEASUREMENT. 500 X MAGNIFICATION.
material itself as well
as the effects the processes have on that material in
making the things that are essential for building necessary
and useful tools, hardware and machines.
ROB LaPOINTE / AIM TESTING LABORATORY
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BRUNO MARBACHER TECHNICAL BRIEFING: NUTS from page 32

Tests and calculations have shown that the first 4 nut

Proof load for nut M10

threads support up to 40% of the entire load. After the

Class 05

29000 N

6th thread, the flank load in the normal thread becomes

Class 5

34200 N

so low that it no longer contributes to the stripping
resistance.
The proper nut height was investigated by ISO
(International Organization for Standardization). Tests
showed that when the yield-tightening method was
applied, nuts with 0.8 height would strip. This led to

Metric nuts may also be marked with a “clock
marking”. A dot at 12 o’clock, a dash at 8 o’clock,
indicates class 8.
Metric nuts come in 2 styles, style 1 and 2 , the nut
height of style 2 is slightly higher.

an increase of nut height, slightly higher than DIN nut

Heavy hex nuts have a more robust body, they are

heights. It should be noted that the yield-tightening

higher and have larger width across the flats. They are

method is essentially only applied to load critical bolted

only covered by ANSI standards.

joints such as connecting rod bolts in engines.
For a standard Inch nuts per ANSI, the height to
thread diameter ratio is about 0.8 to 0.85

Mechanical Property
Inch Nuts come in various grades. Metric nuts in
various property classes. One can pair a nut with a higher
grade /property class, with a bolt of a lower grade/
property class, but not the other way around.

Higher nuts could be used for bolted joints, where
the nut has to be over-tapped to accommodate thicker
coatings (hot dip or fluorocarbon coatings). Over-tapping
may weaken the load capacity, the extra height will
compensate.

Manufacturing Of Nuts
First, the nut blank is cold formed in several
subsequent steps.

The common grades are:
Grade 2, 5, 8
The common property classes of
regular metric nuts are:
Class 5, 8, 10, 12

The Wire is cut-off then Upset (cold formed) in 4
stages with final hole punching.

For jam nuts Class 04 and Class 05
*Since jam nuts have a lower proof load, a zero is put
in front of the number indicating lower load capacity.

The nut blanks are fed from the top. Spinning
taps cut the threads into the blanks. Unlike regular
tapping (tapping and backing out) nuts are tapped in
a continuous process, using special nut taps. The tap
is kept and centered in a sleeve by the already tapped
nuts. They are fed on the frontside of the machine move
along on the tap, they are ejected on the opposite side.
Now you have it… that is the story of the nut.

BRUNO MARBACHER
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FASTENER FAIR JOINING THE INDUSTRY WITH INNOVATION from page 34

Fastener Training Institute will be hosting for a
second time the Fastening 101 – Understanding Threaded
Fasteners with Emphasis on Automotive Fasteners
course. Held the day before the show and sponsored by
the Fastener Education Foundation, this course will delve
into fastener engineering, automotive fastener basis, and
trends in the industry.

For the full session list and speaker information, visit
fastenerfair.com/usa.
Located downtown and overlooking the Detroit River
into Canada, the Cobo Center is one of the premier
convention venues in Detroit. It has over 2.4 million
square feet of meeting space, five exhibit halls, and a
range of new developments after their 2017 renovation,
including free wi-fi and digital signage throughout the
venue. Conveniently located near hundreds of hotel
rooms and entertainment options, this venue offers a fun
atmosphere for Fastener Fair USA visitors.
Benefit from our Early Bird registration by registering now,
saving 35% on exhibit hall entry pricing. Hurry, prices will
increase on April 26, 2019! Hotel registration is now open
as well. Discounted room rates for show attendees are
available until April 26, 2019 and rooms are expected
to sell-out quickly. The Cobo Center is accessibly located
near some great hotels in downtown Detroit.
To register, book your hotel room, and find more
information, please visit: fastenerfair.com/usa/.
FASTENER FAIR USA

Earnest Machine is pleased to announce the
addition of two new employees in their corporate
office in Cleveland.
Jared Donnelly and Dmitriy Kantarovich join
Earnest Machine’s sales team, bringing a combined
20 years of industrial and wholesale experience to
the company. Both Donnelly and Kantarovich are
responsible for managing the details of customer
accounts to ensure quotes and orders are processed
efficiently and with accuracy which ensures the best
experience for our customers.
In 2018, Earnest Machine operated at a 96.3%
average for Distribution Performance and accurate
order entry and quantity plays an important role in
that.
“When we make new hires, we look for people who
perform best in a collaborative environment,” said
Kirk Zehnder, CEO of Earnest Machine. “While our
sales group is broken up into teams to better serve
the customer, there is no competitive atmosphere.

Our employees have taken the approach of “Team
Us” and we all play a role in the success of the
company, which has attributed to the above average
Distribution Performance we had in 2018 and it’s
how we continue to improve in 2019.”
Earnest Machine was founded in 1948 and
is a global importer, distributor, and manufacturer
of large diameter and hard-to-find fasteners for
the agriculture, construction equipment, heavy
transportation, mining, structural construction and
wind industries. Earnest maintains warehouses, sales
offices, and manufacturing centers in Cleveland, OH,
and Wolverhampton, England, as well as warehouses
in Atlanta, GA and Indianapolis, IN.
Earnest has received the NorthCoast 99 award for
seven consecutive years due to their ability to attract
and retain top talent in Northeast Ohio.
For more information contact Earnest Machine
Products by Tel: 1-800-327-6378 or visit them online
at www.earnestmachine.com.

MWFA/PAC-WEST/NFDA JOINT CONFERENCE
OMNI HOTEL, SAN DIEGO, CA - MARCH 13-16, 2019

more photos on page 147
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ROBERT FOOTLIK SEVEN PROBLEMS - MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS from page 36

For customers that are serviced every day, plastic totes
or other returnable packaging that nests can save time
and space. Memo billing for the number of shipping units
out and counting the returns (rewarding the drivers $.05 to
$.10 for each unit they bring back) can make your operation
look more professional and help build loyalty. Here too
co-op advertising can finance the enhanced shipping.
For most operations of any size reusing vendor
cartons for everyday shipping is often a massive hidden
expense. Culling out the empties, storing the corrugated
and selecting just the right carton takes time and effort
that may be currently overlooked and under estimated.
And once a standardized shipping unit is implemented it
becomes possible to use automatic or semi-automatic
equipment to seal the orders robotically.
At a higher level, might you be over packaging?
Delivery on your own vehicles is definitely not the same
as UPS. Why are you treating every order as though it will
be subject to abuse?
Guiding Principle: Working with your customers
can often provide insights on ways to optimize the
entire supply chain.

[3] Picking Takes Too Long And Requires
Too Much Labor
This might just be a problem of stocking, not picking.
Labor and time wasted traveling empty handed and
searching for materials is frequently a hidden money pit.
Pickers may look busy running around the warehouse,
but are they really productive?
This usually breaks into two components, the actual
stocking of the shelves and the restocking of materials
that are picked. For most Fastener Distributors family
grouping comes naturally by material, fastener type or
other physical characteristics, but this might not be
right for you operation. Just because the item is a brass
machine screw must it be stored with all the other sizes,
threads and heads? A micro analysis of the inventory on
a line, by line frequency of pick may be quite revealing.
Moving the top movers to prime space at the end of the
aisle can yield huge savings without any capital outlay.
Redefining the restock process to totally eliminate the
pickers search mode isn’t difficult if inventory tracking
is essentially in real time, without or without on line
equipment. If there are 20 pieces on the shelf and

orders have been entered for 18 of them creating a
restocking list before running out is a sensible approach.
In a real time, on line picking operation any time the
location goes to zero is the optimal time to count the
inventory item and report the results to the system. This
works regardless of whether the system says the bin is
empty or the picker finds it empty. Essentially it is a cycle
count of zero that should not take long.
Guiding Principle: Investigate deeper before
pointing a finger.

[4] Marking Or Labeling Takes Too
Much Time
So why are you doing it? There are literally hundreds
of ways to mark goods and orders using labels, picking
lists, packing lists and more generated as part of the order
processing program. This isn’t a warehouse problem, it’s
an IT imperative. The solutions lie within the capabilities of
your computer system, printers and point of use equipment.
For Fastener Distributors who are packaging or
repackaging materials point of use label printers make the
most sense. And for high volume operations automatic
application equipment to add the label to the package
is usually quite affordable. Printing the label twice and
wrapping it around a corner of the carton adds an even
higher level of professionalism…in the customer’s
eyes. With colorful, bright and useful information on two
sides it is easy to find the right materials on a shelf or
pallet which saves everyone time and effort. Here is a
public relations and marketing coupled with improved
warehousing. Add this to the RoI.
Guiding Principle: Labels are the interface
between the physical world and IT.

[5] Customers Are Complaining About
Product Damage
While this might seem to be an external problem
any solutions must start with an internal investigation…
of your own operations. Look for product damage in the
warehouse, physical damage to the warehouse (bent/
broken racks, shelving, building structure) and then move
to the shipping staging area. It should not require much
expertise to determine if the merchandise that is being
shipped in always in perfect condition. Anything less than
perfect is definitely not acceptable to customers.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 160
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NELSON VALDERRAMA HOW SMART DISTRIBUTORS CAN SURVIVE AND THRIVE AS TARIFFS KEEP INCREASING from page 44

DISTRIBUTORS CAN BENEFIT FROM A DATA ANALYTICS PLATFORM SUCH AS THAT OFFERED BY INTUILIZE

She ran through some thoughts about covering
the 10% and then putting the 2% toward new business
needs...but still I asked, “why not .5% more?”

¤

Opportunities to inch-up pricing across your
entire portfolio

As everyone in the business scrambles to solve the

Sometimes 0.5% seems irrelevant but when you run a

very same problem — a singular global tariff increase

business of $45M in sales, that irrelevant number means

— only so many winners will emerge. Knowing your

$225K to your bottom line. That’s your kid’s college

competitors will also have to adjust their prices to

tuition, a new vacation home, or plenty more products for

continue seeing revenue, the smarter you can be about

your inventory — but it’s also a perfect example of why data

price-setting, the bigger the opportunity you have to steal

is so critical in decision making, if even over half a percent.

market share.

The beauty of getting smarter about your data is that

By fixing pricing today, you can actually find margin

those little half-percents will start to emerge all over your

increases that will allow you to inch up pricing in response

business. By analyzing trends in the data already going to

to tariffs in the future without taking nearly as big a hit as

waste in your current ERP system (such as the hundreds

your competitors who fail to first look inward.

or thousands of line items listed in every product quote),
you’ll quickly start to see things like:
¤
¤

Pricing of core inventory not keeping pace with

Re-Evaluate Your Inventory and Accounts
Just like pricing, it is always interesting to me to see

less important product lines

how many businesses are really just making educated

Inefficiencies in resource management causing

guesses still when it comes to things like stocking

inflated prices elsewhere

inventory.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 164
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Jo Morris Marketing Director, Fastener Training Institute

®

FASTENER TRAINING INSTITUTE

®

5318 East 2nd Street #325, Long Beach, CA 90803
TEL 562-473-5373 FAX 661-449-3232
EMAIL info@fastenertraining.org WEB www.fastenertraining.org

EMPLOYEE RETENTION…WHAT IS THE REAL
COST WHEN YOU LOSE AN EMPLOYEE?
I recently attended the MWFA/NFDA/Pac-West Joint
Conference in beautiful San Diego. This was a great
collaboration of the three fastener associations and
delivered on all levels including noteworthy material,
presenters and networking opportunities. Sitting down
today to recap my notes from the conference I easily
identified one recurring topic that swirled between panel
discussions, round-table dialogues and key note speaker
presentations and that was training. Discussions included
employee retention, training time for on-boarding and
funds allocated to training. The final conference presenter
also included that one of the biggest challenges facing
our future economy is lack of workers to fill jobs. Clearly,
the concern is real; employee retention is a worry to our
fastener industry leaders.
So, what is the cost to a company when you lose an
employee? Research shows this may be hard to predict,
costs will vary depending on the role of employee and
wage, but some factors to consider are: how much money
do you spend on advertising, interviewing and screening?
How many errors are made and how do new employees
affect efficiencies? It is easy to see how expenses add up
regardless of the size of the organization so what can we
do to combat employee turnover?
Benefits play a large role in employee retention.
That’s probably truer for the smaller business who
cannot compete with large companies with funds to
recruit. Benefits don’t have to be solely 401K and
health insurance. Continuing education and training are
affordable and appreciated perks to offer employees.
Training keeps the team interested and involved with
the goals and success of the company. Joe Greenslade,
Retired IFI Director of Engineering Technology cites, “There
is no better investment a manager can make in their

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

business than providing good training to their staff.” This
certainly applies to successful employee advancement
and retention.
So where can fastener professionals go to get
qualified, recognized and affordable product training? The
Fastener Training Institute. In 2019 we will present over 17
live classes throughout the nation on topics ranging from
beginner level to highly advanced. We will present 10 new
webinar topics including some product-specific training
sessions and quality management guideline courses.
Regardless of your need, consider The Fastener Training
Institute an indispensable benefit for your organization to
offer to your employees.
While there is a cost for training due to class tuitions
and time away, the Fastener Training Institute has partnered
with multiple regional fastener associations, plus the IFI,
to keep training costs affordable. Scholarships, grants and
discounts are offered to assist with every class.
One great class to keep your employees engaged is
Fastener Training Week. This is a week-long intensive
training program with plant tours where students learn the
fundamentals to become a Certified Fastener Specialist.
The IFI, NFDA and Pac-West offer scholarships or grants for
students to attend Fastener Training Week tuition free. The
MWFA will host our August session of Fastener Training
Week; register soon to reserve your spot.
Other classes to consider
this spring and summer are:
Fastening 101 - Including
Automotive Fastening presented
by Laurence Claus on May 21st
in conjunction with Fastener Fair
USA at Cobo Center, Detroit. This class is a must for
everyone in the fastener industry.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 177
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GF&D Systems, experts
in grease fittings, grease
fitting accessories, and
custom packaging is proud
to announce the successful
transition of their Quality
Management System from ISO
9001:2008 to the most recent
ISO 9001:2015 standard.
GF&D’s management team
and employees are focused
on customer satisfaction and
commitment to their quality
policy and goals.
GF&D Systems is also
excited for the addition of
Siena Fastener Inc. to their
outside sales representative
team. Siena Fastener, led by
John Fisher, services Kansas
and Missouri and brings with
him many years of experience
in the industry.
Contact Siena Fastener
Inc., John Fisher at 515-2402293 or email johntfisher@
sienafastener.com.
GF&D Systems is a nationally
renowned and award winning
supplier of grease fittings
and accessories servicing
industrial distributors, master
catalog houses, and tier one
automotive providers.
Since
1989,
GF&D
Systems has exceeded
customer expectations by
providing quality products,
timely delivery and excellent
customer service and support.
For more information about
GF&D Systems contact them
at W160S6381 Commerce
Drive, Muskego, WI 53150. Tel:
1-800-360-1318, Fax: 1-262789-8640. Send any email
requests to sales@gfdsystems.
com or you can visit them online
at www.gfdsystems.com.
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FASTENER TECH ‘19 NEW PRODUCT DISPLAY, AFTER SHOW PARTY, KEYNOTE & SEMINARS from page 48

FASTENER TECH™ ’19 is being produced by

distributors and users of all types of fasteners. The print

Fastener Technology International magazine, Akron, OH,

edition is delivered to thousands of subscribers in more

USA, and the Mid-West Fastener Association (MWFA),

than 90 countries, and the digital edition is available

Lake Zurich, IL, USA.

around-the-clock at www.fastenertech.com. Additional

The most recent FASTENER TECH™ was held in
June 2017, also at the Donald E. Stephens Convention

publications include a monthly newsletter, the Fastener
News Report, and the annual FTI Buyers’ Guide.

Center in Rosemont (Chicago), IL, USA, and it provided

The Mid-West Fastener Association (MWFA) has

its visitors with direct supplier access, networking

been representing and serving all segments of the

opportunities, business intelligence, social programming

fastener industry for more than half-a century. MWFA

and technical education related to making, distributing

members include fastener manufacturers, distributors,

and using all types of mechanical fasteners. In addition,

importers and industry suppliers. Details are available at

the 2017 event included the debut edition of the

www.mwfa.net.

Fastener Industry Summit, which was organized by the

Additional FASTENER TECH™ details and a flipbook

Fastener Industry Coalition (FIC), www.fastenercoalition.

edition of the “2019 Exhibition Directory” are available

org. This year, the FIC will sponsor the keynote speaker

at: www.fastenertech.com/fastenertech.

session.
Fastener Technology International (FTI) is a bimonthly
international technical magazine for manufacturers,

“FASTENER TECH™ - The Fastener Show
produced by the Fastener Industry for the Fastener
Industry”
MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION - FASTENER TECH ‘19

NUTS, BOLTS & THINGAMAJIGS NBT FOUNDATION AWARDS $29,500 IN MANUFACTURING SCHOLARSHIPS from page 50

In addition to the scholarship award, each winner
also received, from NBT’s industry partner SolidWorks
Corporation, a copy of its Student Design Kit CAD
software package. The Student Design Kit is an easyto-learn, Windows-based 3D CAD application that gives
students the ability to create “real-life” 3D designs they
can easily manipulate.
Since 1990, NBT has awarded nearly $1,000,000
in scholarships to the next generation of manufacturing
professionals. For more information visit www.
nutsandboltsfoundation.org/Scholarships.

FABTECH® trade show. The official publications of FMA
include The FABRICATOR®, The Tube & Pipe Journal®,
STAMPING Journal®, The WELDER®, The Fabricator®
en Español, Canadian Metalworking, and Canadian
Fabricating & Welding. www.fmanet.org
NBT provides grants to community and technical
colleges to produce manufacturing summer camps for
youth ages 12-16 to introduce them to manufacturing
career options. The foundation also provides scholarships
for qualified students in post-secondary educational
programs leading to careers in manufacturing.

About FMA & NBT

About SolidWorks Corporation

FMA is a professional organization with more than
2,500 members working together to improve the metal
processing, forming, and fabricating industry. Founded
in 1970, FMA brings metal fabricators and equipment
manufacturers together through technology councils,
educational programs, networking events, and the

SolidWorks Corporation, a Dassault Systèmes S.A.
(Nasdaq: DASTY, Euronext Paris: #13065, DSY.PA) company,
develops and markets software for design, analysis, and
product data management. It is the leading supplier of
3D CAD technology, giving teams intuitive, high-performing
software that helps them design better products.
NUTS, BOLTS & THINAMAJIGS
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GARY SHEELY 6 RISKY MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT WORKPLACE VIOLENCE from page 54

What To Avoid In An Anti-Violence Policy
Several elements are recommended for an antiviolence policy; conversely it’s a good idea to be wary of
the following.
Profiles of employees who might become
violent. This kind of profiling is of less than little value.
In addition, profiles that include race, sex or age may
actually violate anti-discrimination laws. Use caution to
identify behaviors and not the person.
“Zero Tolerance” provisions. While it’s optimal
to have clear guidelines for prohibited behavior, there
are several possible problems with a zero-tolerance
clause. An employee might violate progressive discipline
practices in the workplace, and perhaps even provisions
in workers’ employment contracts. Zero tolerance
provisions can be abused by management. An example
of abuse would be for a supervisor to intentionally
provoke a worker into losing his or her temper in order
to find grounds for dismissal. It leaves no room for any
consideration of misinterpretation or cultural diversity.

What might be seen as harmless and normal by
people in some generational, religious or ethnic groups
could be received as a threat by members of other groups.
Failure to include equal representation on
Assessment Teams. Assessment Teams that are
completely one-sided favoring members of management
may suffer a credibility crisis among workers in the event
of an incident involving any sort of controversy.
To develop and implement an effective anti-violence
policy, it is essential to consider what should not be
included along with what to include.

Worth The Time
While most agree about the importance developing
an anti-violence policy, it does not seem like an urgent
issue until an incident has occurred. It’s true, developing
and tailoring such policies to your workplace can be
time-consuming and tedious, it’s far less trouble than
dealing with even just one incident that might have been
prevented.
GARY SHEELY

MAFDA CHRISTMAS GALA
BRANDYWINE PRIME, CHADDS FORD, PA - DEC 20, 2018
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New PEM® SMTSK™
unthreaded
standoffs
from PennEngineering®
permanently surface mount
on printed circuit boards to
enable quick attachment
and removal of stacked
components
without
requiring screws or tools.
Their unique barrel design
allows for a stacked board
or panel to be slipped
easily into place and then
detached by simply sliding
the component sideways and
lifting it off. These standoffs
will effectively serve to attach
and space components either
horizontally or vertically using
minimal hardware and fewer
assembly operations.
The standoffs are supplied
on tape and reel compatible
with existing SMT automated
installation equipment and
will mount on printed circuit
boards in the same manner
and at the same time as other
surface mount components
prior to the automated
reflow solder process. These
hardware solutions ultimately
can reduce handling issues,
risks of board damage, and
costly scrap, while promoting
streamlined production and
“screwless” designs of
subassemblies.
PEM SMTSK standoffs are
manufactured from carbon
steel and available in unified
lengths .125”, 250,” and
.375” and in metric lengths
3mm, 4mm, 6mm, 8mm,
and 10mm. They will install
successfully in boards as thin
as .060” and 1.53mm.

These standoffs are
the latest addition to the
complete line of PEM®
ReelFast® surface mounted
fasteners, which also include
other non-threaded and
threaded standoffs, standard
and micro nuts, right-angle
fasteners, and captive panel
screws.
Detailed specifications,
drawings and 3D models,
and performance data (Bulletin
SMTSK) for these RoHS-compliant
fasteners can be viewed and
downloaded for free at www.
pemnet.com.
Founded in 1942, PennEngineering
(Danboro, PA, USA) is a global
leader in the fastening industry
with technical and manufacturing
facilities in North America, Europe,

129

and Asia supported by a global
engineering-focused sales force
and a worldwide network of
authorized distributors.
For more information, contact
Michael J. Rossi, PennEngineering
at 5190 Old Easton Road, Danboro,
PA 18916-1000 USA. Tel: +1-215766-8853, email: info@pemnet.
com or visit them online at
www.pemnet.com.
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STEEL KING PALLET FLOW RACK CAN BE A WAREHOUSE MANAGER’S BEST FRIEND from page 58

STEEL KING’S DESIGN ELIMINATES THE NEED FOR WIDE AISLES BETWEEN
EVERY ROW OF TRADITIONAL “STATIC” RACK REQUIRED FOR FORKLIFT
ACCESS AND MANEUVERABILITY

Designing to Meet Specific Requirements
Although the concept of a pallet flow rack may seem
straightforward, installing a system that optimally meets a
specific warehouse’s requirements takes some planning
and collaboration with the vendor.
Many people think you can take pallet flow rack off
the shelf and ship it out the door. But, it must be designed
to accommodate your specific requirements: pallet types,
pallet weights, forklift capacity, facility layout and any other
restrictions.
Some racking distributors are willing to supply a price
quote without fully understanding the requirements of the
application. Not every vendor asks questions to find out
what the user needs.
The process ideally begins by understanding the
facility’s dimensions, obstructions, types of inventory and
forklifts, as well as truck loading and shipping requirements.
It is vital to build the flow rack to take advantage of
your warehouse’s full height, width, depth, and floor plan.
Obstructions like low ceilings or the location of sprinklers,
building columns, doors, lights, and vents must be built

around.
It is also important to consider the brand, lift height,
and weight capacity of the forklifts used at the facility. In
general, a forklift’s lift and push/pull capabilities diminish
the higher it raises a pallet.
A forklift can cost as much as $100,000. So you want
to be sure your new pallet flow racks work with the ones you
have, or you could have to acquire new forklifts.
In terms of tailoring a pallet flow system to an
application, it is necessary to plan for efficient flow storage,
loading/unloading, and transport.
Forklift travel distance can be minimized with proper
pallet flow planning. You don’t have to travel hundreds
of feet to pick a pallet. If you install the pallet flow rack
in the ideal location, you may only have to travel twenty
feet to pick a pallet. When you return, the next pallet is
waiting. This minimizes labor as well as speeds loading and
unloading.
Similar planning should be applied to storage depth.
Just because the system can be designed 20 pallets deep,
doesn’t mean it should be. Instead, it should be designed
and grouped to simplify loading/unloading, as well as
optimal product rotation.
Even some aspects that might seem like smaller
details, such as the type of pallet, are important because
they affect how pallets “flow” in the system.
There are too many types of pallets with different
dimensions today and it could affect the type, and cost, of
the pallet flow rack required. So, it’s not enough to design
on the assumption that a standard 40” or 48” pallet will be
used. If the actual pallet has different dimensions, it could
increase costs significantly.
With all the aspects that must be considered to get the
best results from your flow rack, it can be helpful to work
with a vendor that provides one point of contact for planning,
coordination, answering questions, troubleshooting, and
resolving any issues. This is far simpler than interacting with
a separate pallet flow manufacturer, rack manufacturer, as
well as dealer and installer.
Given sufficient planning and coordination, pallet flow
rack can be one of the most space efficient and cost
effective forms of material handling for warehouses and
distributors.

STEEL KING

JOANNE GOODMANSHERMAN

EDITH CAMERON

ANN BISGYER-WOLZ

WIFI INTRODUCES A NEW SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM by Taryn Goodman
My Aunt, Joanne Goodman Sherman, was excited when I told her that I was
applying for a position on the board of WIFI. She thought it was great that I
would have a network of smart and successful women in this industry to learn
and grow with in our careers. This opportunity was not available when she
began her career in fasteners; at that time there were few women in leadership
positions, or at the industry tradeshows.
As co-owner of Industrial Rivet & Fastener Co. Joanne left her mark on
the company, and on everyone she met and worked with along the way. She
had great passion for rivets, and for the professional development of her company
and employees. She embraced the sisterhood of women in business; she was National
Association of Professional Women (NAPW)’s Woman of the Year in 2010/2011.
After she fought a long and hard battle with cancer, I knew we would want to
do something special to honor my aunt’s legacy in the industry. WIFI’s new Joanne
Goodman Sherman Scholarship supports the education of fastener women
through an innovative online channel, with the goals of making fastener education
more accessible to all women. She would be very proud to share her name
with such a worthy endeavor.
WIFI new scholarship compliments it’s current scholarships in providing
accessibility and mentorship - The Edith Cameron Scholarship provides funds
to attend the International Fastener Expo in Las Vegas and The Ann BisgyerWolz Scholarship provides tuition for the Fastener Training Institute.

WIFI NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT!
Please support the future of WIFI by either becoming a member or a sponsor in our
mission. We thank you for all the support our sponsors have given us throughout the years.
Without you, Women in the Fastener Industry would not be where it is today.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT SPONSORSHIP AND HOW YOU CAN HELP, PLEASE EMAIL OR GO ONLINE:

chairwoman@fastenerwomen.com
www.fastenerwomen.com
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ROMAN BASI WORKING CAPITAL – WHAT IS IT AND WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?

from page 62

A Working Capital section of a stock or asset

which initially shows solid working capital, but upon

purchase agreement will typically have language similar

looking at the averages over time it shows a steep

to the following, “At the Closing, the Purchase Price shall

decline. This may indicate you are buying a company

be subject to adjustment in accordance with paragraph

which is hemorrhaging money, or being run incorrectly.

(b) below, based on an amount (the “Estimated Closing

By requiring an adjustment of the purchase price based

Net Working Capital”) equal to the Companies’ good

upon average working capital can ensure both parties are

faith calculation of the estimated Net Working Capital

protected in the transaction.

of the Business as of the Closing Date (the “Calculation

To sum up, working capital is a key component to

Date”).” This statement will likely be followed by another

analyzing the efficiency of a company. A company with

which says, “If the Estimated Closing Net Working

positive is typically in good shape for expansion or at

Capital is less than $[•] (“Net Working Capital Target”),

least maintaining the current course; however, it is

the Purchase Price payable at the Closing shall be

important to remember that some businesses operate

reduced by an amount equal to such deficiency (such

with a negative working capital just from their nature of

deficiency to reduce the Initial Cash Purchase Payment

business (think inventory based). Knowing how working

payable to the Companies at Closing).”

capital effects the business you’re evaluating can help

The purpose of these clauses in asset purchase

determine the viability of the business. While the basic

agreements is to ensure the buyer and seller are both

formula for working capital is simple, actually applying it

getting their due pricing. Imagine buying a company,

to the company can be difficult.
ROMAN BASI

ANTHONY Di MAIO RADIAL GROOVERS ON MANDRELS from page 70

This work hardness must be removed and the
process used to remove this work hardness is annealing.
The manufacturing process creates work hardness. The
molecules in the metal are all tight and rigid and annealing
relaxes the molecules and permits the rivet body to expand
when setting the blind rivet without cracking the rivet body.
An annealed rivet body will set well when the mandrel is
pilled and will give you a secure riveted joint.
Pulling jaws will cause metal particles to chip off the
surface of the mandrel and become lodged in the teeth
of the pulling jaws. These metal particles will prevent the
teeth of the pulling jaws from penetrating the surface of
the mandrel. When this occurs, the pulling jaws will slip on
the mandrel surface and not grip the mandrel, even if the
mandrel has radial grooves and will not set the blind rivet.
These conditions will also make the pulling jaws partially
slip causing the need to stroke the setting tool 2 or 3
times to set the blind rivet.
Structural blind rivets require a very high mandrel
tensile strength to set the structural blind rivet. When
setting a structural blind rivet (Monobolt or Magna-Lok)

the long head of the mandrel must be pulled into the
rivet body, expanding the rivet body. The friction that is
generated when the long mandrel head is being pulled into
and expanding the rivet body is very high. This friction is so
high that a lubricant must be applied to the rivet body and
mandrel during the manufacturing process. If this lubricant
is not applied the mandrel will break before the structural
blind rivet is set. This is called a pre-mature mandrel break.
Pulling jaws periodic maintenance such as cleaning
and lubrication is still necessary when setting blind rivets
with or without radial grooves.
Pulling jaws grip the surface of the mandrel by the
pressure of the spring loaded jaws pusher, the sharpness
of the pulling jaw’s teeth and the radial grooves on the
surface of the mandrel. The most important of these
functions is how well the pulling jaws perform the initial
grip. If there is no initial grip of the pulling jaws, the jaws
will slip and the setting tool will not et the blind rivet.
I hope I have explained clearly the need and reason
radial grooves or serrations are used with some blind
rivets.
ANTHONY Di MAIO
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JOHN GRAHAM HOW TO MESS UP A COMPANY’S SALES from page 78

The salesperson had a dual role, educating customers

As Jeff tells it, “Right then I knew I was done. She

and closing sales. This may help explain why customers

won that round hands down. She was more perceptive

were often far more welcoming to salespeople than they

than all the other dealers I’d run into on this important

are today. They were not only needed; they were essential.

point.” And then he adds, “Someone needs to wake

Today, the sales role has been upended. When it

up as to what resonates with customers. I’m so sick

comes to accurate sales information, customers are

of hearing about rebates, road hazard warranties, and

often better informed before they ever see a salesperson.

PRICE.” Jeff isn’t alone. He has lots of friends. We call

That’s not all. Sales are now so transaction-driven the

them customers.

salesperson’s role continues to erode. On top of this,
the task of identifying and accessing prospects is so

Got it? Now, why should customers do business with
you?

frustrating, it borders on the impossible.
All this points to a marketing-driven environment

[3] Make a commitment to execute perfectly.

quite different from times past. It’s one in which nothing

“We’ve got to get this out tomorrow.” “They need

happens until someone decides they want to do business

it now.” “I know, but it’s a rush.” Such words do more

with a company or a brand. Then, the salesperson may

damage to sales than just about anything else.

arrive to close the deal.

Of course, there are exceptions. But, far too often,
the exceptions take over and become the rule. “Just get it

[2] Have a clear understanding of why customers

done” is a mindset, an attitude that permeates too many

should do business with you.

companies—it’s the new normal.

Caution! Don’t blurt out the usual trite and self-

The #1 enemy in all this is cutting corners. It

serving nonsense: “Our people really care,” “We give

sabotages the best practices and the best intentions.

great service,” “We’ve been in business since 1979.” It’s

When everything is rush, rush, rush, cutting corners

all hype. End of discussion.

is inevitable. There is never enough time to execute

Take it seriously because a lot’s at stake. What
separates you from the competition that makes a
difference to your customers? What is your value
statement; what your brand stands for? What do you

perfectly. We settle for “good enough” and it isn’t.
Cutting corners gives someone else a competitive
advantage. Here are examples of what happens:
¤

something you used last week.”

bring to the customer’s buying experience that creates
credibility and confidence? Unless your brand makes

¤

The presentation date gets pushed up. “Don’t
worry. Go ahead and wing it.”

sense to customers, there’s no sale.
Jeff Short, the VP of Sales for K&W Tire, the Cooper

A proposal is due tomorrow. “Just repurpose

¤

There’s no time for having the needed planning
meetings. “Just squeeze it to one meeting.”

Tire distributor, tells of a meeting with a Connecticut
tire dealer. Included in the meeting was a counter

¤

salesperson who asked Jeff, “What does Cooper Tire

Here’s the point. Cutting corners puts a salespeople

stand for?”
Somewhat caught off guard, he replied. “Tier one
quality at a tier two price…more tread patterns and
designs than any other manufacturer…an American
owned company.” Knowing that she liked selling Nokian
tires, Jeff asked her what Nokian stood for. She said,
“Safety. They are the safest tires you can put on a car.”

The intel isn’t complete. “Run with what we’ve got.”

at a major disadvantage. Tolerating or permitting it to
occur, taints their reputation, impairs performance and,
ultimately, costs them sales.
If you want to be increasingly successful, then make
a commitment to execute perfectly.
Messing up a company’s sales is easy and it doesn’t
take a lot of time or effort. It occurs without thinking.
JOHN GRAHAM
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SPIROL HOW TO CALCULATE THE ESTIMATED FATIGUE LIFE OF A DISC SPRING from page 80

FIGURE 2: EXCERPT FROM SPECIFICATION CHART IN SPIROL’S DISC SPRING CATALOG

Example 1

FATIGUE LIFE CHART: GROUP 2 1.25mm ≤ t ≤ 6.0mm

B Group 2, DSC 50 x 25.4 x 2 Disc Spring with a preload
of 15% of its initial height with a final position at 75% of
its initial height.
Using the specification chart (shown in Figure 2),
Stress II (II) at 15% is 128 N/mm² and Stress III (III)
is 264 N/mm². Stress II (II) at 75% is 923 N/mm²
and Stress III (III) is 1,140 N/mm². Now calculate the
differences between the stress at each location.
923 N/mm²

Stress II at 75%

- 128 N/mm²

Stress II at 15%

MAXIMUM DIFFERENTIAL STRESS, N/mm²

Estimate the fatigue life of a DIN EN 16983 Series

= 795 N/mm²
MINIMUM TENSILE STRESS, N/mm²

1,140 N/mm² - 264 N/mm²
Stress III at 75%

Stress III at 15%

= 876 N/mm²

FIGURE 3: ESTIMATED FATIGUE LIFE FOR DSC 50 X 25.4 X 2
DISC SPRING IN EXAMPLE 1

As seen in the calculation above, the maximum

maximum stress at location III is the estimated fatigue

differential in stress occurs at location III, therefore we

life. In this example and using Figure 3, the line on the

will use the stress values from location III and the fatigue

X-axis is drawn at 264 N/mm², and the line drawn on

life charts to estimate the fatigue life of the Disc Spring.

the Y-axis is drawn at 1,140 N/mm². The intersection is

The intersection of a vertical line drawn on the X-axis

slightly above the “100,000 cycle” line as represented

representing the minimum stress at location III and

by N = 105 in Figure 3. This represents an estimated

a horizontal line drawn on the Y-axis representing the

fatigue life of slightly less than 100,000 cycles.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 168

MWFA/PAC-WEST/NFDA JOINT CONFERENCE
OMNI HOTEL, SAN DIEGO, CA - MARCH 13-16, 2019

more photos on page 165
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DISTRIBUTION ONE E-COMMERCE AND MOBILITY TOOLS FOR ONLINE SALES SURVIVAL from page 84

Integrate with Amazon
Although Amazon continues to be the dominant force
in this space, the structures it has built provide their

Mexico add-ons. ERP-ONE+ manages inventory levels and
reconciles changes to stock due to any local storefront
sales to ensure the availability of salable items.

own opportunities. As another path for expanding sales

As a comprehensive software suite, Cloud and

opportunities, distributors can opt to list their products

On-Premise ERP-ONE+ delivers the interconnected

on Amazon via ERP-ONE+ software integration.

distribution management functionality needed to streamline

Through supplemental connectivity into Amazon Seller

processes and lower costs. Through powerful new

Central, ERP-ONE+ streamlines ordering procedures via

E-commerce integrations, distributors will move past the

rapid processing and auto-updates. Order and inventory

days of paper catalogs to establish new selling opportunities

data flow seamlessly between your ERP-ONE+ database

within the ever-expanding worldwide marketplace.

and Amazon providing enhanced order accuracy and
faster turnaround. Distributors can choose between 3
tiers of monthly service quantities which provide options
for tracking, pricing sync, and Amazon FBA, Canada, and

Learn

more

about

ERP-ONE+,

ecommONE

E-commerce, and Amazon integration at distone.com/sellmore-online or contact us at info@distone.com.
1
Shopifyplus, The Global Ecommerce Playbook, 2019
2

Frost & Sullivan, US B2B Ecommerce Platforms, 2018

DISTRIBUTION ONE

PWFA COME TO THE CALIFORNIA WINE COUNTRY FOR PAC-WEST’S FALL CONFERENCE from page 68

Technology Webinars

Pac-West is pleased to partner with WTC IT Services
to produce a series of technology webinars. Coming up on
our calendar are:
May 15: Cybersecurity Training for Staff
Your company’s data security is dependent on safe
practices by every member of your team. What kind of
training can you do in-house before involving a third party?
This webinar will give you information on the two leading
companies for cybersecurity training. And, don’t think that
one time is enough: staff training should be continual for
maximum effectiveness.
August 21: Warehouse Technology Efficiencies
This webinar will guide you through ways you can use
technology to improve your warehouse operations and
your bottom-line. You’ll get tips on:
¤ How to do a warehouse technology walk-through
¤ How to review current technology to determine
		 what is and is not working
¤ How to spot ways to use technology in ways
		 that might surprise you

¤ How to do a cost vs benefit analysis for
		warehouse technology
November 20: Fine Tuning Network Infrastructure
for Improved Performance and Efficiencies
There is a very specific way of getting the best
performance out of your network. Start with a review of
the basics; you’ll be surprised that it’s not all technical,
but logical. You’ll learn how to build a list of all of your
hardware devices connected to your network. Plus you’ll
get some insight into what IoT (Internet of Things) means
for distribution. These webinars are free for Pac-West
members and very affordable for nonmembers.

Looking Ahead to 2020

Pac-West will again partner with the National Fastener
Distributors Association for our 2020 Spring Conference
and Tabletop Show, March 4-7, at the Westin Hotel in
downtown Long Beach, California.
We are excited to partner with the Southwestern
Fastener Association for our 2020 Fall Conference,
October 21-24, at the Hilton Palacio Del Rio on the
Riverwalk in San Antonio, Texas.
PACIFIC-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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Beacon Fasteners and
Components is thrilled to
announce Rick Rudolph and
Morgan Rudolph of Rick Rudolph
Associates as a manufacturers’
representative for MA, CT, NH,
ME, VT, RI, and the greater
Albany area in NY.
“With over 45 years of
industrial sales experience
in the New England territory,
Rick and Morgan will be a
great liaison to our Northeast
customer base and a valuable
asset to our team,” said
Dennis Clark, Key Account
Sales Manager at Beacon.
“This dynamic team shares our
customer-driven principles and
personal approach on servicing
our customers, and we look
forward to supporting and
strengthening these valuable
partnerships together.”
Rick Rudolph Associates
is a Manufacturer’s Sales
Representative
Agency
representing
the
finest
fasteners, hardware, tools,
electronic components and
related products and services
to fastener and industrial
distributors.
Rick Rudolph Associates is
based in Melrose, MA 02176.
Office: 617-240-5326, Fax:
978-769-5214, Email: rick@
rickrudolphassociates.com and
morgan@rickrudolphassociates.
com.
Buy From Beacon. The Partner
to World Class VMI Distributors.
For more information
contact Beacon Fasteners and
Components by Tel: 1-800-6692658, Fax: 847-541-1789,
Email them at: customerservice@
beaconfasteners.com or online at
www.beaconfasteners.com.
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BAY SUPPLY

A DIVISION OF BAY FASTENING SYSTEMS

30 Banfi Plaza North, Farmingdale, NY 11735
TEL 516-294-4100 FAX 516-294-3448 EMAIL info@baysupply.com

WEB www.baysupply.com

ACCESSING TOP GLOBAL BRANDS LIKE
HUCK, MARSON, RECOIL AND KEYSERT
At BaySupply.com you’ll find all the fastening products
you need from the best brands in the world, plus a great
online ordering experience.
Bay Supply has one of the largest warehouse
inventories in the industry, giving distributors access to
tools and parts from Arconic’s top brands—including
Huck, Marson, Recoil, and Keysert. Here are some of
the hottest selling Arconic items:
¤ Huck Cordless Installation Tools: The Huck
family of installation tools is ever expanding, including the
Lockbolt & Riveter Tool Kit, with an 18-volt lithium battery
that powers an ion brushless motor. The BV2200-118K2
smaller capacity model is equipped to handle installation
of 1/4 inch diameter aluminum Bobtail and Bobtail 2
lockbolts
¤ Huck-Marson “Big Daddy” Manual Lockbolt
Tool: This manual tool is a versatile, handheld riveter
that’s ideal for setting large-diameter blind rivets and
lockbolts.
¤ Huck Bobtail Lockbolts: Available in a wide
range of sizes and grades, these offer quick and easy
installation, and up to 10 times the fatigue strength of
conventional nuts and bolts.
¤ Huck 360 Fasteners: This high-strength bolting
system offers free-spinning installation, absorbs high
spike loads, and is engineered to be virtually maintenancefree and resistant to vibration.
¤ Huck LockForce 2025 Tool: This pneudraulic
installation tool is ergonomically designed for use with
blind rivets and small two-piece fasteners. Known for
durability and quality across all industrial categories for
manufacturing, field repairs, and construction.
¤ Recoil Tang-Free Inserts: These advanced
inserts offer all of the strength and easy installation

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

characteristics of standard Recoil wire thread inserts—
except with no tang to break off post-installation.
¤ New Huck Rivet Shaver for Magnatite and
Baytite (Bulbtite®) Rivets: This shaver creates a solid
rivet appearance from one side without having to use
traditional bucking rivets and accessing both sides of the
truck body.
¤ New Recoil Installation Tools: New generation
of trusted Recoil insert installation tools include REC-10K
Pneumatic, REC-20 Cordless, and REC-12 Electric for both
tanged and tang-free Recoil Inserts.
BaySupply.com is designed specifically for distributors.
The portal’s dashboard gives users access to everything
they need to know, including product availability, attributes,
specifications and more.
Here is what you can expect when you work with
BaySupply.com:
¤ A registered account that allows you or a team member
to manage fastener and tooling procurement accounts.
¤ Free ground shipping for domestic orders over $99.
¤ Complete online checkout for international orders in
over 200 countries.
¤ Access to OEMs, distributors and vendor-managed
inventory providers that have international offices—
allowing you to establish accounts at any of their worldwide
locations for fastener, tooling, parts and repair services.
In addition, Bay Supply is a Factory Authorized
Repair Center for virtually all manufacturers of the
tools sold. The Bay Supply team has built an extensive
library of support materials for all items, which include
engineering specifications, data sheets, tool manuals,
and instructional videos.
Your customers demand the best fasteners in
the world. Bay Supply is your source.

BAY SUPPLY
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NORTH COAST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
TEL

440-975-9503

FAX

7737 Ellington Place, Mentor, OH 44060
440-350-1676 EMAIL lgraham@ncfaonline.com

WEB

www.ncfaonline.com

SAVE THE DATE!! NCFA DISTRIBUTOR SOCIAL MAY 9, 2019 by Marty Nolan, Vice-President
The NCFA Distributor Social has been going
strong for 11 years!!

This year, we are thrilled to announce not only will
Wodin, Inc., a local hot forging plant, be opening their

We never could have imagined our original idea to

doors for a plant tour, but Brighton Best Intl. will be

recreate a networking event similar to what was once

hosting a cookout/open house to those NCFA Distributor

held at the Hyatt Hotel after the old Columbus Fastener

Social attendees interested.

Show, was exactly what our industry was missing and

This year’s event will be held at the Crowne Plaza

wanting. We recognized from the start, it was important

Cleveland South - Independence, OH, May 9, 2019. We

to keep it simple, so the focus for attendees
could be on the social and networking
aspect. There are no booths to drag in

hope that you will be able to join us.
More details can be found at www.
ncfaonline.com
Another important note to add

and set-up and you are not stuck

- this event is OPEN TO NON-

“working” behind a table top all

MEMBERS.

evening.
The Distributor Social

We feel so strongly

is exactly what it is.....a

about the networking benefits

networking event with many

you can get out of this event,

top distributors and suppliers

we did not want to limit to

in our industry all gathered

our membership alone (there
is an increase in cost for non-

in one room. You are free to

members). Although we hope if you

roam the entire evening talking
to customers, potential customers,
vendors and industry friends. The NCFA knows

are not a member of the NCFA, once
you attend this event or one of our many

very well that this event would not be possible without the

networking events, you will see why so many others have

sponsorship and support from our supplier companies.

joined and have been with us for so many years.

This allows DISTRIBUTORS TO ATTEND FOR FREE

If you are interested in joining the NCFA, please

(up to 5 per company). We thank you suppliers for your

contact the NCFA Office or visit our website and click on

continued support year after year to make this event a

the “Join NCFA” Tab.

continued success!

For more information regarding the NCFA, please

We typically try to arrange something earlier in the

contact the NCFA Office at 440-975-9503, or send an

day prior to the evening social, as an added bonus for

email to lgraham@ncfaonline.com. Visit the NCFA online

those attending the NCFA Distributor Social.

at www.ncfaonline.com.

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

NORTH COAST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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BENGT BLENDULF THE GOOD AND BAD USE (ABUSE) OF METRIC STANDARDS from page 98

The kilometer is pronounced with the accent on “i”
and not on the “o” as most uneducated reporters say it.
If you say kilo and then meter and just put them together
like you just said it, it will be correctly pronounced.

Area
Again, the meter being the base unit, we can use
mm², m², km² or whatever would suit conversion of in²,
ft², acre and so on.

Temperature
The kelvin unit, K, is the SI base unit, but should only
be used in scientific contexts. Degree Celsius (°C) is the
SI additional unit replacing degree Fahrenheit (°F). The
Celsius scale is simply based on water either freezing
at 0°C or boiling at 100°C. The Fahrenheit scale is pure
nonsense in my opinion. Don’t use centigrade instead of
Celsius, this was an old term used by pharmacists a long
time ago.
A couple of easy reference points: -40 is the same
in °C and °F (much too cold either way), +10°C equals
50°F, +16°C = 61°F and “room temperature” +20°C is
68°F.

Force
N or newton (low case always) replaced all old
“metric” terms like kilogram force and kilopond. It is a
relatively small unit, 1 pound force (lbf) is approximately
4.5N (4.4482 exactly). For practical purposes we normally
use a prefix like k for kN (thousand newtons) or M for MN
(million newtons), etc.

Mass (Weight)
One kg (kilogram) equals 2.2046 lb (pound). Don’t use
kilo to indicate kilogram, kilo is a prefix simply meaning
1000. The Europeans, who should know better by now,
are very sloppy with this, let’s try to be better (shall we?).
Why we use lb (libra from Latin) for pound and oz
(onza also from Latin) I simply don’t know. Do you?

Volume
Use liter (L) for liquids (gasoline, wine, soda pop,
etc.). Otherwise, in technical matters use mm³, m³ and
similarly cubed metric units. 1 L = 1 dm³. 1 US gallon is
approximately 3.8 L (3.7854 exactly).

Pressure/Stress
The derived SI unit pascal (Pa) is used worldwide for

barometric, hydraulic and other types of pressures.
For mechanical properties, like strength of materials,
N/mm² was used by ISO and most industrial countries.
For reasons unknown to me, ISO and ASTM have
adapted the pascal unit as MPa instead of N/mm² for
mechanical properties. The rational for using N/mm²
is that the stress is defined as a force (in this case N)
applied to a cross sectional area (in this case mm²).
Since everyone in the world knows (??) that MPa =
N/mm², this should not be a problem, but why can’t we
have the same expressions for all technical standards
to avoid trouble? The United States, is after all a major
member of ISO, The International Organization for
Standardization.

Torque/Moment of Force
For tightening of most sizes of fasteners we use
newton meter (Nm) or other suitable combinations of N
and length of moment arm.

A Final Note
In this modern and high tech age, why would a pilot
of a commercial airliner tell the passengers the speed of
the airplane in knots?!? The knot (kn) is a term (not SI, of
course) coming from the old sailing ship era where knots
were tied on a line every 47 feet 3 inches apart. The line
was attached to a chip log (weighted on one end to make
the thing stand up – sort of) which was cast over the
stern of a moving vessel/ship. A 30-second sand-glass
(later 28 second) was then used to time how many such
knots passed by to indicate speed. One knot, by the way,
is based on 1.85166 m (one nautical mile) per hour.
With the use of modern, precise information from
GPS and Doppler radar, this knot business is pure
nonsense. There is, unfortunately, a 1969 United States
Federal Aviation Regulation for airworthiness standards
mandating use of nautical miles (1852m) and knots.
To be meaningful it also has to be combined with the
Mercator projection world map to make any sense for
navigation. So, if a pilot reads this, please spare your
passengers this unnecessary information and tell them
your speed (in air and over ground) in km/h. Keep the
knot inside the flight deck (used to be called cock-pit).
To my dear Link readers: I don’t mind if you make a
copy of this article and send it to your Congress- and/or
Senate representative. They passed the metric law and
should get moving on implementing it, it is more than 30
years overdue. We pay these people for this!
BENGT BLENDULF
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JOE DYSART NEW PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS FOR FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS: COURTESY AI

¤ Index Your Photo Library With AI: Imagga
(www.imagga.com) is able to analyze the entire photo
library of a fastener distributor, studying one picture at
a time at blazingly fast speed

from page 100

using email. Those worth a try include Julie Desk (www.
juliedesk.com), Kono (www.kono.ai), Clara (www.claralabs.
com) and Hire Amy (www.x.ai).
¤ Pick an AI Personal

and then tagging each image so

Assistant to Your Liking: Unlike

you’ll be able to quickly call up any

task-specific AI apps, AI personal

image with a text search.

assistants attempt to handle a

¤ Find Images for Your

number of everyday tasks for you

Color Theme: Everypixel (www.

simultaneously.

everypixel.com) bests the other

AI productivity category, so you’ll

stock images libraries on the

have plenty to check out. Zoom.

Web by offering you the ability to

AI (https://zoom.ai/), for example,

find an image based on the color
scheme you’re using for your ad or

SCORES OF SOFTWARE COMPANIES – INCLUDING
MICROSOFT -- ARE POWERING THEIR LATEST
PRODUCTIVITY APPS WITH AI.

presentation.

It’s a popular

is designed to help organize your
schedule, prepare meeting notes,
handle travel logistics, search

¤ Have an AI Assistant Schedule Your Meetings:

for files, order a car and more. Braina (https://www.

There are a number of AI assistants dedicated to using

brainasoft.com/) is designed to perform similar functions,

email to auto-schedule meetings for fastener distributors

as is Vesper (https://www.vesper.ai/#home).
JOE DYSART

GUY AVELLON WHAT FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS NEED TO KNOW ABOUT WHEEL STUDS AND LUG NUTS - PART 2 from page 108

These stresses will lead to a stress crack that

these come in different sizes, shapes and lengths.

propagates through the steel until the next load cannot

When rotors are replaced, those with wheel studs do not

be absorbed and ultimate failure occurs. This is similar

come with wheel nuts due to the variety of wheels and

to the repeated bending of a coat hanger wire.

nuts. Consequently, the wheel nuts are reused again

Left side of the vehicle: this side will commonly

and again. Wheel nuts are made of low carbon steels to

experience wheel nuts that simply back off. When clamp

10B21 and heat treated accordingly. Lower carbon steel

load has been lost, the joint begins to move and the

nuts are longer. The increased threads will carry the load

wheel nuts will begin to rotate in the counter clock-wise

of the wheel stud.

moment. The vehicle’s wheel rotates counter clock-wise

Truck nuts are also made of different materials. For

on the left side, which is the direction required to rotate

dual wheels there are the inner caps and outer caps.

the wheel nut off the threads of the wheel stud.

One nut is threaded onto the inner wheel while the outer

Traction control: as well as ABS (Automatic

wheel is threaded onto the outer threads of the inner cap

Braking Systems), 4X4 or AWD will sense a spinning

nut. There are definite torque procedures required for the

wheel and suddenly stop it within ¼ rotation to equalize

larger truck wheels and dual assemblies.

the traction. These sudden shocks or jolts will help

The distributor’s responsibility is to provide

loosen a wheel or exacerbate a metal fatigue crack

products that meet industry specifications. It is the

propagation to failure.

user’s responsibility to be sure to employ the correct

Wheel nuts: as stated in the previous article,

components and use proper assembly techniques.
GUY AVELLON
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LAURENCE CLAUS FATIGUE IN FASTENERS from page 104

Under high magnification this pattern is even more

¤

Change the Bolt-Joint Spring Rate

distinctive, as one sees “Fatigue Striations” (Figure 2)

¤

Reduce Tensile Stress Concentration

which represent the crack propagation as the result of

¤

Take special material and/or process steps

one cycle.

Change the Bolt-Joint Spring Rate:
AT the heart of this strategy is the understanding
that properly tensioned joints rarely fail. This means
that one of the best defenses against a fastener fatigue
failure is to assure that the amount the bolt is stretched
(bolt preload) is greater than the loads the bolt will
experience in service. Thus a properly tensioned joint
is perhaps the best defense against fatigue and other
failure mechanisms. To this end, a couple of things that
address this are:
¤

Increase joint hardness- the harder (or stiffer)
the joint, the less relaxation that occurs in the
joint and the better the tension is maintained
in the joint.

¤

Reduce bolt shank diameter- by necking the
shank of a bolt down, that section behaves
more like the threaded section of the bolt
resulting in more uniform stretch across the

FIGURE 2

entire bolt.
¤

Increase bolt length- increasing bolt length
increases the stretch that can be achieved

Fast Fracture

¤

The crack will progress to a point where there is

Replace large diameter bolts with more
smaller bolts

only a small amount of undamaged material “holding
on.” Eventually this limited material is no longer able to

Reduce Tensile Stress Concentration

withstand the magnitude of the load that is being exerted

Cracks form in tension, at areas of high stress

on it and this remaining material fails by overload. This

concentration, and normally at the part surface.

is known as the “Fast Fracture” phase and may occur

Therefore, a variety of actions can be and are normally

as either a brittle or ductile overload surface. In either

taken to combat these triggers for crack initiation.

case, the material fails very quickly and catastrophically.

¤

Roll threads after heat treatment- the act of

Fatigue failures are especially insidious because

rolling threads places the newly formed threads in a

they generally occur without much warning. Therefore,

compressive stress mode. Cracks initiate in tension,

designers of fasteners to be used in fatigue risky

so that it becomes more difficult for the thread, which

applications need to make special considerations in joint

is essentially a V-notch (one of the worst geometric

and part design.

configurations for parts exposed to dynamic loading) to

Three strategies that can be employed are:

initiate a crack in the tip.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 170
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J.W. Winco, Inc., A Ganter Company, a
leading supplier of standard industrial machine
components, has recently introduced WN-913.3
Inch Size Steel Set Screws, with Brass or Nylon
Tip.

These set screws, with a black oxide finish, are
used primarily in applications where you want to
avoid the marring of a shaft or damaging a soft
piece of material, but still need to secure it in place
with the brass or nylon tipped set screw. They can
be used with a variety of different parts, including
levers, hand knobs, star knobs, and knurled nuts.
“Those that operate in the area of machine
building, including medical, packaging, and
pharmaceutical, and material machining would find
these set screws work very well for applications
within these industries,” said John Winkler, CEO,
Office of the President at JW Winco.
JW Winco is a manufacturer/distributor of inch
and metric standard parts. JW Winco offers an
extensive selection of plastic, steel and stainless
steel adjustable levers, cabinet U-handles, hinges
and locking mechanisms, revolving and retractable
handles, hand wheels, hand cranks, tube
connection and conveyor components, construction
tubing, shock absorption mounts, leveling mounts,
hand knobs, spring, ball and indexing plungers,
jig, fixture and fastening components, retaining
magnet assemblies, toggle clamps, casters and
wheels, universal joints, oil sight glasses, and
metric tools for the industrial and commercial
equipment industries.
JW Winco, which is ISO 9001:2015 certified,
is located in New Berlin, Wisconsin, with a brand
office in Mexico and a sales location in Canada.
For more information, contact J.W. Winco at
1-800-877-8351, by fax at 1-800-472-0670 or via
e-mail at sales@jwwinco.com or visit them online at
www.jwwinco.com.
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ROBERT FOOTLIK SEVEN PROBLEMS - MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS from page 120

If this tour identifies internal damage the first place
to implement improvements may be in the hiring process.
The lone company in an industrial park that does not drug
test is inevitably the right employer for occasional and
habitual drug users. Coupling this omission with allowing
employment applications to be completed off site, and
without supervision guarantees that your labor force is
at the low end of the spectrum. Sure they accept low
wages, but do you accept the high product damage and
are you willing to absorb the lawsuits that result from
incapacitated warehouse staff and truck drivers?
And if hiring is not the problem are they being trained
and directed in ways that protect the product, facilities
and each other? Formal training programs don’t have to
be elaborate, but they do have to be implemented and
then reinforced on a regular basis.
Guiding Principle: Internal damage is clearly a
management issue, not a product damage issue.

[6] Orders That Leave The Building In Perfect
Condition Are Arriving Damaged
Once the goods go out the door truckers, UPS,
FedEx and other carriers have a vested interest in
avoiding claims. Their internal expertise can help identify
packaging, labeling and other problems.
Is the damage coming from when the orders are
literally thrown into a truck? That should be easy to identify.
And it is even easier to fix with training, management
enforcement and perhaps better handling equipment. In
one operation the truck loaders were “kicking field goals”
to fill a sea-land container. Weeks later the customers
were blaming the damage on rough seas.
It is even easier to identify damage when orders
are being delivered on your own vehicles, if you take the
time to ride with the drivers and meet their customers. In
theory less packaging should be required under controlled
conditions but without stretch wrapping, palletizing and
other means to secure the loads cartons will be damaged
and crushed. If you think this might be the case look for
correlations between damage complaints and “pothole
season.” Domino’s Pizza built an advertising campaign
based on this phenomena.
Don’t neglect the interface between the delivery
vehicles and the customer. Goods delivered to a
construction site without a dock are going to get dropped
off the tailgate. Adding lift gates to your trucks isn’t cheap,

but may have a high RoI when you factor in back injuries
and damaged goods.
Guiding Principle: Product damage can
happen anywhere spontaneously. Don’t accept the
explanation without investigating everywhere in the
supply chain.

[7] High Rate Of Labor Turnover
The best place to start solving this is to go back to
Problem 5 above and reread the paragraph on hiring.
Why are you hiring and who are you attracting for the
warehouse?
We have all heard the stories of the young person
who started out at the bottom of the skills ladder and is
now the CEO, President, COO or owner of the company.
How did they achieve this (other than thru birth, marriage
or adoption)? Usually the answer is that the lower skill
levels provide insights and learning opportunities. Sales
staffs, who have handled the products physically usually
have a better understanding of the goods sold…from
the customer’s perspective. Under this paradigm you
are not hiring a “schlepper,” go-fer,” or “monkey” for
the warehouse you are hiring a sales and management
trainee. While they are doing picking, stocking, packing,
etc. they will also be learning about the operations in your
context.
Does this also change your thoughts on training,
incentives, morale and management? It should. Today’s
Millennials are the future of the company and while this
may sound scary it’s the same thing that has been true
for millennia. Each generation has different needs and
desires, therefore achieving success and longevity in the
market rests on a foundation of mutual appreciation and
trust.
Facilities that are dingy, equipment that is well
past it’s prime, primitive working conditions and a lousy
neighborhood may unfortunately be the background,
but management that sincerely says, “Thank you!” and
provides a business plan that moves beyond these
limitations with opportunities for advancement rarely
experiences high labor turnover, no matter what the labor
market is doing.
Guiding Principle: Warehouse labor turnover is
good when it is directed upwards, not outwards.
Ultimate Principle: There are no real warehouse
problems, only opportunities in the making.
ROBERT FOOTLIK
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The Bossard Group
consolidates its market
position in high-quality
engineered products by
taking over the German
company BRUMA Schraub
und Drehtechnik GmbH in
Velbert. The vendor of highquality fastening solutions
is a recognized supplier in
demanding industrial sectors.
The
German
company
generates an annual turnover
of 11 million euros and
employs 19 people. Bossard
has continuously expanded
its presence in the area of
engineered and high-quality
branded products in recent
years
through
various
acquisitions.
The Bossard Group
has increasingly shifted
its focus towards highquality branded products
and engineering fastening
solutions and solidified its
investment portfolio through
appropriate acquisitions.
The acquisition of BRUMA
Schraub und Drehtechnik
GmbH in Velbert, Germany,
fully reflects this strategic
approach. At the same time,
this investment will enable
Bossard to consolidate its
presence on the German
market. Both parties have
agreed not to disclose the
purchase price.
For more information
contact Bossard North America
at 6521 Production Drive,
Cedar Falls, IA 50613. Tel: 319277-5520, Email: investor@
bossard.com or visit them
online at www.bossard.com.
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We are pleased to announce that 3Q, Inc. is now ISO 9001:2015
Certified. This achievement is an important milestone as part of our
continuous improvement of the quality management system.
3Q, Inc. is dedicated to continuous improvement and the
responsibilities to our customers, co-workers and Community. 3Q, Inc.
pledges to conduct business with INTEGRITY, RESPECT and QUALITY.
We are proud and grateful to all of our employees for their efforts in
making this goal happen. We would also like to extend our appreciation
to our customers and suppliers for their continued commitment and
loyalty. 3Q, Inc. will always strive to exceed their high expectations.
For more information contact 3Q Inc at by Tel: 630-405-8492, Fax: 630839-0990, Email sales@ 3Q-Inc.com or visit them online at www.3Q-Inc.com.
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SOUTHEASTERN FASTENER ASSOCIATION
TEL

847-370-9022

FAX

PO Box 448, Elba, AL 36323
847-516-6728 EMAIL sefa@thesefa.com

WEB

www.thesefa.com

JOIN SEFA AT THE 2019 SPRING CONFERENCE IN
FLORIDA FROM APRIL 29th - MAY 1st by Nancy Rich

Plans are well underway for the 2019 Spring

issues, Supplier Showcasing, Golf and more!! This event

Conference at Sandestin Golf and Beach Resort located in

will be a great opportunity for SEFA and other industry

Miramar Beach, Florida. The resort has more than seven

personnel to join us for a change of pace meeting. We

miles (11 km) of beaches and bay front, four golf courses,

provide information and fun!! Mark your calendars now

15 tennis courts, 19 swimming pools, a 113-slip marina,

and if you’d like to get your rooms booked early, just go to:

a fitness center and spa, as well as pedestrian village

GeorganMason@Sandestin.com to book your rooms now.

made up of shops, casual and fine dining restaurants,

Golf will be at the Links course providing the most

and nightlife venues.

spectacular views on the Emerald Coast. The course was

This location allows attendees to enjoy the annual

designed against the backdrop of the Baytowne Marina

conference while spending time at a great location with

and Choctawhatchee Bay. The course has been named

many amenities. Attendees may opt to extend their stay

one of the “Top Five Courses in Northwest Florida” and

at such a lovely location.

has been awarded four stars by Golf Digest. This fun

The conference will feature a great networking
opening reception, sessions on important current industry

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

shotgun outing allows golfers of all levels to enjoy a day
on the course.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 172
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NELSON VALDERRAMA HOW SMART DISTRIBUTORS CAN SURVIVE AND THRIVE AS TARIFFS KEEP INCREASING from page 122

Like many businesses, you may have periodic

¤

Project and Prepare for Everything -

inventory checks being done to make sure you are

Create detailed projections of what your

stocking properly, but in the two months (or more likely,

business model and operations would look like

six months) between those checks, you could be missing

given hypothetical changes of 10, 15, 25+% to

trends in your business that suggest there are big

know what you will need before you need it.

savings being missed.

¤

Again, this is where a data analytics platform can

Start Negotiations Early - The sooner you can
start conversations with your partners, the more

help you track and evaluate your inventory constantly

likely you will be to find some common ground

in real time, and be presented with alerts when trends

that can save you money while maintaining

emerge or inefficiencies appear.

standing relationships.

Likewise, customer categorization can be your very

¤

Get Automated - Things like supplier

best friend when looking for those little edges where you

sourcing and product pricing can actually be

can start to see real efficiencies emerge.

largely automated and save you tons of time

One of the most common mistakes I see distributors

and money. Don’t underestimate the value of

making is misallocation of time and resources simply

automation just because it is new or foreign!

because they fail to properly categorize their accounts
based on their true business impact.
By digging into the data, you’ll be able to set prices
appropriately for VIP accounts, steady growth accounts,
core business accounts, and accounts that are a net
drain on your business.
Getting ahead of the future means optimizing each
little micro-facet of your business now, and your data is
the key to doing it easily at scale.

Rethink Your Supply Chain Now

Think Forward, Act Now
In the end, everything you do to prepare for rising

Perhaps an even bigger weapon data presents for

tariffs is a boon to your business, so be as proactive

tariff-minded distributors is the opportunity to re-adjust

as you can. Take a hands on approach with regulators by

supply chain operations to minimize price increases of in

filing exclusions or communicating directly with customs

some cases avoid them at all.

officials, work with consultants to project your business
model against multiple scenarios, and most of all just

Here are some quick tactics you can take:
¤

¤

Evaluate Your Inventory - Know what you

really take a look at what you can do better TODAY.
The only thing we know about this global trade war

have, what you need and what you can spare.

is that we won’t know much until we’re living it, so the

Consider things like overstocking today at 10%

winners will be those who focus on fixing what the CAN

to avoid paying 25% later

control. Don’t let the murmurs distract you from setting

Diversify Your Suppliers - Start conversations

yourself up for success!

with suppliers in unaffected nations, or find a

Bottom line: Fix your prices, find efficiencies, put your

second supplier to use as leverage for price

failsafes in place, and face down tariffs knowing you’ve

decreases with your main supplier.

put your business in the very best position to win.
NELSON VALDERRAMA

MWFA/PAC-WEST/NFDA JOINT CONFERENCE
OMNI HOTEL, SAN DIEGO, CA - MARCH 13-16, 2019
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LARRY BOROWSKI RING GAGES PART 2: ADJUSTABLE THREAD RING SETTING - HOW IT’S DONE from page 60

If you are dealing with any type of accredited calibration,
you have to know the “as found” condition of the ring. For
this purpose is why we try it on the setting plug before
doing anything else. None of the standards go into detail
regarding the ring gage setting process, nor do they cover
all the same steps. They all agree on the following basic
concepts though:
[a] Set the ring to the full form section of the
Setting Plug.
[b] Evaluate the fit on the Truncated section of the
Setting Plug.
[c] This may take several attempts by loosening
and tightening the adjusting and locking screws.
Well, if you took the gamble on your ring gage being
properly set so no adjustment was necessary and lost,
you’ll have to roll up your sleeves and dig in. If you
won, then you are done. The following steps should be
considered when attempting to properly set a ring gage.
We’ll take it from the top, since you probably can’t even
see the adjusting hardware due to the tamperproof wax
sealant applied to the hardware access points.

Tamperproof Wax
Sealant
Getting Started:
[1] Remove the wax from
both the locking screw and
adjusting screw. There are all
different kinds of wax, some
being more difficult to remove
than others. A little heat works
well to melt some types, but can be messy. Do your best
to dig the wax from the hardware drive mechanisms.
[2] Evaluate the condition of the hardware and
replace it if needed. It is quicker to replace a questionable
locking screw than to try and get it out once you’ve
completely stripped the screw driver slot.
[3] Measure your minor diameter using .0001”
increment pin gages or a 3 point of contact bore gage
(straight type contacts). This information can be useful
when trying to figure out what the PD was before you
started adjusting it.
[4] Since we already determined that our ring needed
adjustment, you should at least start threading your ring
onto your set plug to determine if it has to be loosened up

or tightened down.
Making the Adjustment (with the ring engaged on the set
plug if possible):
[5] Loosen the locking screw (counterclockwise).
[6] Turn the adjusting screw in or out depending on
whether the ring was loose or tight on your setting plug.
Turning it in (clockwise) will open up the ring making
it looser on the setting plug. Backing it out (counter
clockwise) will close up the ring making it tighter on the
setting plug.

LOCKING SCREW

ADJUSTING SCREW

Get the ring gage to the Full form section of the setting plug.
[7] If your ring was tight, follow the instructions in
step 6 & 7 in order to open up the ring gage so that
you can screw it all the way back to engage the full form
section of the setting plug.
[8] If your ring was loose, simply rotate the ring gage
all the way back to engage the full form section of the
setting plug.
[9] Once you are on the full form section, work
back and forth adjusting the hardware and tightening the
locking screw so that you achieve a drag or friction when
rotating the ring gage on the setting plug. Note: there is
no definition of “drag”, nor are there torque specifications,
or “two finger” rules, so it is very subjective. The point
is to have a friction fit, whether it is a lot of friction or
a little friction is inconsequential. You are wrapping the
ring gage around a mating thread of known size, so as
long as you have friction there, you know you are touching
the surfaces together, and can consider the ring set to
whatever size your setting plug measures on that area of
thread.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 173
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SC Fastening Systems, LLC, a distributor
of hardware and industrial supplies, is proud to
announce that they are celebrating their 20th year
in business. The company’s successful growth is
attributed to their prevailing commitment to provide
both a wide range of quality products and outstanding
service in the industry.
SC Fastening Systems will showcase new and top
products in their monthly sales promotions. They will
commemorate this 20th Anniversary milestone by
exhibiting at the FABTECH Show, November 11-14,
in Chicago.
Since 1999, SC Fastening Systems has
experienced amazing growth. They provide an everexpanding product line and service offerings, including
customized and special products, and value-added
kitting and assembly services. Expansion plans
are underway that will add more space to their
facility. The company’s website has also improved its
product selection and ordering processes.
The commitment to supply not only quality products
but excellent service has made SC Fastening Systems
the “Outsource Solution” and a preferred distributor
for many OEMs. Co-owners Scott Filips and Chuck
Domonkos explained, “The success of our company
is based on outstanding customer service, which
includes superior and diverse product offerings and
fast delivery.”
SC Fastening Systems’ facility in Macedonia, Ohio
houses its office, warehouse, and show room. The
products they supply include fasteners, abrasives,
concrete anchors, cutting tools, safety supplies,
janitorial, electrical, welding, and related products.
For more information contact SC Fastening
Systems at 8531 South Freeway Drive, Macedonia, OH
44056. Tel: 1-800-232–2659, Fax: 330-468-3302,
Email: info@scfastening.com or visit them online at
www.scfastening.com.
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The Auto Bolt Company welcomes Libby
Beattie to their inside sales team. Libby comes
to us with over 25 years of experience in the
customer service/quoting arena. She worked most
recently in the metal finishing industry, where she
was employed the last 8 years.
We also welcome Pete Drury to our Engineering
team. Pete earned a mechanical engineering
degree and has spent 23 years working in the
fastener industry and he holds the position of
Senior Tool Engineer.
Auto Bolt is located in Cleveland, Ohio and is a
privately-owned manufacturer of quality fasteners
since 1948. We specialize in offering both low
and high-volume performance and commercial
fasteners. Our fasteners are used in various
industrial, distribution, and original equipment
markets with applications to include: Truck &
Trailer, Military, Construction, Agricultural, Heavy
Duty Equipment, and Automotive components.
For more information contact The Auto Bolt
Company by Tel: 1-800-988-BOLT or visit them
online at www.autobolt.net.
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SPIROL HOW TO CALCULATE THE ESTIMATED FATIGUE LIFE OF A DISC SPRING from page 146

FIGURE 4: EXCERPT FROM SPECIFICATION CHART IN SPIROL’S DISC SPRING CATALOG

Example 2

FATIGUE LIFE CHART: GROUP 2 1.25mm ≤ t ≤ 6.0mm

Series B Group 2, DSC 50 x 25.4 x 2 Disc Spring with a
preload of 25% of its initial height with a final position at
50% of its initial height.
The maximum differential in stress occurs again at
location III. Referencing the fatigue life chart in Figure 5
and plotting 430 N/mm² on the X-axis and 810 N/mm²
on the Y-axis, the intersection of the lines is slightly
below the 2 million cycle line; therefore the estimated

MAXIMUM DIFFERENTIAL STRESS, N/mm²

Estimate the fatigue life of the same DIN EN 16983

fatigue life is over 2 million cycles.
These examples highlight how a reduction in
MINIMUM TENSILE STRESS, N/mm²

deflection results in an increase in fatigue life.
Life charts are based on laboratory testing performed

FIGURE 5: ESTIMATED FATIGUE LIFE FOR DSC 50 X 25.4 X 2
DISC SPRING IN EXAMPLE 2

on single Discs at room temperature. Testing is done at
a frequency that does not result in heat buildup. Test
Discs are lubricated and tested on polished anvils;

Summary
Deflection range of the Disc Spring determines its

actual fatigue life is likely to be different than values

fatigue life. Increasing final load increases stress in the

estimated in the fatigue life charts. These charts are

Disc Spring resulting in lower fatigue life. Increasing preload

valid for single Discs and stacks of a maximum of

reduces deflection resulting in increased fatigue life. The

(10) Disc Springs in series. Discs Springs stacked in

guidelines provided in this paper are general in nature.

parallel will have reduced fatigue life due to heat buildup

Testing is necessary under actual conditions to verify

resulting from friction.

fatigue estimates.

SPIROL INTERNATIONAL CORP.
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Navy SEAL…Army Ranger…
Air Force Tactical Controller…
Ultra-marathoner. That can
only describe one man: David
Goggins. The Specialty Tools
and Fasteners Distributors
Association, (STAFDA) will
welcome him to its 43rd Annual Convention &
Trade Show, November 10-12, at the Music City
Convention Center in downtown Nashville. Goggins
will address STAFDA attendees during his keynote
presentation at the General Session on Monday,
November 11, which is also Veteran’s Day.
Soldiers are the toughest breed on the planet,
but this man is the toughest among them. He
fought for America for 21 years, has completed
over 60 ultra-marathons, triathlons, and ultratriathlons, setting new course records and regularly
placing in the top five. That’s why he’s dubbed the
toughest man in the world and Outside magazine
calls him the “Fittest (Real) Man in America.”
Sadly, poverty, prejudice, and physical abuse
colored his childhood, but through self-discipline,
mental toughness, and hard work, Goggins
transformed himself from a depressed, overweight
young man with no future into a U.S. Armed
Forces icon and one of the world’s top endurance
athletes. He has a huge Instagram following and is
one of the country’s most sought after speakers:
from addressing Fortune 500 companies, to
sports teams, and on November 11, STAFDA
members.
Goggins is all about shutting up the voice in
your head that says “I can’t do this.” He has some
of the most motivating and “hair-on-the-back-ofyour-neck” raising stories but his big message is
that the only person in control of your destiny is
YOU.
STAFDA’s 43rd Annual Convention & Trade
Show in Nashville is for members only! Registration
materials will be mailed to all members in late
June; online registration opens on Monday, June
24, at 8:00am (Central) from the members-only
section of www.stafda.org.
For more information contact STAFDA by Tel:
1-800-352-2981, Fax: 262-784-5059, Email: info@
stafda.org or visit them online at www.stafda.org.
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LAURENCE CLAUS FATIGUE IN FASTENERS from page 158

If threads are rolled and subsequently heat treated,

¤

Roll the underhead fillet radius- the theory

the advantageous compressive stress is lost. Therefore,

behind rolling the underhead fillet radius is identical

for cold rolling threads to have a positive benefit for

to that of rolling threads. However, in the same way

reducing fatigue risk, the process must be accomplished

as rolling the threads, the only way for this to be

after heat treatment. If the parts are relatively high

advantageous is to do so after heat treatment. Just

strength, this is very difficult on the roll dies used to

like rolling the threads, employing a fillet rolling process

create the threads and can diminish tool life by many

places a positive compressive stress in this area. (It is

times, making this an effective but sometimes costly

key to remember that once in service, likely the most

solution.

highly stressed area of the fastener is the head to shank

¤

Add a radiused root thread (MJ or UNJ) - In the

inch thread series the standard “UN” thread has minimal

junction.)
¤

Control shot peening- this process is perhaps

relief in the root (meaning it does not become a sharp

the most effective of reducing fatigue risk in this group

v-notch). Within the series, however, one can choose a

of strategies. It is important to understand, however,

UNR or a UNJ thread. Figure 3 illustrates how both of

that this is a very specialized process and not just

these are versions of a more highly radiused root, with

simply blasting a part with some shot. The key word

the UNJ being the most. The advantage this brings is that

in this process is “controlled”. Unlike normal shot

it relieves the root to be less V-notch like and, thus, not

peening whose purpose is usually to blast or clean

only strengthens but reduces the stress concentration.

off a dirty or scaly surface, controlled shot peening is

Metric threads act similarly with an MJ variation providing

conducted in a highly controlled fashion resulting in a

a more highly radiused root than the standard Metric

uniform and consistent compressive stress layer over

thread.

the entire part. Once again, cracks initiate in tension,
so that any areas or surfaces
that are in compression must
first be overcome before they
can flip into tension and
initiate a crack. Controlled
shot peening utilizes controls
where the size and geometry
of the shot, intensity of the
impinging shot, and the
length of time the process
is conducted are closely
defined

and

precisely

controlled. The combination

FIGURE 3

of these controls results in
¤

Increase the fillet radius- for that matter

increasing any transition radius on the part is helpful.
The fillet is often the site of highest stress concentration

an effective compressive stress layer over the entire
area which this process is applied to.
¤

Eliminate surface finishes that are in tension-

in a bolted joint. Therefore, the less sharp this juncture is

some surface finishes such as Electroless Nickel, by

the less the localized stress concentration. Additionally,

nature, are in tension. These should be avoided for

increased radii increase part strength.

fatigue applications when and where possible.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 171
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LAURENCE CLAUS FATIGUE IN FASTENERS from page 170

Special Material and Process Steps
¤

Use fine grain alloy steels- these materials do

better in fatigue than coarse grain, plain carbon steels

Returning to the story that leads this article off. The
root cause for the failure to pass the required durability
test was an under designed bracket. Addressing the root

Utilize NDT methods- NDT is an acronym for

cause, although surely the best solution was, in this

Nondestructive Testing and refers to Magnetic Particle

case, not practical due to the costs and timing. Therefore,

testing for ferrous materials and Dye Penetrant testing for

our challenge became how we could sufficiently fortify

non-ferrous materials. These processes are very effective

the Caliper Pin to increase its fatigue resistance and

in identifying surface flaws and defects such as cracks,

pass the test. To this end, we employed as many of the

laps, folds, etc… Imperfections that are identified during

above strategies as we could, improving the material,

these tests are referred to as “indications”. If a part has

increasing the radii on the part, rolling the threads after

apparent indications, it triggers a closer look at the part

heat treatment, converting to an MJ thread form, and

to see if these are potential and critical flaws.

adding a controlled shot peen. I’m not quite sure if one

¤

Use and meet Surface Discontinuity standards-

of those actions carried the day, but combined they did

Fastener Surface Discontinuity standards such as ASTM

the trick. Once these strategies were employed the parts

F788 for externally threaded fasteners and F812 for

well surpassed the requirements of the test. In the same

internally threaded fasteners help bring attention to

way, designers can and are regularly employing these

common manufacturing flaws. Being aware of and following

same strategies to improve the fatigue life of their critical

these documents can help produce a better quality part.

fastener components.

¤

LAURENCE CLAUS
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SEFA JOIN SEFA AT THE 2019 SPRING CONFERENCE IN FLORIDA FROM APRIL 29TH - MAY 1ST from page 162

Monday April 29th

About Our Keynote Speaker

1:00pm

Board Meeting

6:00pm - 8:00pm

Welcome Reception

Dan Horan is Senior
Associate at IRCG. Joining
in 2015, Dan brings his

8:00pm - 9:30pm

Arcade Play

expertise in sales, marketing,

(prize for top 3 scores)

branding

business

strategy to the IRCG team. In

Tuesday April 30th
10:15am

and

his career, Dan has worked
Golf Registration &

with a wide range of B2B

Golfers Lunch Opens

and B2C companies – from

Links Golf Club on

family owned to Fortune 500

Sandestin Property

– leading multidisciplinary teams as they develop and

11:00am

Shot Gun Start

implement holistic marketing and strategic plans.

6:00pm

Cocktail Hour/Supplier Showcase

7:00pm

Dinner, Awards, Silent Auction

Wednesday May 1st

Dan’s experience includes: developing consumer
segmentations and insights through quantitative and
qualitative research; building and executing creative
strategies based on new and existing consumer

8:15am

Member Breakfast Opens

segmentation; designing and implementing internal

8:30am

Membership Business Meeting

and external communication strategies; creating and

Scholarship Awards Announcement

evolving digital ecosystems; brand launch and positioning

Panel Discussion

strategy; group facilitation for immersion, strategy and

Trade/Regulations/Market Concerns

implementation.

9:00am

10:15am - 11:00am Supplier Showcase
11:00am - 12:30pm Keynote Speaker – Dan Horan

12:30pm

Dan also has first-hand experience of distribution
and supply chain dynamics, working as a regional sales

Industrial Distribution Future

representative in wholesale wine and spirits distribution

Trends: The Current State and

During his nearly 10 years as a sales representative, Dan

Transitioning to the 2020’s

consistently managed and grew multi-million dollar sales

Drawing for complimentary Certified

territories year over year.

Fastener Specialist Class conducted
by Fastener Training Institute.
Winner must be present-class may
not be transferred to another party.

New To SEFA
SEFA welcomes Intuilize Inc. of Grapevine, TX into
the association.

SOUTHEASTERN FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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LARRY BOROWSKI RING GAGES PART 2: ADJUSTABLE THREAD RING SETTING - HOW IT’S DONE from page 166

Evaluating the flank angles
on the Truncated section of
the Setting plug.
[10] Once you have a
good feel on the full form
section, unthread the ring
until it fully engages the
truncated section of the
setting plug.
[11] This is another
area where some standards
describe the evaluation process differently, but at the end
of the day, the concept is the same. Some standards say
to check for “shake”, some say consistent drag, some
have you tapping on the ring with a rubber mallet. The
bottom line is that you still want to have friction or drag
on the truncated section of the set plug. If you don’t have
friction, it means your surface to surface contact has been
lost, and you probably have worn out flank angles along
the pitch cylinder. A good indication on whether there
is friction or not is to give the ring a good spin with your
fingers. If the ring spins freely after letting go, chances
are you don’t have enough drag or friction.
Checking the other side of
the ring.
[12] We never defined
which side of the ring we
want to check, and that is
because both sides should
be checked. Just because
it is good on the “marked
side”, doesn’t mean it is
automatically good on the
un-marked side.

[13] Remove the ring entirely from the setting plug,
turn it around, and start it back up the set plug. You
should have the same friction feel all the way up and down
the setting plug. If you don’t, it probably means that you

only use the ring in one direction which is typically a bad
practice because you get un-even wear and less life out
of your rings.

Finishing Up
[14] If you completed the above process and had a
good friction fit on both sides of the ring, it is now time to
seal off that hardware to ensure the setting remains intact.
[15] Seal the hardware access points back up using
any manner of tamper proofing material. Hot glue works
well because it is a relatively clean process and is easily
removed for the next calibration. Standard sealing wax
works well too, but has a tendency to be difficult to dig
out. I would not recommend materials like solder, or other
melted metallic substances because of the difficulty in
accessing it again for future calibrations.
[16] Before putting the ring gage back into the cabinet
or sending it out for use, you should take another minor
diameter measurement. This measurement combined
with your initial minor measurement, and the final pitch
diameter setting will help you get a relatively good estimate
of the actual functional pitch diameter size before you
made the adjustment. You can use the following formula
to estimate that value:
Initial Pitch diameter = ((final minor diameter – initial minor
diameter) + Final Pitch diameter)
If your ring gage ended up being “bad” meaning that
at some point during the setting procedure, you lost flank
contact or your friction fit, then you should either replace it
or attempt to have it reworked. Some manufacturer’s can
refurbish worn ring gages, but many times it costs almost
as much as a new ring just because of the labor involved,
at which point it becomes more of a business decision.
If your ring gage ended up being “good”, then you’ve
sealed it all up and you are ready to put it into use, or
store it for the next time you need it. There is no shelf life
for the setting of a ring gage, which becomes a calibration
cycle discussion for another time.
Either way, hopefully you now have a better understanding
of the process used to set adjustable ring gages. You can
now decide to take on this endeavor yourself, or send it off
to someone that does this for a living. ie, an ISO 17025
accredited calibration laboratory.
LARRY BOROWSKI | GREENSLADE & COMPANY INC
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NATIONAL FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
TEL

562-799-5509

FAX

3020 Old Ranch Parkway #300, Seal Beach CA 90740
562-684-0695 EMAIL nfda@nfda-fasteners.org WEB www.nfda-fasteners.org

COME TO CINCINNATI IN JUNE FOR NFDA’S
2019 ANNUAL MEETING by Vickie Lester
We have a great educational program lined up for

in place to ensure traceability in our supply chain; many

the NFDA 2019 Annual Meeting, June 10-11, at the

of us have the technology to trace within our customer

historic Hilton Netherland Plaza Hotel in downtown

sites. But what more do we need to do to de-risk any

Cincinnati, Ohio.

potential of supply chain opaqueness that may lead to

Why Business Analytics?
Brian Friedle, vice president of operations for MITS,

costly corrections? How far do we go to be transparent
in our supply chain and how do we prepare for newfound
customer initiatives to support this new era?

will explore the fallacies of using intuition instead of

This program will be presented by Heather Stewart,

data, cover the components of a distributor-specific

a global executive with more than twenty years of

analytics solution, and share specific examples of

experience managing complex, omni-channel international

how distributors can capture more cash and boost

operations, including working with many companies

profitability by utilizing their data. Along the way, you’ll

to transform their supply chain into high performing

also gain a sense of the features you might want to look

teams. Currently, Heather is the vice president of supply

for when choosing a platform that will most benefit your

chain for Würth Industry North America, where she is

company.

responsible for managing global strategic sourcing,

Brian Friedle has spent 24 years in the distribution
industry, 13 of which were served as the president of
an electrical distributor. He has a deep understanding
of the world of distribution and its challenges and finds
great satisfaction in his current role helping businesses

quality management, operational implementation project
management, logistics and inventory optimization.

Update from ITR Economics: Bend in the
Road

become more successful and profitable. If he’s not in

The trends of 2018 are not carrying us through

the office, you will probably find Brian on a rock face or

2019. The economic trends are shifting at this moment

in the mountains somewhere. Climb on!

and plans for the rest of this year and for 2020 need to

Supply Chain Transparency

reflect the new reality of these trends. Understanding the
changes and managing to them is necessary to maintain

Over the past few years, the phrase “supply chain

profitability and/or drive profits higher. The economic

transparency” has gained popularity and momentum,

pressures are going to be working against achieving

mostly due to several high-profile cases that caused

higher profits in 2019-2020. Attend and learn what

harm to the public and/or exposed practices that

the leading indicators are telling us, where the global

disturbed consumers. As fastener distributors, we will

economy led by the US is heading, and how it will impact

not be unaffected by the increase in demand of supply

the decision makers of today. Plan with confidence and

chain transparency. Many of us have significant controls

make your move at the right time.

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE
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NFDA COME TO CINCINNATI IN JUNE FOR NFDA’S 2019 ANNUAL MEETING

One of the country’s most informed economists, Alan
Beaulieu has been delivering award-winning workshops
and economic analysis seminars in countries across the
world to thousands of business owners and executives for
the last 25 years.

Industrial Marketing 101
It’s time to start thinking more like marketers and
less like order-takers.
There is a generational shift in buying demographics
and behavior, and this content-rich program will guide you
on how to start thinking more like marketers and less like
order-takers. You’ll learn about:
¤ Omnichannel marketing for industrial distributors
¤ eComm-wheel methodology
¤ Inbound marketing and storytelling
¤ Traditional or outbound sales and marketing
¤ Working with manufacturers to turn marketing
into a profit center
This program will be presented by Matt Johnson,

from page 174

president and CEO of Spinstak Growth Agency, a fullservice B2B marketing firm specializing in the safety,
industrial, and manufacturing industries. Since 2003,
Spinstak has been recognized as a leader in industrial
marketing, bringing creative solutions to independent
distributors and suppliers of all shapes and sizes. Check
out Matt’s podcast, The Takeover

Looking Ahead to 2020
NFDA will again partner with the Pacific-West Fastener
Association for our 2020 Spring Conference and Tabletop
Show, March 4-7, at the Westin Hotel in downtown Long
Beach, California.
Executive Sales Planning Sessions (ESPS)® return
at the NFDA 2020 Annual Meeting, June 23-24, at
the Embassy Suites by Hilton Downtown, Minneapolis,
Minnesota.
For more information about NFDA and its activities,
visit www.nfda-fastener.org or contact Vickie Lester, CAE,
vlester@nfda-fastener.org, 562-799-5519.
NATIONAL FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
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MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
TOLL-FREE

1-800-753-8338

TEL

PO Box 5, Lake Zurich, IL 60047
847-438-8338 EMAIL mwfa@ameritech.com

WEB

www.mwfa.net

MWFA HOLIDAY PARTY: BIGGER
AND BETTER THAN EVER by Nancy Rich
The MWFA continues to hold great Holiday Parties!!
The 2018 party was bigger and better than ever while still
focusing on less privileged children. Toys for Tots was the
main focus of the event with more toys than fit in Santa’s
sled collected and nearly $2,000 in cash collected for
additional toy purchases by the U.S. Marines for their Toys
for Tots program. Food and drinks were great but the joy
of giving to Toys for Tots and association members getting
together were the highlights of the evening
The industry celebrated the holidays with something
for everyone. Music That Moves provided fun music
for listening and dancing pleasure as well as karaoke.
Attendees enjoyed the singing talent among the group.
Santa was there to visit and take photos, with guests, at
the Photo Booth. The social media kiosk was quite popular.
And new at this party was a casino giving attendees
the opportunity to play The Money Wheel, Craps, Roulette
and Black Jack. Tables were crowded all evening while
attendee enjoyed their free play money!! Once done
playing, those who had money left traded it in for tickets
to win their choice of several prizes. It was definitely an
evening of plenty of food, beverages, entertainment and
networking!
This year’s holiday party is scheduled for December
12th 2019.

Remember, it’s never too early to start shopping for
your toys for Toys for Tots to be collected at December’s
Holiday Party!
Thank you to Emerald Expo for donating a 3 night stay
at Mandalay Bay for the IFE show in September.
Also a big thank you to all our Holiday Party sponsors.

MWFA Welcomes New Members
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤

AF-LAC - Chicago, IL
Avante Imports, Inc. - Huntley, IL
Dale Fastener Supply - Houston, TX
Electronic Mechanical Plating Co. - Cicero, IL
Formed Fastener - Bridgeview, IL
G. L. Huyett - Minneapolis, KS

MWFA Upcoming Events
May 16
June 3-5
June 6
August 19-23
August 22
October 17
November 7
December 12

Education/Print Reading
Fastener Tech
Golf Outing
Fastener Training Week
MWFA Mixer
PPAPs and Corrective Action Seminar
Scholarship and Elections Meeting
Holiday Party

Thank You to our Holiday Sponsors

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE
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JO MORRIS EMPLOYEE RETENTION…WHAT IS THE REAL COST WHEN YOU LOSE AN EMPLOYEE? from page 124

Participants will learn about different market segments
where threaded fasteners are used plus automotive
fastening elements including understanding PPAP-s, supply
chain issues, lightweighting trends, platings and coatings,
fastener materials and much more.
On June 3rd, in conjunction
with Fastener Tech’19 – we will
present Why Fasteners Fail
instructed by Laurence Claus. Using real world examples of
fastener failures, this workshop will explore how threaded
fasteners are supposed to function and why they fail. This
workshop will address failures in service due to improper
selection and design, improper installation, and corrosion/
embrittlement. It will also investigate the relationship
between design characteristics and manufacturing, and
how these can play a role in fastener failure. This workshop
is designed for anyone, new or well established in the
industry, who desires to learn more about what causes
threaded fasteners to fail.
On June 19-21 we will present Understanding

Hydrogen Embrittlement in Fasteners instructed by
Salim Brahimi, Director of Engineering Technology for the
Industrial Fasteners Institute (IFI), and Carmen Vertullo,
Aim Testing Lab, in Wixom, MI. This two-and-a-half-day
workshop will provide a broad understanding of hydrogen
embrittlement with focus on the conditions leading to
hydrogen embrittlement.
When travel and time out of the office is difficult, the
Fastener Training Institute can still accommodate training
needs with one our live or recorded webinars. Michael
Lentini, Spirol International, and John Medcalf, Peak
Innovations Engineering join the FTI team of instructors
to present two new webinars. Please visit our website for
a complete schedule of all our webinars and classes at
www.fastenertraining.org.
FTI is a registered 501(c) (6) non-profit; we need
the support of the fastener community to help fund
our growth. Direct donations and webinar or class
sponsorships are a great way to promote your products
and support fastener training.
JO MORRIS | FASTENER TRAINING INSTITUTE
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7737 Ellington Place, Mentor, OH 44060

NORTH COAST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
TEL

440-975-9503

TEL

440-350-1676

EMAIL

lgraham@ncfaonline.com

WEB

www.ncfaonline.com

2018 NCFA HOLIDAY BASH by Marty Nolan, Vice-President
The North Coast Fastener Association held its 2018 Holiday Bash at
Forest City Shuffleboard in Cleveland, Ohio on December 13. About 60
members attended and everyone got in on the action. As one participant
mentioned, “no one is good at Shuffleboard. We are all playing at the
same level”. And, though there were several spirited contest played, in
true holiday spirit there were no fist fights or name calling. Response to
this event was so positive, we may give a go again this year!

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

NORTH COAST FASTENER ASSOCIATION

METROPOLITAN FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

PO Box 72, Lake Zurich, IL 60047

TEL

201-254-7784

FAX

847-516-6728

EMAIL

admin@mfda.us

WEB

www.mfda.us

HOLIDAY PARTY SERVES TOYS FOR TOTS WELL!! by Rob Rundle
The Metropolitan Fastener Distributors Association
(MFDA) celebrated the holiday season in style in early
December with its annual Toys for Tots Dinner and
fundraiser. The 20th anniversary of the event was the
best in recent memory with records for attendees, toys
collected, and money donated. The Association is very

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

proud to announce that its members donated a record
$5,650 for the drive this year!
After he was done with the bad fastener jokes (are
there any other kinds?) 1st Sargent Eduardo Asencio,
who is in charge of the campaign for the Dover (NJ)
barracks this year, commended the MFDA on its longtime
support of the Marine Corp’s mission to supply toys to
the children of our area. He told the attendees that his
Company based at the Picatinny Arsenal, will distribute
over 150,000 toys this holiday season. The donated
money is used by the Marine Corps towards purchases
of gifts for age groups that don’t typically have toys
donated for them (babies, teenagers).
The MFDA is grateful to all members who contributed
to the 2018 drive and is looking forward to setting more
records in 2019!
METROPOLITAN FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
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FAST-EXEC LLC
EFFECTIVE : AFFORDABLE : HEADHUNTING
TEL 774-293-4994 EMAIL solutions@fast-exec.com

WEB

www.fast-exec.com

ANNOUNCING NEW PARTNERSHIP WITH
WORLDWIDEFASTENERSOURCES.COM
Fast-Exec LLC, a Headhunting Agency specializing in the
Industrial Fastener Industry announces a partnership with
www.worldwidefastenersources.com. Al Bate, their senior
consultant tells us more...
Fast-Exec LLC was founded in 2015 by my wife; (…
and now Boss), Jacqui Bate, we specialize in the Industrial
Fastener Industry. After 30 plus years in the Industry
across the USA, Europe and the UK, I joined Fast-Exec LLC
in January 2018.
On three separate occasions we have been approached
by companies wishing to either partner with us or have
us endorse them and whilst each of them was and is a
reputable business, we decided against pursuing this any
further at the time. However, when we were approached by
Mike McGuire to see if we wanted to partner with his latest
venture, WorldwideFastenerSources.com, we knew this was
the right opportunity. Although Mike and I had not met, I was
well aware of his pedigree within the Fastener Industry.
Mike first came to prominence in 1980 when he started
the National Industrial Fastener Show and Conference,
(NIFSCO). Today NIFSCO is held every Fall in Vegas and is
recognized as one of the worlds’ leading Fastener shows,
(in 2016 Mike sold NIFSCO to Emerald Exhibitions).
In 1982 he founded the Fastener Hall of Fame. In
1984 he founded the American Fastener Journal which he
owned for 34 years.
Mike has authored several industry books and was
himself inducted into the Fastener Hall of Fame in 1994.
Mike told me that he decided to retire, but that lasted only
six weeks before he realized retirement really was not for
him and so he started to plan his next Fastener Industry
venture. It was from this process that the concept of
Worldwide Fastener Sources was born.
The platform is split into three separate portals of www.
usfastenersources.com, www.eurasiafastenersources.
com and www.asiafastenersources.com. Such is Mike’s
reputation that WWFS already covers over 10,000 specific
Fastener products, 92 Fastener Products Groups and over
3,100 Proprietary Fastener Trade names.
Fast-Exec LLC was founded in 2015 by Jacqui Bate,
they are a team of Headhunters and Recruiters working

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

exclusively with the Industrial Fastener Industry. They have
over 30 years’ experience working in the Fastener Industry
across the USA, Europe and the UK. Al Bate, their Senior
Consultant picks up the story.
...”since its’ inception Fast-Exec LLC have been
creating a reputation for effective, affordable headhunting
in the Fastener Industry, we don’t just send our clients
candidate resumes, we treat every Talent Search as if
we were the hiring party, putting each potential candidate
through a thorough filter process designed to ensure they
not only meet the demands of the role in question, but are
also a match for the client and their culture.
We are fastener folk first and foremost, recruiters
second, we do not have expensive head offices or teams
of canvassers working the phones and so we are able to
go to market at a price point appropriate to the Fastener
Industry and not the recruitment world.
We agree a salary max for each placement with our
clients and our commission is based on that figure only,
regardless of what eventual salary is paid to the candidate,
we cap our fees in this way so that in the eventuality we
recommend a client offer a higher base salary, they
know we do so as we believe that is what it will
take to onboard the candidate and NOT so we can
increase our fees.
Our intimate knowledge of the industry
enables us to identify, filter and present
candidates with the precise Fastener Industry
skills, attributes and experiences our clients
are seeking. Worldwidefastenersources.com
we believe is a game changer and
all of the team here at Fast-Exec
LLC could not be more proud to
partner with them and of course,
a fastener professional with the
gravitas & reputation of
Mr. Mike McGuire.”

FAST-EXEC LLC
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J.W. Winco, Inc., A Ganter Company, a
leading supplier of standard industrial machine
components, now has available GN 1580 Nuts
with Hygienic Design.
The GN 1580 Stainless Steel Nuts are certified
according to European Hygienic Engineering and
Design Group guidelines, making them ideal
for use in hygienic areas. “The sealed flange
surface enables
components to be
mounted without
dead spaces,”
said John Winkler,
CEO, Office of the
President at JW
Winco. “The high
quality finish, as
well as the large
corner radii and
closed surfaces, prevent adherence of dirt and
facilitate cleaning.”
Available in either a matte or polished finish,
the FDA compliant sealing ring on the nuts is made
of a hydrogenated acrylonitrile Butadiene rubber
and is temperature resistant from -25 °C (-13 °F)
to 150 °C (302 °F).
JW Winco is a manufacturer/distributor of inch
and metric standard parts. JW Winco offers an
extensive selection of plastic, steel and stainless
steel adjustable levers, cabinet U-handles, hinges
and locking mechanisms, revolving and retractable
handles, hand wheels, hand cranks, tube
connection and conveyor components, construction
tubing, shock absorption mounts, leveling mounts,
hand knobs, spring, ball and indexing plungers,
jig, fixture and fastening components, retaining
magnet assemblies, toggle clamps, casters and
wheels, universal joints, oil sight glasses, and
metric tools for the industrial and commercial
equipment industries.
JW Winco, which is ISO 9001:2015 certified,
is located in New Berlin, Wisconsin, with a brand
office in Mexico and a sales location in Canada.
For more information, contact J.W. Winco at
1-800-877-8351, by fax at 1-800-472-0670 or via
e-mail at sales@jwwinco.com or visit them online at
www.jwwinco.com.

THE DISTRIBUTOR’S LINK

Bolts & Nuts Corp., a
nationwide industrial distribution
firm based in Chattanooga,
Tennessee, announced it has
acquired Macon, GA-based
Industrial Fastening of Macon,
in support of its growth and
expansion strategy. With
this acquisition, and with the
addition of the team in Macon,
Bolts & Nuts will broaden its
ability to serve its strategic
manufacturers and OEMs in the
state of Georgia. Bolts & Nuts
serves customers in over 40
states, Mexico and Europe.
“We are excited for Jim
Watson, his fantastic team
and their valuable customer
base to become a part of the
Bolts & Nuts family, and we
are excited to broaden our
reach for our customers in
Georgia, supporting economic
development, job creation and
contribution to the Macon and
Georgia community that is core
to the Bolts & Nuts values,”
said Mike Strunk, CEO of Bolts
& Nuts Corp.
According to Jim Watson,
CEO of Industrial Fastening of
Macon, “In combining with Bolts
& Nuts, our team acquires the
advantages of global scale while
marrying up with a company
whose core values are focus
on delivering value to our four
key stakeholders: customers,
team members, community and
suppliers.”
For more information
contact Bolts and Nuts
Corporation by Tel: 1-800-6781576, Email: support@boltsnuts.
com or visit them online at
www.boltsandnutscorp.com.
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3Q, INC.
113
Flat washers, pull-tight sheet metal screws,
cold formed-special fasteners, direct mill
shipments (screws, nuts, bolts, stampings),
stock and release programs.
Tel (630) 405-8492
Fax (630) 839-0990

A
ACS MANUFACTURING, INC
Formed spring steel fasteners
Tel (888) NUTS-R-US
Fax (847) 695-6336

113

ADVANCED POLY-PACKAGING
64
Quality baggers, parts counters, scales, bags and
conveyors for affordable fastener packaging.
Tel (330) 785-4000
Fax (330) 785-4010
AIM TESTING LABORATORY
115
Highly competent and comprehensive fastener
training, consulting and testing company. Our
expertise sets us apart from the rest.
Tel (909) 254-1278
AJAX WIRE SPECIALTY CO., INC.
72
Wire spring manufacturer. Short and long
runs, all sizes, all lengths.
Tel (855) 966-AJAX (2529)
Fax (516) 935-2334
ALBANY STEEL & BRASS
Specialty Tapping Screws - Swageform
Tel (312) 733-1900
Fax (312) 733-9887

43

®
47
ALFA TOOLS
For over 40 years, Alfa Tools has partnered
with Fastener Distributors to supply cutting
tools, threading tools, fastener driving tools,
and abrasives made in the USA.
Tel (800) 253-2532

ALL AMERICAN WASHER WERKS
101
Quality producers of washers and stampings
Tel (847) 566-9091
Fax (847) 566-8381
ALLOY & STAINLESS FASTENERS
76
Supplies special metal fasteners in over 150
material grades and over 25 coatings and
platings. ASF utilizes over 250 machines
with a 10,000 ton inventory with emergency
24-7 on call service.
Tel (713) 466-3031
Fax (713) 466-9591
ALPHA-GRAINGER MFG. CO.
Electronic hardware, captive screws,
shoulder screws, spacers & standoffs
Tel (508) 520-4005
Fax (508) 520-4185

25

ALUMINUM FASTENER SUPPLY 136, 137
The only exclusive aluminum fastener
supplier of made in the USA products. 6,500
line items in stock with same day shipping.
It’s what we do.
Tel (800) 526-0341
Fax (239) 643-5795
AMERICAN BELLEVILLE
45
Belleville Washers, Belleville Springs, Disc
Springs, Flange Washers, precision-machined
custom components. Contract manufacturing
services – stamping, CNC lathe and mill
machining, grinding, heat treating.
Tel (440) 721-8350
Fax (440) 266-0704
AMERICAN IMPERIAL SCREW CORP. 121
Push on hats, push on bolt retainers, locknuts,
self-treading locknuts and washers, regular
washer locknuts, push-on retainer fasteners
and wing nuts, adhesives and metal anchors.
Tel (800) 431-2391
Fax (845) 354-4377
AMPG
94, 95
Domestic manufacturer of shoulder screws,
button head sex bolts, flat head sex bolts,
prairie bolts, non-standard flat washers, and
machined specialties from stock. Print to
part in 7 days.
Tel (317) 472-9000
Fax (317) 472-9010

B
BAR STOCK SPECIALTIES, INC.
79
Metal bar processing; drawing, peeling,
grinding and cutting. Long length stainless
bar up to 60 foot.
Tel (713) 849-0055
Fax (713) 466-3583
BAY SUPPLY
3
Fastener & Tooling Super Warehouse. Top
brands at bottom prices. Ship to over 200
countries.
Tel (516) 294-4100
Fax (516) 294-3448
BIG RED FASTENERS, INC.
57
Now stocking Xylan and Clear Cad B7 studs
and nuts. Your full-service stocking distributor of
all bolts, nuts, studs, washers, machine screws,
tapping and self-drilling screws. USA Products.
We are on the Williams Pipeline AML.
Tel (918) 251-7291
Fax (918) 251-7311
BRADLEY GROUP OF COMPANIES 91, 157
Preapplied Adhesives and Sealants. Loctite
Dri-Loc, 3M Scotchgrip, Nylon Patch, Tec-Flon
Thread-Masking, Plastisol, Head Identification
Marking, and Casting Imprenation.Authorized
Coating Partner for Precote® USA.
Tel (800) 201-7381

BRIKKSEN STAINLESS
55
Master distributor of inch and metric
stainless fasteners. Competitive pricing.
24hr turnaround.
Tel (800) 962-1614
Fax (321) 233-8665
BRIGHTON-BEST INTERNATIONAL
OUTSIDE BACK COVER
Socket & square head set screws, hex keys,
L-Nine products, Grade 8 hex head, shoulder
bolts, pipe plugs, dowel springs, nuts &
metrics, hand tools and full stainless line.
Tel (800) 275-0050
BTM MANUFACTURING
99
Leading manufacturer of bent and threaded
products. U-bolts, J-bolts, studs, anchor
bolts, eye bolts and bent/threaded product
manufactured to custom specifications. Quality,
value, and reliability for more than 50 years.
Tel (800) 369-2658
Fax (816) 331-0473

C
CAPITAL MARKETING
159
Sales & Marketing strategies from a premier
agency serving North Carolina, South
Carolina, and Virginia.
Tel (336) 906-9401
CAVALIER INDUSTRIAL SPECIALTIES 77
Manufacture acorn, dome, flat and radius
cap styles – small and large diameters.
Custom fasteners. Our manufacturing
processes include forging, turning, milling,
drilling, slotting, broaching, grinding, and roll
threading. Emergency 24-7 service.
Tel (713) 983-0055
Fax (713) 983-0058
CHICAGO HARDWARE & FIXTURE CO. 123
Mfrs of Wire Rope and Chain Fittings,
Industrial and Marine Hardware and Allied
Products
Tel (847) 455-6609
Fax (847) 455-0012
COMPONENT PACKAGING
Contract packager specializing in the
fastener industry - automated or hand
bagging, shrink packaging and order
assembly.
Tel (417) 624-9395
Fax (417) 624-2303

75

COMPUTER INSIGHTS
19
Offering “The Business Edge,” a complete
integrated system for fastener distributors
Tel (800) 539-1233
Fax (630) 893-4030
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D

DARLING BOLT
131
Large and special hex cap screws & socket
products in additional to 12-point flange screws
Tel (800) 882-0747
Fax (586) 757-1555
DELTA SECONDARY
117
Cut off & chamfer, cut threading, cross drilling,
tapping, turning, milling, slotting, grooving.
Tel (630) 766-1180
Fax (630) 766-1285
DISTRIBUTION ONE
85
ERP Software for Fastener Distributors
capable of running the entire operation,
efficiently & profitably.
Tel (856) 380-0629
Fax (856) 222-0061
DISTRIBUTOR’S LINK
Tel (800) 356-1639
Fax (239) 643-5220

179, 191

E
EFC INTERNATIONAL
107
Global provider of specialty engineered
component parts including clamps, panel
fasteners, specialty nuts and more! A proven
market leader in assembly innovation, Offers
the most comprehensive line of specialty
metal, plastic and electrical components
Tel (314) 434-2888
Fax (314) 434-2902
EPICOR
97
Business software is built for the everyday
business processes of fastener distributors
– including order entry, eCommerce, vendormanaged inventory, lot tracking, tagging,
and landed costs. epicor.com/fasteners-p21
Tel (800) 776-7438
E & T FASTENERS, INC
127
Molded, machined, and stamped plastic
fasteners - uts, bolts, washers - Kynar, Teflon,
PVC, Nylon, and Polypropylene. Low minimums.
Tel (704) 933-5774
E-Z LOK
109
Thread inserts for metal, wood and plastic
Tel (800) 234-5613
Fax (310) 353-4444

F
FALL RIVER MFG CO., INC.
27
Manufacturers of Stainless steel & nonferrous fasteners
Tel (800) 275-6991
Fax (508) 675-8770

FASCOMP ELECTRONIC HARDWARE 39
Male-female standoffs, female standoffs,
male-male standoffs, spacers, shoulder
screws, captive screws, thumbscrews,
swage standoffs and spacers, handles and
ferrules
Tel (407) 226-2112
Fax (407) 226-3370
FASTAR, INC.
42
Coiled and Slotted spring pins, dowel pins,
cotter pins, taper pins, grooved and special
pins
Tel (845) 369-7990
Fax (845) 369-7989

GOEBEL FASTENERS, INC.
7
Innovative fastener solutions: blind rivets,
self-tapping/drilling screws, toggles,
strapping, wing seals, tools & safety
equipment and insulation accessories.
Tel (713) 393-7007
GRAPHIKA CREATIVE
189
Creative marketing solutions tailored for
the Fastener Industry. Supplier of design
and finished materials for web, digital,
email marketing, exhibitions, point of sale
and corporate branding. Graphika - your
off-site, in-house comprehensive marketing
department. info@graphikacreative.com
Tel (224) 489-9533

FASTENER FAIR USA
35
Fastener Fair USA will take place May
22-23, 2019 at the Cobo Center in Detroit,
MI, bringing together manufacturers,
distributors, suppliers and end users in
this unique fastener, fixing, and joining
technology exhibition. www.fastenerfair.
com/usa
Tel (312) 809-9260

GROWERMETAL S.R.L.
155
Specialized manufacturer in the production
of security washers, blanked parts according
to customer specifications and spring
washers for railways.
Tel (973) 425-0769
Fax (973) 425-0762

FASTENER WEBSITE LINKS

140

FASTENER NEWS DESK

159

HANGER BOLT & STUD CO.
187
USA Hanger bolts, studs, dowel screws, pins.
Tel (800) 537-7925
Fax (800) 994-2658

FCH SOURCING NETWORK

182

FORD FASTENERS, INC.
15
410 stainless steel screws, sheet metal,
self-drillers, thread cutters, self-piercing,
EPDM sealing washers.
Tel (800) 272-3673
Fax (201) 487-1919

G
GEORGE H. SELTZER & CO.
181
“T” slot bolts, hex nuts, washers, “T” slot
nuts, studs, wedges, step blocks, extension
nuts, clamps, flanged hex nuts, and eye
bolts.
Tel (610) 532-2322
Fax (610) 532-3024
GF&D SYSTEMS
125
Your ‘one-stop’ supplier for grease fittings
and accessories. Couplers and hose whips,
great fitting caps, grease guns, custom
designed fittings, assortments, private
labeling and custom kitting.
Tel (800) 360-1318
Fax (262) 789-8640
GLOBALFASTENERNEWS.COM

163

H

HANSON RIVET & SUPPLY CO.
Rivets, threaded inserts, riveting tools,
riveting machines, washers
Tel (866) 61-RIVET (617-4838)
Fax (323) 221-5300

53

HI-PERFORMANCE FASTENING
SYSTEMS
149
Leading manufacturer of specialty
and proprietary cold headed fasteners
serving the distribution, heavy truck,
tiered automotive, agriculture, lawn &
garden, appliance, consumer electronics,
construction, renewable energy and offroad/emergency vehicle markets. With
a wide range of capabilities, internal
engineering services, external direct sales
and application field support, indirect or
direct end user support and an internal
sales team we assist you.
Tel (630) 860-7766

I
ICS FLANGE
41
Stocks flange bolts and nuts in Grade 5, 8,
8.8 and 10.9 in steel and stainless in any
finish.
Tel (800) 231-0360
Fax (800) 586-2461
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IDEAL SUPPLY, INC.
One of the largest Monel® fastener
inventories in the world to meet your
customer’s military & commercial
requirements to ASTM/MIL-SPEC.
Tel (847) 961-5900
Fax (847) 961-5300

123

INxSQL
135
Providing distribution ERP solutions
designed for fastener distributors. Quality
software, affordable price, industry leading
support.
Tel (877) 446-9775

K
®

INDUSTRIAL FASTENERS INSTITUTE 163
2018 Edition IFI Book of Fastener Standards
is now available in hard cover and NEW
online format. www.indfast.org/shop
Tel (216) 241-1482
INDUSTRIAL RIVET & FASTENER CO.
One name, one number, one source for
rivets and RivetKing FreeSet Series.
Tel (800) BUY-RIVET
Fax (201) 750-1050

23

INFASCO (IFASTGROUPE 2004 LP)
93
One of the largest manufacturers and
suppliers of fastener products in North
America. Markets include: transportation,
heavy equipment, construction/energy,
automotive and industrial distribution.
Tel (450) 658-8741
INNOVATIVE COMPONENTS INC
105
Manufacturer of plastic clamping knobs,
quick release pins, wire rope lanyards, thread
identifiers, and custom injection molding tools.
Tel (800) 566-2774
Fax (847) 885-9005

KEN FORGING
21
Domestic manufacturer of eyebolts, nut
eyebolts, rod ends, turnbuckles & fittings, eye
nuts, pad eyes, D-rings, c-clamps & screws,
swivel hoist ring. Custom forgings up to 250 lbs.
Tel (888) 536-3674
Fax (440) 992-0360
®
145
KINTER
X-mas tree clips, binder posts and screws,
binder rings, steel barrel bolts and screws,
wall anchors.
Tel (800) 323-2389
Fax (847) 623-0105

L
LELAND INDUSTRIES INC
107
Domestic manufacturer of bolts, nuts,
screws in carbon or stainless. Custom
threading and specials. Wire bending,
threading to 4”. Bolts to 6” x 3/4” dia,
U-Bolts and Anchors.
Tel (800) 263-3393
Fax (416) 291-0305

INTERCORP
1
Premium self-drilling, drywall, needle-point,
pole gripper, stainless steel, outdoor,
concrete, cement board, woodworking and
special application.
Tel (800) 762-2004
Fax (714) 744-4672

LOK-MOR, INC.
61
American-made locknuts at competitive
prices.
Tel (800) 843-7230
Fax (817) 453-2923

ISC – INTERCONTINENTAL SALES 139
Fastener and Building Related Products. Same
day shipping, free private labeling, no minimums
Tel (800) 741-4278
Fax (800) 892-0983

MAR-BRO MANUFACTURING
2
Domestic manufacturer of standards,
specials, MS and NAS fasteners.
Specializing in A286, 12 pt flange and hex
flange fasteners.
Tel (602) 278-8197
Fax (602) 269-1235

INTERFAST GROUP
151
Distributor/importer of drywall, deck, selfdrilling and self-piercing screws.
Tel (800) 605-1233
Fax (909) 930-2183
INTERNATIONAL FASTENERS, INC.
83
Daggerz™ quality construction fasteners.
Self-drill, drywall, deck, wood, concrete, clip,
needle point screws, post frame screws,
aluminum industry screws, EDPM bonded
washers, bits & threaded rod.
Tel (888) 241-0203
Fax (888) 241-2096

M

MEHTA TRADING INTERNATIONAL
The complete MILL stainless fastener
source.
Tel (972) 642-1012
Fax (972) 642-1244

167

METRIC & MULTISTANDARD
13
Providing quality metric industrial products
and exceptional customer service since 1963
Tel (800) 431-2792
Fax (914) 769-5049

MW INDUSTRIES, INC – TEXAS
63
Washers, special fasteners and metal
stamping for 35 years. ISO 9001:2008 cert.
Tel (800) 875-3510
Fax (281) 233-0449

N
ND INDUSTRIES
INSIDE FRONT COVER, 87
Self-locking and self-sealing fastener processing,
fastener inspection & sorting, chemical blending,
bottling, and A2LA Lab testing.
Tel (248) 655-2503
NORTH EAST FASTENERS (NEF)
11
AS9100 certified, supplying IFI, ANSI, MS, NAS,
NASM, AN, DIN, JIS, JCIS high quality fasteners
for commercial, military and aerospace.
Tel (860) 589-3242
Fax (860) 589-6969
NOVA FASTENER CO.
185
Full line screws, nuts, bolts, washers, and
fence related parts.
Tel (800) 645-1234
Fax (631) 225-6828

O
OFFSHORE MILLING SERVICES, INC. 33
One-Stop for factory-direct fasteners, High
quality, great service, on time delivery.
Tel (503) 244-1516
Fax (503) 452-9855
OSSCO BOLT & SCREW CO., INC.
Distributor of nuts - full range
Tel (800) 367-2688
Fax (401) 461-6970

133

P
PINNACLE CAPITAL CORP
171
Business Sales/Divestitures; Acquisitions
and Acquisition Searches - since 1993.
Tel (212) 267-8200
PIVOT POINT
Pins - clevis, cotter pins, quick release,
locking - wire rope lanyards, stock and
specials and award winning inventions
Tel (800) 222-2231
Fax (920) 349-3253

67

PRODUCT COMPONENTS CORP.
101
Machined and molded fasteners in many
types of plastics including Nylon, PTFE, Acetal,
PVC, Polypropylene, Polycarbonate and more!
Woman-owned and operated; specializing
in excellent customer service, competitive
pricing, quick delivery and small minimums.
Tel (925) 228-8930
Fax (925) 228-8933
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RAF ELECTRONIC HARDWARE
89
Domestic standoffs, spacers, male-females,
swage, male-male and modified parts. NAS
fasteners.
Tel (203) 888-2133
Fax (203) 888-9860
W.J. ROBERTS CO.
33
Spacers and standoffs. Hex and rounds
3/16 to 5/8 diameter. Standoffs in brass,
aluminum, steel and stainless steel.
Tel (781) 233-8176
Fax (781) 231-1456
ROTOR CLIP®
INSIDE BACK COVER
Manufacturers of retaining rings, spiral rings,
snap rings, wave springs and hose clamps.
Tel (732) 469-7333
Fax (732) 469-7898
R&R ENGINEERING CO.
161
Bent bolts, wire forms. Quality craftsmanship.
Tel (800) 979-1921
Fax (800) 345-9583
RUMCO FASTENER
51
Leading cold-heading manufacturer for
over 30 years. Specializing in SEMS and
custom fasteners including 2, 3 and 4- piece
assemblies in ferrous and non-ferrous
materials.
Tel (847) 364-5000

S
SCREW & SUPPLY CO. INC
169
Tamper-resistant security screws made in USA.
Tel (800) 223-1316
Fax (631) 567-3057
SEMS AND SPECIALS
Domestic fastener manufacturer with
distribution smarts.
Tel (815) 874-0000
Fax (815) 874-0100

45

SHANGHAI FAST-FIX RIVET CORP
Rivet Manufacturer in China.
Tel 0086-21-58912860
Fax 0086-21-58912793

177

SPIROL
81, 129
Coiled and slotted spring pins, solid
pins, disc springs, alignment dowels and
bushings, spacers, compression limiters,
machined nuts, threaded inserts and shims.
Tel (800) 321-4679
Fax (860) 774-0487
SRC SPECIAL RIVETS CORP.
155
Blind Rivets. Company Rep: Tony DiMaio.
Tel & Fax (978) 521-0277
STAR STAINLESS SCREW CO.
49
Stainless fasteners - Inch, metric, standards,
non-standards, import, domestic.
Tel (630) 595-3440
Fax (630) 595-3533
SUPERIOR WASHER & GASKET CORP. 31
The single source supplier for all you washer
and gasket needs. Made in the USA.
Tel (631) 273-8282
Fax (631) 273-8088
SWD INC.
75
Specializes in Black Oxide, Passivation,
Phosphating, Dip Spin Coatings, Fastener
Sorting and Packaging. Licensed applicator of
Doerken, Magni and Yuken Organic Coatings.
Tel (630) 543-3003
Fax (630) 543-3028

T
TAMPER-PRUF SCREW, INC
65
Leader in Security Screws for over 40 years.
Tel (562) 531-9340
Fax (562) 531-2464
TORTOISE FASTENER CO
59
Specialty source for slow moving hex heads.
Stainless, brass, silicon bronze, aluminum,
nickel-copper and alloy 20 hex heads.
Tel (800) 691-8894
Fax (303) 371-0877
TUTTLE MANUFACTURING
153
Anchors, bent bolt specials, spade bolts,
acme threaded bars
Tel (847) 381-7713

SHEAR-LOC PRODUCTS
72
The original instant thumbscrews. The
ultimate socket head cap screw accessory
Tel (800) 775-5668
Fax (949) 768-8705
SOLUTION INDUSTRIES
29
Zinc plated socket products, hard to find
items, specials from print or sample, semistandards. Secondary processes. Blanket
orders.
Tel (866) 297-8656
Fax (440) 816-9501

U
UC COMPONENTS
151
Vented, coated, plated and polished screws.
RediVac® clean-packaged screws and
O-rings. Custom products and prototypes.
Tel (408) 782-1929
UMETA OF AMERICA
59
Supplier of OEM quality grease fittings and guns
Tel (800) 595-5747
Fax (704) 799-1923
UNICORP
69
Manufacturer of American Standard and
Metric Precision Electronic Hardware,
fasteners and handles since 1971.
Tel (973) 674-1700

UNIQUE INDUSTRIES
139
Manufacturers of specialty threaded items
Tel (205) 668-0490
Fax (205) 668-0431
USA FASTENER GROUP, INC.
183
Founded in 2002, USA Fastener Group
established itself as a recognized leader in
the fastener industry. Located in Houston, TX
Tel (713) 641-4600

V
VIRGINIA FASTENERS
181
Specializing in HDG timber, hex, carriage,
lag bolts, tie rods, nuts and washers.
Tel (800) 368-3430
Fax (757) 436-1460
VOLT INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS, INC.
9
American-made plastic fasteners, all types &
quantities, custom molding since 1992.
Tel (800) 844-8024
Fax (870) 453-8707

W
WESTERN WIRE PRODUCTS
37
Cotter pins, custom wire forms, spring pins,
d-rings, s-hooks, hitch pin clips, hog rings, key
rings, and lock washers. Made in the USA.
Tel (800) 325-3770
Fax (636) 305-1119
WILLIE WASHER MFG.
73
Special washers, stampings & prototypes.
Tel (847) 956-1344
Fax (847) 956-7943
WOMEN IN THE FASTENER INDUSTRY (WIFI)
FRONT COVER, 16
Not-for-profit association made up of women
in manufacturing, distribution and secondary
processing within the fastener industry.
www.fastenerwomen.com

X
XL SCREW CORPORATION
53
Importer of standard fasteners including
hex cap screws, bolts, nuts, locknuts, thread
forming screws, sheet metal screws, selfdrilling screws, machine screws, washers
and anchors, metrics and mill shipments.
Tel (847) 383-2300
Fax (847) 383-2345

Z
ZAGO MANUFACTURING CO. INC
71
Sealing fasteners and components.
Complete line of sealing screws, nuts,
bolts, and swith boots. Providing MS3212/
MS3213, NASM82496 parts for military and
aerospace industries.
Tel (973) 643-6700
Fax (973) 643-4433

